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Abstract

this re;mrt identifies and assesses accident management strategies which could be important for pteventing
containment failure and'or mitigating the release of fission products during a severe accident in a llWR plant with
a Mark til type of containtnent. liased on information available (tom probabilistic risk assessments and other
existing severe accident rescarth, and using simplified containment and release event trees, the report identifies
the thallenges a Mark 111 containment could f ace during the course of a severe accident, the mechanisms twhind
these challenges, and the strategies that could be used to mitigate the challenges. 'Ibe strategies are linked to
the general safety objectives which apply for containment and release management by means of a safety objective
tree. 'the strategies were assessed by applying them to ecrtain severe accident sequence categories deemed
important for a Mark 111 containtaent because of one or more of the following characteiistics: high probability of

-

core datnage high consequenets, lead to a number of challenges, and involve the f ailure of niultiple systems.
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Executive Stunnmry

De purpose of the present report is to identify, as well as to assess, accident management strategies which could
be unportant for preventing containment failure anWor mili sting the release of fission products during a severet

accident in a llWit plant with a blark lit type of containmea While the development of detailed actions is of
necessity plant specific, the ideas contained in this report can be useful to individual licensees who are in the
process of developing their accident management programs. He report should also be helpful to a reviewer of a
licensee's anident management plan. He Grand Gulf Nuclear Station is used as the example plant in this
report, but some of the differences among the four domestic hlark 111 plants are also discussed.

De present report emphasizes the use of existing plant capabilities for severe accident management. De plant
features that are important to containment and release management (Cithi) of a llWit htark !!! containment are
reviewed to identify their function and performance under severe accident conditions. Dese include the plant
systems, the resources needed to support their operation, the emergency response facilities, the emergency
procedure guidelines (IIPGs), and the instrumentation required to asses the plant and its environs during and
following an necident. Important issues related to these systems and some of the uncertainties involved in severe
accident phenomena are discussed.

hlaximum use was rnade of information contained in currently available safety studies related to llWit
containments in general and blark til plants in particular. Use was made of simplified containment and release
event trees (Citirl's) in both identification and assessment of strategies. One resuti of this examination is a safety
objective tree which links the general safety objectives of containment and release management with the strategies
identified as helpful in mitigating the challenges

De strategies were assesseJ by apphcation to certain accident sequences. He sequence categories selected for
strategy assessment consisted of station blackout, KlWS, loss of containment heat removal, and containment
bypass. %csc prov|de a range of accident characteristics which need to be considered: the initial condition of the
reactor and the containment at the inception of the accident, the speed of accident progression, and the
availability of major safety systems. De selected sequences also cover all the identified challenges and thereby
allow all the strategies to be considered. Sequences with a significant probability of core damage or with the
potential for tigh consequences are included in the assessment. He strategies discussed may, of course, also be
of benefit in other sequenecs than the ones considered in this report.

Important CRhi strategies are discussed in detailin this report to provide guidance for the development of
symptom based strategies which could be considered for implementation. %c most important points related to
strategy implementation are discussed with emphasis on symptoms leading to strategy initiation, diagnnstie
concerns, downside risks, and operator action concerns. He challenges to which a hfark Ill containment is
subjected during a severe accident are in many ways similar to those faced by the other IlWR containments,i.e.
hlark I and htask 11 plants. Herefore many of the strategies are also similar. Ilowever an important additional
challenge for hlark !!!'s is burning of combustible gases. His challenge, and the strategies aimed at combustible
gas control, are discussed at length in the report.

In addition to the llWR Emergency Procedure Guidelines the Grand Gulf limergency Operating Procedures were
used to estimate the operational response to a severe accident currently available at the plant. While the existing
liPGs are designed primarily for plant conditions expected prior to significant core damage, CRht strategies
consider plant conditions well beyond this point, including vessel breach and containment failure where release
management becomes more important.

Although there are significant uncertainties in the understanding of some of the phenomena involved in a severe
accident, the ability to predict accident progression accurately, and the plant capabilities under severe accident
conditions, the strategies identified in this report were found to be in general effective based on their application
during the accident sequences considered for the Grand Gulf Nuclear Station. Often a single strategy would have
multiple beneficial effects on accident management (e.g., containment spray could reduce containment
temperature and pressure, scrub fission products from the containment atmosphere, and provide water for corium

NURl!G/CR 5802ix
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Executive Summary

quenching). Ilowever some of the strategies may have significant adverse effects. In a Mark 111 containment the
flooding of the reactor cavity, i.e. reactor pedestal area, niay mitigate core-concrete interaction and reduce some

'

loads associated with hbh pressure melt ejection, but may also lead to significant ex-vessel steam explosions.
Current risk analyses indicate that the benefits of a flooded cavity still outweigh the drawbacks.

As for other mntainments, the lack of control room indications of containment variables in a Mark 111 muld be a
significant problem for accident management. 'lhis deficiency is particularly seiious for a station blackout
sequence, shown in NUREG-ll50 to be a dominant severe accident sequence for a Mark Ill containment. The
survival of plant instruments under severe accident conditions is also quite uncettain. The containment
conditions, e.g., temperature, pressure, and radiation, that may occur in a severe accident may exceed the
environmental conditions for which the instruments are qualified. These areas could benefit from additional-

research efforts.

An added suggestion based on the investigations performed for this report is that, during an actual saident,
decision making for acrident management may be enhanced through the use of simplified CRifl's with updated
plant status information and probability data to predict accident progression. When combined with a simple
consequence prediction code and with the meteorological conditions and offsite activities already available, this
could provide nn integrated approach for accident progression and consequence prediction.

| NUREG/CR-5802 x
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l Introduction

1.1 thekgrmind
f

thperience obtain J from Probabiliuie Ilisk Aucument analpes indisates that a mst clicctive means orprosedures with additionalti
e reduce severe accid (nt risk even further is to supplcment plant opera ngddeuts. While minorf

.nd guidance for severe acddents, th.,t is, by planned management o avere aching procedural thanges orlicense

c. ddications may in same car.es be neceuary to irnph ment the resu
+-prs p>

ii l t sptems. Such an approach
..sh can be accemplished through innovative use of aheady ex st ng p an hardware (hanges orhar

l
to ric reductien is preferabic to one which rthes on signifkant, and therefore cost y,
ad7

additions.

Aspects of wvere accident mangment have been considered in a number of previous NitC and contractorl iliC R 4920,

reports such as Itclerence 1. ltrochhaun National I aboratory's (llNils) contributions include NU tAnident
"Auessment of Severe Accident Prevention and Mitigation l'eatures* [1), and NURI:G!CR.5132, * Severe

insights heporf {2). In March 19W NURI:GCR.5474,*Aucument of Candidate Accident ManagernentStrategies" p) was published by llNI. In this document a wt of candidate accident management strateg es,i

d to provide

paviously identified from various NRC and industry reports, such as NURI:G il50 [4), were aucueinformation to individual heensees for consideration when performing their Individual Plant lisaminat ons.i 'lhe
hi i ting

aswurnent focused on describing and explaining the stralegies, considering their relations p to es sh i f the

requirements and practices, as well as identifying possible associated adverse effects. 'the emp as s oti g the
strategies nueued in NURIXi!CR.5474 was on preventing or rnitigating core damage,i.e., on arres nd t d and many
accident progrenion in veswl 'lhe tifects of the strategici, com.idered were generally well un ers oo
of the strategies were found to be already implemented at some plants.

i

'lhe current phase of the NRC Research effort in identifying and aswssing accident management actions sd stages of a severe
concerned with mitigative strategies which would rnost likely be appued in the more a&ancei n in the

accident |5,6). llefore venel f ailure the emphasis is on arresting or mitigating core damage progreu oif venel failure has already occurred or is imtninent the emphasis is on maintaining containment
reactor vesset, h i nt. While
integrity, quenching core debris ex4enci, and minirnizing fission product release to t e env ronme!!NL

identifkation and assessment of advanced in-vessel strategies is being addressed by other NRC contractors,is producing a series of reports dealing with the containment and release management part of a severe accident.li d in situations

'lhe present report is one of this series. 'the mitigative strategies discussed here are often app ewhere present understanding of the phenomena encountered is lirnited. 'lherefore, the uncerta nty ori f these
fh sted strategies

strategies is larger than for the strangies examined in NURl!GTR 5474 Also, many o t e sugged on the

go well beyond existing procedures. Often the strategies and the challenges which they address depeni t d release

specific containment types and therefore five individual reports are being written for coma nmen anmanagement, each or:e addretsing the challenges and strategies applicable to one of the five conta nmeni ttpes

used in the U.S. today.

1.2 Objective and Scope
ld

'lhe purpose of the present report is to identify, as well as to nswn, accident managernent strategies wl.ich cou
be important for preventing or delaying containment failure and'or mitigating the release of fission productsduring a severe accident in a BWR plant with a Mark lil type of containment. 'the discussions contained in this

nt plan for

report are intended to provide useful information to liccusecs formulating a severe accident managemel ific, the ideas

their individual plants. While the development of detailed guidance is of necessity p ant speccontained in this report can be useful to individual licensees who are in the piocess of developing acc entid

management plan.
f

'lhe report caa aho turni*h the reviewer of an accident management plan with a systematic overview o theh could be used to
challenges a Mark 111 containment may face during a severe acci&nt and the strategies whic
meet these challenges.
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Introdu6iion

in the srctions whkh follow the thallenge% that tan impair tuntainntent inkgrity and he rise to fis i n p
rticases from a hiark til mniainment during a severe nai&nt are diwuutd. Stialtgit$ whith can be used to

t so roduct

climinate or nutigate the (It'ett of some of these challcaps are idenufied, hiou, but not all, thalk nps can beoirt by avail.ible strategics.

1.3 Ol'gittilztillori of Ilie Ite[> ort

'the subsequent sections of the report are nisangd as follon Sution 2 dtsribes the approach taken for
strategy identification as well as for stratery autument.

splems and resources, and existing sescre accident management capabilities. A detailtd examination of theSeuion 3 discribes the hiarL lli containrntnt, the plant
mutaintnent thallenges and the identification of the relevant containtnent and rticase strategies for a hiark 111
plant are presented in Section 4. At the end of Section 4 the shallenps and strategies are spleniatically
arranged la a * Safety Objective Tite." Settion 5 presents the ptriincut information for cath of the strategies in a
consolidated form. De application of the uraugies during certain anident sequentes is disuurd in Section 6.
Section 7 consists of a surnmary and contiusions. ltricrences are motained in Sutian H.

NUREG/ Cit 5802
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2 Approach to Strategy identification and Assessment

2.1 General luforimition

in order io opiimize the elfon of snaien iaennfLaiion and awnsment masimum use was made of preuously
available Infortuation f rotu blark 111 itl.ited safet) studick 'the blur (en uwd inost Irequently are the NURif b
1150 study and the supporting a ports rdated to h1 ark 111 |74,9), the h1 ark til information produced for the
Nit (S SAltitP [1011) and CPI programs |12,13), and the relevam li1COR u ports [14].

'lhe llWit Owners' Group's I mergeng Proadore Guidelinn (1 l'Os), Itevkion 4 [15), wete uwd as a basd'ue to
gauge the guidance pinently available to llWR hlark lit th ensees for their individual plants to respond to sevoc

While it is rewgniecd that the 1 rnergency Opciating Pngt dures of an individual plant ruaymeident thabenget
differ or go substantially beyond the i pGs thne guiddino proside the best available generic information on how
htalk 111 plants will currently inpond to a scure auident.

Using the nisting ilWR liPGs as a basis additional operator actions in the form of auident managernent
straterin were identified where appropriate and pouible, and their antkipated e ffect on the accident was
assowd. Ine'.aded in the subsequent discussions h a descripilon of the indicators that the operating staff would
have (or would be lacking) at ddien ot stages of tho acidem to then the phmt untut es well as thow they
would need to irnplement the sugynted strategies.

l'or the suggesud additional strategies, the9 nupa6 on nisting proadures their effut on other n(pects of
accident management such as offsite emergency planning, and the human and material enourets they would
require, were also considtred.

Ir1 the discu% ions whish follow, when it ik instructive to refer to spettfC plant feature %,(lrand (iulf NucIcar
Station is used as the example h1 ark 111 plant.

2.2 Strategy identification Process

Numerous sources, referenced throughout this report, were consulted to obtain information on the challengn a
htark 111 containment could late during a severe acident, and the accident inanagunent strategies that can be
uwd to prevent or mitigate thne challenges. 'the thulh nges and strategies are iJentified in this report by a
syswmatic namination of existing data, utilizing a simplified event tree structure, for accidsnt progression, A
description of the examination nathod and the outcome of this effort are presented in Section 4.

Strategy identification can be enhanced and sununarized via a safety objective tree (50T). A tree structure was
-

devdoped to link the appropriate safety objectives with the challenges of the accident and ultimatdy with the
strategies deviwd to meet these challenges. This tree structure is similar to that uwd in NURiiGT R.5474 [3} to
organi/c the candidate strategies discussed there, and is similar as well to the safety objective tree structure uwd
by INiii. in NUlti!GCib5513," Accident bianagernent Information Needs? Volume 1 (16). To achieve
uniformity in terminology with other accident management reports where such a tree structure has or will be
used, the terminology of NURI Grib5513 has been adopted here.

1 or containment and idease ruanagement two safety objectives apply: (1) preventing containment failure, and (2)
mitigating fission product release to the environment. 'these safety objectives are achieved by the maintenance of
certain safety functions 1)uring an accident the normal operation of the safety functions will be threatened by
particular challenges which arise from a variety of mnhanisms that can occur in the plant. 'ihese mechanisms
can in turn be prevented or mitigated by a number of strategies. 'lhe tree developed by this proecss for the htark
111 wntainment is illustrated in 1:igure 4 6.

'the systematie method used in this retort for strategy identification and the top down structure of the SOT, using
the hierarchy just described, alkiw an analyst to decornpow the probhm of strategy identification into more and
more detailed lesch in an organized manner. 'this systematie method of eballenge <lepiction and strategy

NUR1:0CR5M22,1
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Approach
1

IAntification is more likely to aihi.ac a uttain depec of wmpletenen ihan other enore hapharard ideniifiation
pro (esses. Nevcitheless, no identifisation process can claim to account for all xmible thallenges and auociated3

! mechanisms, or to have identified all ponible strategies.

2.3 Strategy Assessinent Process
;

; Previous history as well as the ardJent phase during whith a challenge arises often p!ay an irn;mrtant role in
determining whith strategies should be huplemented and how successful their implementation will be. 'lo account

,

for these factors cettnin accident sequences ate selected and the strategies se aucued in the contest of these '

sequences, llowever, the identified strategies are not only applicable la the sequences discuned. 'the strategies,

will of ten be beneficial under other conditions as well, although these conditions may need to be accounted for in
strategy implementation.

4

Since this report deals with containment and release related strategies, aaldent progression is tracked starting
fronn a plant darnage state. l'or the Mark lit strategy assenment this tracking was accomplished through the use
of sirnplified containment event trees whose top events consist (d of events deemed important for accidenti

inanagement actions. 'lhese event trees huse been used in the strategy identification described in Sution 4,
where some prelimic.ary auessrnent of the strategies i, also presented. A further nuessment of the identified
6tts.Itgles, fo!! awing the progreulan of t, elected accide it xqacnces, is presented in Section 6.

Io discuss strategy application it is convenient to distinguish among a nunmer of phases during accident
progreuion. 'Ihese are: (1) the very early phase, before core damage has occurred, (2) the early phase, between
the start of core damage phase to shortly af ter sessel breach, (3) the laic phase, after vessel breach but prior to >

containment failure, and (4) a radiological release phase. 'thetc phases need not all occur in order. Depending
on the accident, the radiological release phase can be entered from any of the other phases. Similarly, depending ,

on the sequence and/or accident management actions, a recovery can be made froni any of the first three phases. >

Figure 4.1 shows the relationship between the accident phases.11 should also be noted that veuel breach is too :
sudden to allow for neddent management actions during the actual tline of veuel failure, but certain actions can
be taken prior to failure with the purpose of rnitigating the resu!ts of vessel breach. 'Ihese actions are mnsidered
under the early phase.

1

|
,

, ,

_
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3 Plant Capal>llities unti Sewre Accident Managentent

'ihe plant information that is imputant for containment and sclease management is dhcuned in this section.
Section 3.1 describes the general features of the prenure suppression system of a Mark 111 containment, Section
3.2 dheuwes the plant r,afety and supporting estems that are iraportant to severe accident management, and
Section 3.3 describes existing accident inanagement capabilities, particularly the llWit einergeng procedure
guidelines and the plant instrumentation required l'y NRC for plant condition aucument in an accident.

3.1 Mark 111 Containnient Systein

'the Mark 111 primary containment system is a preuure t.uppreuion containment n$ tem. It mnsists of (1) a
drywell w;hich encloses the reactor vessel, (2) an annular shaped preuvre suppreulon chamber (wetwell)
sunounding the drywell and containing a large volume of water (supprenion pool), (3) a horkontal vent system
unnecting the drywell and the supprenlon pool, (4) containment ii,olation valves, ($) containment cooling
systems, and ($) other service equipinent. 'lhe primary containment nstem is designed to (1) condense the steam |
released during r postulated 1.OCA, (2) limit the release of fink.n products in an accident, and (3) provide a j
source of water for the emergency core cooling system (liCCS). |

'ihere are four conunercial llWits operating in the United States which utilbe the Mark !!! mntainment design.
'lhese are Grand Gulf (1142 MWe), Chnton (60 MWe), petry (1203 MWe), and Illar Dend (936 MWe).

'ihe prituary wniainment of Grand Gull is a steel reinforced concrete structure, consisting of a vertical gilnder
(3-6 feet thkk wall), a hembpherical dome arid a flat base (see Figure 3.1). 'this concrete provides loth
structural strength and biological shielding. A thin welded steel liner plate (0.25-0.5 inches thick) is used on the
inside surface to form a leakage barrier. While the construction of the primary containment of Clinton is similar
to that of Grand Gulf, perry and River Dend use a free standing steel primary containment made with steel plate
(~1.5 inches thick), 'lhe structure consists of a vertical niinder with an ellipsoidal head and a flat lottom steel
liner plate, '1he entine f.tructure is anchored to the concrete basemat [13). While providing both structural
strength and a leakage barrier, the free standing steel primary containment offers little biological shielding. For
perry and Itiver llend this is provided by the reinforced concrete secondary contammcnt described in $cction
3.1.3.

'lhe main internal structures are, for the most part, comumn to all plants. 'the depell is a glindrical reinforced
concrete structure with a flat roof .dah. A circular opening in the umf slab is covered with a rernovable steel head
to allow access for refueling, Enclosed within the drywell are the tractor vessel and a large portion of the reactor
coolant pressure loundary including the coolant recirculation kops and associated pumps. 'lhis seismic Category
I structure was designed to contain loss of coolant accident (l.OCA) pressure transients and direct the resulting
air steam rnixtures into the suppreulon pool. 'the drywell also provides support for the upper containment pool,
as well as, radiation shielding, and protection for the containment from pipe whip, missiles, and jet impingement.
'the containment volume outside of the drywell consists of the upper dome and the lower wetwell(Figure 3.1). It
includes the suppression pool, the annulus formed by the drywell outer wall and the primary containment inner
wall, and the appvi etainment pool plus the volume alove it [13).

Severe accident management, as defined in the NitC polig issne letter S!!CY.88147 [$), includes the tucasures
taken by the plant staff to (1) prevent core damage,(2) terminate the progress of core damage if it begins and
retain the core within the reat tor vessel, (3) failing that, maintain containment integrity as long as Imssible, and
finally (4) minimize the consequence of offsite release, items (3) and (4) are the objectives of the present study,
Containtnent characteristics and design bases relevant to these two objectives are discussed below for the primary
containment, the secondary containment, and the suppression pool. In the following discussions Grand Gulf is
used as the representative Mark Ill plant, it is important to note that there are variations among the four
operating Mark 111 plants, and that while much of the subsequent discussion is generic to all plants, the variations
may markedly affect the individual plant response to severe accidents. Some examples of these differences are
discussed below.
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Plant Capabilities

3.1,1 l'rituary Cotitaltituent

'the primary mntainment's pressure capability and its failure smale under various containtncnt kfing mnditions
are important factors influencing the musequence of a severe meit.nt. 'the ability of the primary mntainment to i

j retain fission products. ath> wing natural deposition proccues to mrut, h another important factor af fecting fission '

'

product relcaw.
|

| As long as the matainment ternains intact and is not bypaswd the amount of fiwion products released will be !
insignificant. If the containment does fail, the consequence of fiaion product release will depend strongly on the L

timing and anode of failure. A larger failure siec will result in a more rapid discharge, alkswing less residen(c
'

time for natural deposition, and consequently, in nost cases a greater releare of radioactive materials to the '

environinent. I:ven with mntainment failure,if the drywellis not breached. the relcaw to the environment wPl
pan through the suppression pol and a large fraction of the fioion products will be removed. A delayed |,

_

matainment failure will reduce the amount of indioacthity released by allowing note time for finkm product
decay, additional natural deposition in the mntainment, and a longer warning period for emergency resionse

'

actions, Le., evaeustkm, sheltering, and tekwation. ' thew luues are further diwuued below.

3.1.1.1 Containment hrsnurt Capability and railurt Mode !

'the drywell of drand Gulf is designed to withstand an internal prenure of 30 psid, an esternal pressure of 21
psid, and a ternperature of 330 *F. 'lhe wetwell has an internal design pressure of 15 psig, an external design,

pressure of 3 psid, and a design temperature of 185 'F |13]. 'the primary containment leakage rate is limited to>

! less than 0.35% free volume per day at design pressure and temperature |17b For a comparison of mutainment
design rcharacteristics among the four operating Mark til plants we tables 3.1 and 3.2.

'
'lhere is considerable uncertainty in estimating the ultimate containment strength and failure mode in the

. Severe Accident itisk lleduction/Itisk itebaselining Program (SAltitP) mntainment failure by overpressuritation
l is assumed to owur at a pressure of 71 psia (with a break area of 7 square feet)[llJ. In the NUlti!G ll50 study,

probabilistic descriptions of mntainment failure pressure and failure mode were used. 'lhe mean failure pressure
for Grand Gulfs containtnent is estimated at 55 psig (4]. For rapidly occurring preuute loads, the mean failure '

pressure of the drywellis estimated to be 65 psig [7).

- During a severe accident, some actions, like containment venting, have to be based on extrapolated containment
loading conditions and the expceted mutainment performance under these conditions. Since such an action may
result in unnecessary fission product release if implemented too quickly, i.e. before the containment's actual
pressure limit is reached, a better knowledge of the containment's capability will increase the probability of
making the right decision. .

3.1.1.2 Contalument Fission Pruduct Retentior.

In the absence of additional sources, the anmunt of fission products in the mntaintuent atmosphere will decrease
with time by natural deposition processes, and cowquently, the amount of fission products released to the
environment will be reduced if containment fahure is sufficiently delayed. Additional time also alk)ws n ore
radioactive decay to owur before fps are released. Containment fission product sources are twofold: those
arising from the degradation of the core materials in the reactor pressarc <cssel(ItPV), and those resulting from
the attack of the concrete floor by the molten core debris after vessel breach. With S'lCP modelling omst of the
release from the vcwl occurs beforc or at vessel breach. Af ter vessel failure and the start of core concrete
inscraction (CCI) the CCI will reach a peak and then diminkh to a negligible level within a few hours [18].
Although complete cooling of the debris ruay take a very long time, sufficient moling to significantly reduce -

fission product release should take only a few hours. NUltfiG ll50 defines late containment failure, when fisskm
products in the containment atmosphere have been greatly reduced by natural depwilion processes, as 6 hours

t
|
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Plant Capabilities'

after venel breadi for the in.venel release and 3.$ hours aller the start of CCI for the es venel release |19) 'Ihe
inndels used in other severe accident codes may produce dillerent CCI histories,

i 3.1.2 Suppression Pool

in a postulated 1 OCA the drywell is pressuri/cd by the high energy cmlant discharged from the primary system. j

this drywell prenure increase in turn forses the drywell atmosphere through the vent system into the supprenion
pool, where steam is condensed and noncondensible gases are relea ed to the wetwell airspace. Vacuum breakers
are provided between the drywell and the welwell to relieve negative pressure events in which the wetwell
preuure exceeds that of the drywell.- For Grand Gulf there are three vacuum relief nstems.1he normal drywc!!
vacuum relief system is provided to relieve a vacuum occurring due to normal variations in drywell conditions.
Ihis is not a safety nsicm and on a IUCA signal these vacuum lines imlate.1hv dnwell purge system provides
vacuum relief after a LOCA through two lines drawing air from the mntaintncnt into the drywell. the lines are*

set to open when the drywell pressure falls more than one psi below containtnent preswre. As a backup to the*

drywell purge system vacuum relief, the post l OCA vacuum relief system is provided. It consists of two separate
lines also drawing alt from the containment into the drywell[13]. Itiver llend does not use vacuum breakers to
provide protection against negative pressure events, but rather relics on reverse vent clearing. Reverse vent i

clearing occurs when a drop in drywell preuure relative to containment preuure causes the suppreuion pool i

water level to fall. Upon a large enough pressure differential the top row of vents uncovers allowing air to flow
from the containment into the drywell [20].

the suppression pool alw provides a heat sink for steam condensation during safet) relief valve (SitV) actuation.
lhe SitVs are designed to control the primary system pressure, lhoy are mounted on the main steam lines inside
the drywell with the relief lines discharging into the suppression pool. ;

+

1he suppression poolis an ahernate water source for the high pressure core injection systems (ItCIC and IIPCS),
!

and the sole water source for the low pressure !!CCS systems (1 PCS and LPCI) and the containment spray (CS)
systems (6). I PCI and CS are differcut operatitig modes of the Itllit system and, as such, share comgenents of
the Rillt splem.

,

(

lhe enitry deposited into the suppression pool during an accident can be removed from the suppression pool via
the Itllit heat exchangers 1he uhimate heat sink for the 111111 heat exchangers is provided by the plant standby'~

service water (SSW) system. 'the suppression pool plays a very important role in fission product removal during a
severe accident. It provides significant fission product scrubbing of any flows paning through it. Since it is the
water source of many safety systems, pool conditions, such as water temperature and water level, affect the
perfortnance of the engineered safety features of these systems. A brief discussion of the role of the supprenion
poolin severe accident management is presented below.

3.1.2.1 - Suppreulon Poul Decontamination factors

Suppression pool scrubbing is particularly effective for fission products produced in vessel and released through
the SRV spargers.1he decontamination factor (DF) used in the NUlti!G.ll50 analysis for in vessel releases
ranges from 1.1 to 4000 with a median value of 60 [4). In comparison, the DF for ex. vessel releases and flows
passing through the horizontal sents is smaller. 'Ihe DF values used in the NUllEG4150 analysis range from 1
'o W, with a median value of 7.

After the itPV is breached, fission products are released to the dnwc!!. Part of these releases will pass through
the vent system and be s,crubbed by the suppression pool. Drywell failure would allow fission products to pass
directly into the wetwell airspace without the benefit of suppression pool scru y ng. As demonstrated by the largel bi

DF range given above, there is considerable uncertainty in the c!fectiveness of suppression pool fission product
scrubbing capability. Nevertheless, the integrated decontamination factor is in general significant and it is
irnportant to assure that any release to the environment should pass through the suppression pool,if possible.

NURl!G/CR-580233
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Plant I apatMhtres

3.1.2.2 Suppression Pool Temperature

'lhe suppression pml temperature is one of the control variables in the llWit emergency procedure guidelines
(liPGs) and is monitored and controlled under luth normal and accident conditions [15), Itcactor vessel
depressuri/ation is required il pel temperature exceeds the heat capacity temperature limit (11C11.) to avoid
exceeding ciihet the suppression chamber design temperature, or the primary containment pressure limit (PCPl.).

I

Suppression mm) temperature is controlled by the operation of the 111111 heat exchangers, which are designed,
with redundancy, to remove the reactor decay heat in a design basis accident. Ilowever, execssive pool heat up !

may occur in some accident sequences.1he pool temperature will increase if the heat removallate of the 111111
heat exchangers is not sullicient to handle the heat influx, as can happen in an A1WS event, or if the
containment emling function of the 111 111 system fails, as happens in a 1W sequence (loss of long term
containment heat removal),

loss of suppression pool temperature control may result in exceeding the design temperature and pressure limits.
liigh pool temperature may cause a resuspension of the I Ps in the SP, and a flashed SP will add to the driving
force causing the release of the containment atmosphere, and the fission products it contains, to the environment.
A high suppression pool ternperature will also increase the potential for late iodine release from the suppression
pool, which is another source term issue addressed by expert clicitation in NUltliG 1150.

,

3.1.2.3 Suppression Pool Water locl

The suppression pool water level is anothet EPG control variable [15]. 'ihe suppression pool loses its pressure
suppression capability if its water levelis too low. Ilowever, there are also problems asociated with a high water
level. A high water level can result if water sources other than the suppression pool are used for either core
injection or containment spray. A high water level raises concerns ainut (1) the loads associated with clearing g

the water slug initially in the SitV line during SitV discharge, and (2) Ikeding the vacuum breakers betweer the
drywell and wetwell. -

l'ollowing the guidance of the llWit liPGs, the Grand Gulf emergency operating procedures provide specific
directions and procedures to control suppression pool water levelin an accident.1he suppression pool makeup
(SPMU) system is provided in most Mark !!! plants to supply water to the suppression pool following a 1.OCA
'lhls system allows the upper containment pool to be gravity fed through two lines into the suppression pool.
Each line contains two motor-operated valves in series, limergency procedures are also provided to add water to
the suppression pml with the itCIC or the llPCS systems if the SPMU system is unavailabic. Procedures are
availatic as well to remove water from the suppression pool through test lines connected to the condensate
storage tank (CST), if the water levcl is high [21]. Since the suppression pool water could be highly contaminated

= in a severe accident, finding means to remove ucessive suppression smi water for safe storage in a leaktight tank
is important.

3.1.3 Secondary Containment

Enclosing the primary containment is the secondary containment. 'the performanec objective of the secondary
'

containment is to provide a ,o!.me, cornpletely surrounding the primary containment, which can be used to hold
up and dilute fission products that might otherwise leak to the environment following a design basis accident.,

'~

1he standby gas treatment system (SG'IS) is designed to provide a mixing of the secondary containment volume
and maintain the volume at a slightly negative pressure. 'lhe exhaust air required to maintain the negative
pressure is discharged through SGTS filters.

- The secondary containment for Grand Gulf is made up of the auxiliary building, a reinforced-concrete structure
which surrounds the lower portion of the primary containment, along with the enclosure building covering the
upper part of the primary containment. 'the Grand Gulf enclosure building is a steel. framed structure covered
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with metal siding which is attached to the ausiliars buildmp roof.1)uring nortnal operation the secondary
containment airspace is maintained at a slight negati e pressure by the fuel handling area and auuliary beilding
ventilation estems |22). ~lhe secondary containment for Clinton has a similar design to that of Grand Gulf.

lhe secondary containment uwd in the Pan and Ili er iknd plants consists of a reinforced conettte structure
surrounding the pumary containment, a f uel building, and the ausiliary building.1he conente structure, also
called the shield buildmg, provides biological shielding for outside stiuctures, as well as protection f om severe
meteorological wnditions and etternally genuated miuiles. It consists of the flat foundation mat, a c)hndrical
wall and a shallow dome. 'lhe annulus betw(en the shield buNing and the steci primary mntainment is filled
with reinforced concrete to an elevation of about 24 feet alue the top surface of the baumut. 'lhr legion
between the secondary and primary containments is maintained at a shrht negative preuvre during normal
operation [23,20].

the secondary containment charactoistics and estuns that can allut the rekaw of fission products to the
environment are discussed below.

3.1.3.1 ne Standb3 Gus treatment Sprem

'the standby gas treatment system (SGIS) is designed to limb the environmental release of radioisotopes, which
may be tcleased from either the containnunt or fuel handling area, under accident conditions [8). It provides a
filtued and controlled release of the secondary containtuent atmosphere, the height of the telease point varies
from about 31 to 200 f t above ground for the Mark til plants [20). Althoegh the SGIS was not designed for
severe accidents and may not have the capacity to handle the ulcaws from a particular severe accident, a
judicious use of the system may mitigate tission proJuct release. A brief description of the SGIS for Grand Gulf
is prewnt(d below.

the 50IS of Grand Gulf is located in the auxiliary building. Operation of the SG1S automatically starts in
response to the following signals: high drywell pressure, low reactor vessel water level, or high radiation levelin
either the fuel handling area ventilation exhaust or the fuel pool sweep system exhaust. 1he SGIS consists of two
full capacity enclosure building recirculation f ans (each with a f)ow capacity of 17,000 cfm), two full capacity
exhaust lans (each with a maximum flow of 4300 cim), two full capacity charcoal filter trains, and two redundant
sets of the associated ductwork, dampers, and controls (8). IIach charcoal filter ttain consists of the following
components in sequential order: demister, electric heater, prefilter, IlliPA filter, charcoal adsorber, and lillPA
filter fan j22). lodine is renmved by activated charcoal beds, which have a typical design adsorption efficiency of
99 percent for elemental iodine and organic iodide. 'the presente of adsorbed water on the charcoal surface will
substantially affect tEs efficiency by reducing the surface area available for the trapping of volatile forms of
radioactive iodine.

During a severe accident, a significant amount of acrosols may reach the acondary containment. These can plug
the lil!PA filters and reduce the flowrate through the charcoal filter trains. Eventually filter elements may tear
due to excessive aerosol p'ugging Given a failure of the IlliPA fihers of the SGIS a significant amount of
charcoal bed adsorption may still be maintained [24]. Even in the case when both IIEPA and charcoal filters fail,
operation of the SG~IS may still be desirable becauw of the paths and release point associated with the SGlS.
On the negative side, the operation of the SG'IS blowers may reduce the residence time of fission products in the
secondary containment and, in the event of a loss of sptem fihers, accelerate the fission product release.
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3.2 Plant Systeins unti Resources

lhe plant spiems and resources that can be used for severe accident management instude those that are designed
for emergency containment coohng undct accident conditions and those that, through innovative application, can

t be used to perform aaident management funttions they were not originally dnigned for. NUlti:G'Cib5474 [3]
- has discussed in detail wrne acclJent management strategies telated to innovative use of nstsrns and resource
management. Although the emphasis of NUl(FGJCit-5474 is en maintaining core nioling, the strategies
concerned with locating and managing additional water, powes, and pneumatic $upply resounes are equally
applicable to containment and nicase management (Cithl). 'the plant estems and resources that are important
to Cith) are discussed briefly below. Grand Gulf plant parameten are used for illustiation.

!

3.2.1 Prlinary Containment Cooling and Water Supply i,

,

'

in Grand Gulf the containtnent moling synem (a fan-noler sptem)is used during normal plant operation to,

maintain the primary containment atmosphere at design conditions outside the drywell of 80 *F and M relative
humidity. 'lhe drpell cooling guem (also a fan-cooler system) is used during normal operation to maintain !

average drywell design conditions of 135 T and 509 relative humidity. the sesidual heat removal (Illill) system
,

is used during an accident for emergency cooling of the primary contaimnent. 'lhe 111111 splem uses the
suppression pool as its water source and can be operated in suppression inol cooling (SPC) mode, or

_ containment spray mode for containment cooling. A short description of thesc nstcms for Grand Gull is given in<

| this $cction. Also discussed are the Itllit splem's alternate water sources whish can be used in case its normal
water source, the suppression pool, is not available.

t
'

'lhe containment emling sptem in Grand Gulf consists of three 50% capacity recirculation cooler units
distributed inside the containment. !!ach cooler unit consists of a 50 hp fan and a umling coil. 'the capacity of
each unit is 27,500 cim. Cooling water to the coil is supplied by the plant chilled water system.

1he drywell cooling sptem consists of six fan-cooler units distributed throughout the drywell. I!ach unit consists
of two full-capacity ll.$ hp fans and two full-capacity cooling coils. Each unit has a capacity of 12,000 cim. ;

During normal operation ewling water to the coils is supplied by the plant servise water. In a loss of offsite i

power event, the standby service water system is used to supply the coils. Normally, only one fan and one coil
from each unit operate with the second fan and coil on standby. 'these fans, as well as the unit coolers, trip
automatically in the event of an accident, but can be manually restarted from the control room for use during an i

accident.
-

- i
. .

'lhe 1(1111 System in Grand Gulf has three trains, each with its own motor driveri pump, piping, valves,
instrumentation and controls. Two of the three 111111 trains can be used to accomplish the safety function of 4

containment heat removal through operation of cither the SPC made or the containment spray mode. Each train
'

has a pump rated at 7450 gpm, Hoth of these trains have two heat exchangers in series with a mmbined heat
removal capacity of approximately 54 blW per train [17]. 'the tube sides of the 111111 heat exchangers aie fed by
the standby service water sptern. 'lhe 111111 pumps take suction from the suppression pool and are powered by
the emergency diesel generators if offsite power is not available. 'the hPC mode of the 1t1111 system is manually |
actuated and controbed Since the SpC mode shares common systenis with the 111111 core injection and

'

containment spray modes, its use is prohibited if a core injection or a spray signalis generated subsequent to SPC
mode initiation and the 10111 system automatically realigns to either core injection or containment spray mode
(8).- 1he containment spray mode is started manually or initiated automatically on high containment pressure with
a 10 minute delay,

i
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'lhe 1(111t 9 stem is designed to take suction imm the suppienion geol. An alturate water soune is nuded in a
severe auident if thn normal water sounc is not available othtr due to an alignment problem or because the
suppression pool wahr temperature is high enough to raise concern about insufficient nel pmitive suction head
(Nphil) and po%ible datuaye to the pun)ps. Alternate water supplies tan fW obtaintd front cro% ties widt ollM r
plant 9stena or from sounes outside the plant.

In (irand Gulf a crosstie with the standby service water (SSW) 9 stem in already available. 'lhe SSW 9 stem,
which contains the plant's ultimate heat sink, tako suction from the inedianical coohny tower basins, which only
supply the SSW system and have no ottar lut.etion. A troutic can aho be inade with the fin water (lW) 9 stent
'lhe lire water 9 stem in Grand Gulf has two dicsci driven pumps as badups to an elettric motor drinn pump,
and, therefoie,(ould supply water to the priman containment during station bl.ukuut when ne power from boh
offsite sources and the standby diesti genuators is not available. All pumps can provide a flow tapacity of 1541
ppm at 125 psig, and are capable of taking suction f rom either of the two 300,000 gallon fire water storage t mks
p). A crow connection which allows the fisc water estem to use the wndensate and rtfueling water storage and
transfer 9strm as a badup fue water source is also provided ;22).

'lhe use of alternate water sources not presently available to the Ilillt nstem has also been suggnted in previt.as
investigations |3). Crosstics may be arranged to make these water sources asailable to the 11111( 9 stem. I or
plants that have multiple units, nowtics of similar 9 stems from dillerent units nist in many ca',es. 'these include
the cross-connection of the water storage tanks of various watu supply 9 stems. Water sources from outside the
plant include the munitipal water 9 stem v.a the use of portable pumps, or the use of offsite tanker truds or
railroad tank cars.

3.2.2 Electric l'ower and l'neumatic Supply

filectric power and pneumatic supplies are required to support the operation of safety equipment. 'their
availability is critical to plant safety and accident management. A brief discuuinn of the elettric power and
pneumatic supply systems for Grand Gulf is given in the following along with their availability and the pouible
additional sources and backup 9 stems that can be used in a severe accident.

'lhe Grand Gulf station has two independent souters of offsite power, one from three .90 kV overhead
transmission lines and the other from a 115 kV overhead line. 'lhe standby ac power is supplied by three onsite
diesel generators, which start automatically on a totalloss of offsite power. One of the dicsci generaton is
dedicated to lil'CS 9 stem, while the remaining two supply power to the other essentialloads. liach diesel engine
and its related generater circuit breaker are tripped by protective devices under abnormal conditions such as high
coolant or lube oil temperature, low coolant or labe oil tempuature, or low fuel oil pressure (2?|.

'lhere are three independent Class ll{ 125 V de 9stena for Grand Gulf. liach system is comprised of a 125.V
battery bank, two battery chargers, a load ecmer, and a distribution panel. 'there are alm six non Clau 11? 125 V
de 9 stems, two of which are conneued in series to supply 250 V de power to auxiliary loads. 'the de power can
provide control and switchmg power to saieguard 9stena and apparatus, de ausiliaries, and motor operated valves
during station blackout (low of all ac power). In a station blackout (Silo) event at Grand Gulf, the de power is
expected to last at least 12 hours with uppmpriate load shedding measures.

Strategies to extend the availability of electric power have been discussed in NUlll!G/Cib5474 [3). l'or example,
the availability of ac power, from either offsite or emergency diesel generators, can be enhanced by crosstics with
other units in a multiple unit station; the operation of the diesel generators can be extended by bypassing ceitain
protectise trips or changing their trip setpoints if such action will not result in early diesel generator failure; and
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i batter) hic can be tstonded by shedding non onentialloads o! with the uw of portable battery chargers.
1)etailed diwuuions of thew strattgics related to hiss of power can be found in NUltt G'Cib$474.

In Grand Gulf she pucurnatic supplies arc provided by the instrument air and wnice air nstems 'the instrument
air system for Unit 1 mudsts of one fulbeapacity mmpreswr, complete with filter, air dryer, and aftermoler. 'the
ustrument air estem of the uncornpkted Unit 2 is aim prescut and operational. It is munecttd to Unit 1
through available crouties and can be uwd as a backup supply. 'lhese systems deliver manpressed air at 110 psig

*

to support the operation of safety rtlated equipment. 'the wnke air system for Unit I consists of one full-
capacity comprenor. It is arranged as an automatic bxkup supply to the instrument air system through the use
of a control valve which opens on reduced pressure in the instrument air line [N). Vital mmponents, such as
MSIVs and SIWs, are provided with accurnulators to assure reliable function without compreser operation.

| Sonw plants also utili/c a longderm, backup safety.related pneutnatic supply to the ADS valve accumulators.

NURiiG/Cib5474 [3] has discussed strategies to enable emergenn replenishment of the pneumatic supply for
safety related air operated components. 'the options for additional air supplies include: dicsci air cornpreswrs
and additional onsite storage of bottled gas systems.

3.2.3 Containnient Spniy Systent

'the mntainment spray (CS) system is designed to keep the pressure and temperature loads on the primary
mntainment within their design basis litnits. 'the CS system is an operating mode of the 111111 system and shares

_

-

con,wnents with other operating modes. ho of the it.te Millt hops can be utillied by the CS system !!ach of'

thest loops forms a completely independent and redu, dant CS train containing its own motor-operated valves,
motor driven pump, heat nchangen, and spray headei s lhe CS system nortnally takes suction from the
suppression pool and delivers a flow rate of $650 ppm. 'the capability to use the SSW sjstem as a CS water !

source is also available via on esisting crosstie (see Section 3.2.1). 'lhere are three CS headers in each train
;

located at different elevations in the upper section of the wetwell. 'the Mark lit design does not have a drywell4

spray system.

In addition to its design function of containment pressure and temperature control, the CS system is also a
significant severe accident managernent tool because of its ability to temove fission products from the
containtnent atmosphere. If given sufficient time, containment sprays are very effective in reducing airborne

'

concentrations of fission product aerowls and vapors. 'lhls can greatly reduce releases in those scenarios 2

involving fa' lure of both the containment and the drywell[4). lodine removal rates for Grand Gulf containment
,, rays are calculated to be 6.7 hr for elemental iodine and 1.66 hr' for partleulate iodine [22).

'4

'!here are possible adverse effects nssociated with the operation of the CS system. 'lhese include unacceptable
containment negative pressure loads caused by spray operation and containment deinerting due to steam
condernation allowing the possibility of subsequent hydrogen combustion. lhe impact of these potential adverse
effects on containment integrity and the subsequent release profile should be assessed before spray decisions are
made. More discussion of these items can be found in later scetions of this report dealing with the llWit !!PGs
and the loading conditions during wvere accidents.

3.2.4 Prlinary Containtnent Venling

Containment venting has been recognized as an important aceldent management strategy and has been
' incorporated in the !!Wil !!PCs. It is used to prevent containment failure by providing a controlled release of
the containment atmosphere if the containment pressure approaches a specified limit.

!
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the m nting splem of Grand Gull is descrilsd below. 'lhe inpriant iuurs for a sucteufulimpkmentation of a
venting strategy, the adverse effects of senting, and possible improsements for suteewful ventine are also
diwuwed.

3.2.4.1 Containment Venting for Grund (;u;f

'lhe containtuent venting system (CVS) can be used to prevent the primary containment pressure limit f rom being
euceded gicen failure of supprenion pool umling and containment sprays p]. lhe vent path used in the CVS is

'

the 20 inch puige exhamt line of the containment ventilation and fihration system. 'there are four air-operated
dampers in the line which are nortnally (losed and f ail (losed on has of air. Two of the dampers (lose on a
containment isolation signal, while the other two close on Mils initiation. ~1hc initiation of containment venting
requires that operators override the isolation relap and reopen each of these dampers. 'the CVS disharge is on
the roof of the ausiliary building [bl.

3.2.4.2 Important Iro,ues for Containment Venting

Currently, the only objective of containnwnt venting is to prevent overpressure failure. To reduce the probability
of unneecuary radioactivity release, the venting pressure should be set at the highest possible value without failing
the containment. Ilowever, there are other conuderations for determining venting preuure. In the llWit !!PGs,
the primary containment pressure limit (PCPl.), i c., the precure for venting initiation, is defined to be the leuer
of either (1) the pressure capability of the contalmnent,(2) the matimum containment preuure at which vent
vahes can be opened and closed to reject decay heat from the containment (3) the maximum containment
pressure at which SitVs can be opened and will remain opened, and (4) the maximum containment pter.sure at
which vent valves can be opened and (losed to veut the itPV. In certain severe accidents, when containment
preuute rises rapidly, venting may have to be initiated before the preuure limit is reached to avoid containment
f ailure.

As distuned in Section 3.1,1.1, there is sienificant uncertainty in the pressure capability of the containment.
Although a Mark til containment is tested to 1.15 times the design pressure (typically 17.25 psig) and the use of
this pressure assures containment structural inttgrity, a higher pCPl is desirable as well as practical because it is
plausible that containment pressure capability is much higher than the design pressure. Since containment
rtrength may detcriorate as containtuent temperature inercases, containment venting decisions may need to
account for temperature alvt

.

'the pressure rise in the containment during an accident is directly related to the energy input to the containment
atmosphere and provides an indication on the venting area required, llowever, the loss of energy absorption
capability of the suppression pool due to venting n(eds to be considered also. A saturated suppression pool can
still absorb additional energy as the containment is piessurized because the saturation temperature inetcases with
containment preuure. Once the containment is vented containmem pressure will either stay constant or decrease,
and the suppression pool will stop absorbing additional energy, or possibly even release energy to the containment
atmosphere through pool flashing.

A successfulimplementation of a containment venting strategy requires knowledge of the potential adverse effects
associated with containment venting 'this will help to identify wap to avoid or minimize these effee;s pouible
adverse clicets of containment venting include loss of plant safety equipment due to containment depressurization
and suppression pool flashing and fission product releases to the environment.

'the ability to operate the vent paths required for a successful containment venting depends on (1) the availability
of electric power and pneumatic supplies,(2) the ability to defeat isolation signals and perform valving and lineup
operations in the secondary containment, and (3) the time and manpower available to perform the required
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venting operations, Most of the aleve acquiremt nts are dictated by the aaident sequcnce that is occurring.
1horough investigation of sent path operability under variaus severe a,cident umditions, to idernify problems and
methods to suranount these proNems and clearly defined guiddines or procedures are essential for the success of
containment senting.

3.3 Existing Accident Managenient Capabilities

Accident management capabilities currently esisting in nuclear puer plants are based on NitC requirements
described in NUltEO-0737 tegarding emergeng ressmw capability |25) and NUlt!!G-0654 regarding radiological
emergeng response plans and preparednet.s |26). 'the facilities and procedures established in response to these
requirernents will be used during a severe accident for auident management. 'the effectiveness of these-

capabilities in severe accident management needs to be evaluated and information obtained from this evaluation
can be used to modify or extend existing capabilities to improve their cifcetivenen

,

'ihe elements of the existing capaNlities that are ruost hnportant to the investigation of Cl(M include (1)
emergeng response facilities, (23 existing emergency operating procedures (liops), and (3) the plant
instrumentation and safety paratucter display nstern (Spl)S). 'lhese items will be discuswd below. Generalideas
on extending existing ernergeng procedures for severe accident management and the relationship between the
extended and existing procedures are also discussed.

.!
3.3.1 Entergency Response Facill!!cs

'lhe emergeng respouw facilities include (1) the technical support center ('ISC), (2) the operational support
center (OSC), and (3) the einergency operations f acility (!!OF). 'Ihese facilities are designed to support the

'

control room (Cit) during an accident, and wat tse activated acemding to the severity of the emergency. Four ,

emergency c! asses (in order of increasing severity) are defined by NUlti!G-0654 [26). 'lhey are (1) Notification of .

,

Unusual livem, (2) Alert, (3) Site Area limergency, and (4) General timergeng.
<

1

'the"lSC is an onsite facility located close to the control room (within 2 minute walking time) and is designed to ;

provide management and technical support to the personnel kicated in the control room during emergeng
cunditions. Its activation is optional for the Notification of Unusual Event emetgeng class, but is required for
Alert and higher classes. Upon activation of the 'ISC, designated personnel shall report directly to the 'lSC, and
the 'ISC shall achieve full functional cperation within almut 30 minutes. 'the EOF is an offsite support facility
for the management of overalllicensee emergency responw. 'this involves coordination of radiological and ,

environmental assessment, and determination of reconunended public protective actions. Its activation is optional
for Notification of Unusual Event and Alen emergency classes but required for Site Ernergency and General ,

Emergency classes. 'the OSC is an onsite facility where predesignated operations support personnel can assemble ]

during an accident. While the OSC is not specifically required by NitC regulations, loth the 'ISC and !!OF are
-

I required facilities.

I

When activated, the EOF is primarily responsible for the rnanagement of corporate emergency response resourecs
|

and radiological emergency responw plans. 'lhe 'ISC is resimnsible for the management of plani operations and
_

provides technical support to reactor operations, thus taking the prirnary responsibility for the containment and
release management (Cl(M) of interest to this report. Nevertheless, the EOF assumes overall responsibli!!y for
accident management upon its activ.1 tion.

- As noted alove, the 'ISC is activated during the Alert emergency class. 'the Alert emergency class is defined in
Iteference 33 as follows:'livents are in process or have occurred which involve an actual or potential substantial-
' degradation of the level of safety of the plant. Any releases are expected to be limited to small fractions of tne
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!!PA Protective Action Guideline ex;osure levels? Etamples of initiating mnditions for the Alert emergeng
class include: Inss of offsite power and loss of all onsite ac Imer; failure of the reactor protection system to
initiate and mmplete a scram which brings the reactor subcritical, and primary coolant leak raic greater than 50
rpm.1he plant mnditions when CitM is required will most likely exceed these conditions, ind therefore the
'ISC is expected to take mntrol of plant operations and emergeng response functions and make accident
snanagem-ni dnitions until the !!OF is nctivated.

'the 1SC staff consists of technical, engineering, and senior designated licenice officials, the 1SC personnel are
provided with reliable data to determine site and regional status.1 hey deterruine changes in the status, forecast
the status and take appropriate actions.1 hey are also provided with awurate, complete, and current plant
records essential for the evcluation of the plant under accident conditions llowever, additional guidelines and
calculathmal aids prepared specifically for severe accident management may be usefulin the 'ISC for more
effective management.

3.3.2 Existing Emergency Prucedure Guldelines (EPGs)

the emergeng operating procedures (EOPs) are plant procedures that direct operator actions needed to mitigate
the consequences of transients and accidents that have caused plant parameters to exceed reactor protection
system set points or enginmed safety feature set points, or other establi<.hed limits {27). 'the technical basis of
an individual plant's !! ops are the llWit Emergency Procedure Guidelines (l!PGs), llevision 4, prepared by the
General Electric Company (15).

1he llWR EpGs llevision 4 are functionally divided into four guidelinem (1) the IIPV mntrol guideline, (2) the
primary containment control gu icline, (3) the sceandary containment control guideline, and (4) the radioactivityb

control guideline. Ihree of the four guidelines.1.c., Guidelines 2,3 and 4, are related to containment and release
controls. the EPGs are symptomatic guidelines: Operators' actions are based on the values of the control
variables, e.g. suppression geol ternperature, and not on their judgement regarding what types of events are
occurring.

Ilecause the procedures are symptom based, the operator should be able to follow the procedures wellinto a
severe accident by observing selected plant variables. Ilowever, some of the assumptions on which the liPGs are
based may not be adequate for severe accidents. Operator actions limited to the present IWOs may not be

- optimum or even appropriate for severe accident management. Additional guidelines for severe accidents may
need to_be developed, and the decision to switch from one guideline to another during the progression of a severe
accident may also need to be addressed.1he EPGs that are related to contahunent and release control are
briefly discussed in the following sutions.

3.3.2.1 Primary Containment Control Guideline

lhe purpose of the primary containment control guideline is to maintain primary containruent integrity and
protect equipment in the primary cont unment. The entry mnditions to this guideline used in the Grand Gulf
EOPs are (1) suppression pool temperature alove 95 T, (2) drywell temperature alove 135T, (3) drywell
pressure alove 1.23 psig, (4) suppression pool water level outside the range of 18.34' to 18.81', or (5) containment -
temperature above 90T |21].1he entry conditions given atm :m symptomatic of loth emergencies and events
which may degrade into emergencies. Entry into the procedures does not necessarily mean that an emergency has
occurred.

'lhe primary containment control is concerned with monitoring and controding of the temperature and pressure
of the drywell, the temperature and water level of the suppression pool, and the temperature of the containment.

NUREG/ Cit.5802
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According to the guidelines, the operator should first try to mutrol the variables within predetermined limits
using normal plant equipment. 11 this faih and containment conditions further degrade, the operator should then
carry out the ItpV control guideline to shutdown the reactor, to perform emergency ItPV depressurl/ation, and'or
to take additional actions to secure containment integrity and equipment protretion, actions such as containment )
. venting and spraying or switching the suction source for emergency cooling spiern pumps. 1

,

,-

'the design anenment loading conditions, ruch as those from I.OCA and SitV actuation, are the basis for some
of the aethms specified in the llWit EPGs. Iloth the suppression pool air bubble load frorn SitV actuation and
the pool swellload from t.0CA vent clearing depend on the arnount of noncondensible gases discharged to the
suppression pool. 'lhe containment loads from these events after significant core degradation has occurred will be
different than those used for design anessment. Consequently, containment darnage may happen prior to the
tirne expected in the liPGs if the k, ads under gvere accident mnditions are more serious. Since in a severe
accident the SRV loading condition occurs only if the itPV is not depressurtied, and the LOCA k)ading mndition
occurs only for a high pressure vessel breach, both loading conditions muld be svolded by keeping the llPV
depressurl/ed.

t

3.3.2.2 Secondary Containment Contrul Guideline
;

'the purposes of the secondary containment control guideline are to maintain the integrity of the semndary
containment, to protect the equipruent in the wcondary containment, and to liruit radioactive releases to the
secondary containtuent and the environment ^1hc wcondary containment control guideline is concerned with
monitoring and controlling the temperature, radiation leveh, and water levels in the wcondary containment. In
general, when the value of any of the above control variables exceeds its predefined maximum operating limit the,

operator is instructed to take netions to maintain the value within the limit and, if thh fails, to isolate the systems
,

s

that are discharging into the problem area. Finally,if the conditions further deteriorate, the operator should take !

action oy entering the llPV control guideline to shutdown the plant or to carry out emergency itPV
depressurization.

3J.2.3 Radioactbity Release Control Guideline .

*lhe purpose of the radioactivity release control guideline is to limit radioactive release outside the primary and
secondary containments. Similar to the secondary containment control guideline, the approach taken in the EOPs t

is to direct actions to determine and isolate the source of the release and at the same time to ensure that the !

operators take proper action with respect to plant operation even if the source cmmot be readily identified or if
isolation efforts are not successful. For reasons similar to those discussed above, during a severe accident the
plant may have deteriorated to a state such that the prwedures provided in this guideline becorne impractical.
Operator efforts should then be concentrated on reducing offsite radioactivity release t ing plant features
discussed in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, such as (1) scducing the amount of fission products in the primary containment
atmosphere, (2) providing fission product scrubbing in the primary containment by containment spray or pool
cerubbing, and (3) enhancing the fission product retention capability of the secondary containment. ,

,

J.3.2.4 Additional Guidelines for Containment and Relea<.e Management

'Ihe existing EPGs extend well beyond the design basis accidents and include many actions appropriate for severe $
accident management. Ilowever, the existing !!PGs may not be appropriate or effective for the management of a
severe accident after significant core damage has developed for the following reasons: (1)'lhe initiating and
limiting conditions for some operator actions are derived from assumption of containment noncondensible gas -
content that may not be appropriate for severe accidents after core damage, (2) some of the procedures that- .

- cover the early stage of an emergency are not applicable in the late stage of an accident but may still mmmand
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the operator's attention and thus bscome a distraction, t.nd (3) if n severe accident progresses to a certain stage,
the emphasis shif ts to the control of fission product release which is not specifically covered in the existing EPGs.

i

lo focus the attention of the operating personnel on severe acsident management a separate guideline specifically

| prepared for severe accident management,instead of modifying and extending existing EPGs to cover the whole
,

|
range of severe accident wnditions, may be desirable. Some of the later parts of the esisting liPGs ruay be ,

' incorporsted into the severe ancident management (SAhl) guideline for a smoother transition. A logical
transition point from existing EPGs to SAhl guidelines is when significant core damage has occurred. SAh! |

includes both in-vessel and ex. vessel management, the present study of containment and release management
,

(Cithl) considers only the et-vessel part of SAh!.

1he Cith! guidelines may have a similar general structure as that of the existing I!PGs, by specifying operator
actions based on plant symptoms, to guard against serious misdiagnosis, llowever, the Cith! guidelines should be
more Ocxible because of the large uncertainties in our understanding of plant capabilities and severe accident
phenomenologies.1he guidelines should pay adequate attention to (1) innovative use of available equipment and
resources for accident rnanagement, and (2) directing actions to recover lost, or identify alternate, equiprnent and
resources. As discussed in Section 3.3.1 the 'ISC is most likely activated and in control of plant emergency
functions when Clthi activities are demanded.1he 1SC has the capability to assess severe accident conditions
and is suitable to rnanage the accident following more flexible guidelines. Ilowever, specific 'ISC personnel
should be designated to take definite responsibilities to assure successful severe accident managernent.

3.3.3 instnmientation, SI'DS, and Emironmental Qualification

The instrumentation required to nuess the plant and its environs during and following an accident is described in
llegulatory Guide 1.97 (itev. 3) [28]. There are five types of variables to be monitored during an accident and
according to their importance to safety they are separated into three design and qualification criteria categories. ,

Certain control room instrument indications that are essential to the emergeng response capability of the nuclear
plant are displayed on the Safety Parameter Display panel. NitC requirements for the Safety Parameter Display
System (SPDS) design are specified in NUltEG 0737 [25). 'the SPDS is required to provide a concise display of
critical plant variables to the control room operators to aid them in rapidly and reliably determining the state of
the plant. It shall provide sufficient information to plant operators about (1) reactivity control, (2) reactor core
cooling and heat removal from the primary system, (3) reactor coolant system integrity, (4) radioactivity control,
and (5) containment conditions. 'Ihe design of the SPDS shall be integrated with the design of instrument
displays based on llegulatory Guide 1.97 guidance and the development of function oriented emergency operating
procedures (EOPs).

A set of the five types of variables specified in llegulatory Guide 1.97 is available in both the *lSC and the EOF.
In addition, all sensor data and calculated variables not specified in llegulatory Guide 1.97 but meluded in the
data sets for the SPDS will also be available for display in both emergeng response facilities. 'this will help the
TSC and EOF to make severe accident management decisions, llowever, under some accident conditions, such
as that in a station blackout sequence, some plant instrumentation information that may help in severe accident -
management could be lost. Contingency plans for obtaining plant information from localinstrument taps rather
than remotely in the control room may be of benefit in this case.i

'lhe three qualification categories ate defined in Position 1.4 of llegulatory Guide 1.97 as follows: "In general,
Category 1 provides for full qualification, redundancy, and continuous real. time display and requires onsite -
(standby) power. Category 2 provides for qualification that is less stringem in that it does not (of itself) include
seismic qualification, redundancy, or continuous display and requires only a high reliability power source (not
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necessarily standby power). Category 3 is the least stringent. It provides for high. quality conunercial-grade
equiprnent that requires only offsite power." I:or leth Category 1 and 2 variables, the instrumentation should be
qualified in accordance with llegulatory Guide 1.89 [29). 'lhere is no specific provision for the qualification of
Category 3 equipment.

'lhe environinental qualification of the Category I and 2 equipment indudes consideration of ternperature,
pressure, humidity, and radiation conditions. It also accounts for the effects of sprays and chemicals.1he
environmental profiles described in 11!!71! Sid 3231974 [30] are acceptable to llegulatory Guide 1.89 [29].1 hey
are based on the postulated design basis accident event (l.OCA events) with additional margins to cover
uncertainties.1he margins required for the qualification curves are: an increase of 15'l for the temperature
profile, an increase of 10% gauge pressure for the pressure profile, and an increase of 10% in the time period the
equipment is required to be operational, liiEli Std 3231974 calls for qualification for a typical integrated
radiation dose of 26 hiegarads and a spray exposure of demineralized water at a rate of 0.15 gaPmireft'.1hc
instrutnents outside the primary containment are qualified for the espected environmental conditions, which may
be less severe than those within the primary containment and are plant specific.

Instruments whose ranger extend beyond the qualification values specified in ll Eli Std 323-1974 are required by
llegulatory Guide 1.97 to follow the guidance provided in ANS.4.5 [31] for equipment qualification: 1he value of
the maximum range, instead of the value obtained from the design basis accident events, of the monitored
variable is to be used as the peak value in the qualification profile. Only the qualification profile of the measured
sariable needs to be extended and the other profiles remain as those derived from design basis accident events.
1hc environmental qualification of the containment pressure instrument for desceting potential containment
breach is an example: While the peak value obtained from design basis accident events is about the design
pressure, the required instrument range is four times the design pressure (for a steel containment).1his
instrument is therefore qualified for a pressure of four times design pressure. llowever, the qualification
temperature is still that from design basis accident events.

1he availability of an instrument during a station blackout sequence depends on its power supply and seems to be
plant specific. In general, all control room instrument information will be lost af ter the depletion of all station
batteries. Since station blackout (Silo) contributes significantly to the total core damage frequency for Grand
Gulf, lack of instrutnent mdication during Silo presents a serious problem for Cithi, particularly af ter the
depletion of plant batteries. hiethods to obtain plant status information without electric power need to be

. identified. For example, dr>well temperature information could be available at indicators accessible from outside
the control room, suppression chamber and drywell temperature information can be obtained by snonitoring
installed thermocouple elements using a portable self powered potentiometer, and containment pressure
information may be available from mechanical pressure gauges. 'lhe plant information that is not readily
available in the control room but can be obtained elsewhere in the plant during station blackout will be plant
specific. It is important to identify the availability of, means to access, and manpower required to colleet,

| information not readily available in the control room. An independent power supply for plant parameters that
are important to CRht such as that required by rP1 for itPV depressurization may also be desirable.,

!
I
i
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Table 3.1 Comparison of Mark III Containments (Referena 17)
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4 Strategy identification
!

1he strategy identification process used in this report is the same as that discussed !n te previous report on hlark i f
containments [32). lixisting information on severe accidents is reviewed to identify (1) the challenges a klark lli
containment could face during the course of a severe accident, (2) the mechanisms behind these challenges, and !

(3) the strategies that can be used to mitigate these challtnges. A systematic method utilldng a simplified event ;

- tree structure is employed to guide the review effort. One result of this examination is a safety oticctive tree
which presents in a tree structure the relationship between the safety oliectives of accident management, the ;

t

safety functions needed to preserve thue oliccthes, the thallenges to the safety funcikms, the mechanisms
causing these challenges, and the strategies to munter these methanisms and thus mitigate the c!fects of the
challenges,

,

in the following sections, the containtnent and telease event tree (CRist) used for strategy identification is briefly
discussed. (A more detailed discussion can be found in the hlark I report [32).) 'this is followed by a discussion |
of the challenges and strategies identified by the process and a presentation of the safety objntive tree which i

summarizes the results of this identification effort (Figure 4.6).
,

4.1 Containtnent and Release Event Trees

lh. containment and release event trees (CRiiTs) used in the present investigation are simplified containment i

(vent trees covering the different phases of a severe accident. I!ach CRisi covers a time period of distinct plant
status characteristles and distinctive cmphasis of severe accident ruanagement (SAhi) acthities.1he early CRiff
extends from the beginning of an accident, up to the time when the reactor preuvre venet (RPV) breaches.
Procedures based on existing 11PGs are espnted to be applicable and carried out during the cady part of this 1

- p(riod before significant core degradation occurs. In ver.cl severe accident management activities to prevent core ;

damage, or retain the core in the RpV if core damage is unavoidable, will be ernphasized duricg this time. 'the
late CRisf mvers the time period between venel breach (MI) and containment failure (CF). The primary
olicctive of SAh! aethitles during the late CRisT is to maintain containment integrity.1hc release CilliT covers i

the time period after containment failure. Ilere the emphasis of SAh! activities is to minimite the consequence
of offsite fission product releases. Since containment failuie could occur in any ph se of an accident, procedures
based on existing IIPGs or in. vessel activities may be carried out concurrently with telease management activities. ;

Figure 4.1 shows the time phases of accident progression, as well as the time phases mvered by the CRiffs and !
"

the accident management guidelines (including the existing !!PGs).

j liesides being used for challenge and strategy identification, the Crisis could aho be used to quantify the risk
reduction offered by the strategies, and as a severe accident management tml for accident management decision

'

makity. These aspects of the CRirr have been discussed in the hlark i report [32).
,

J 2 The Identification of Challenges, Mechanisms, and Strategies
.

The CRiffs are used to examine some important accident sequences to identify the challenges, the mechanisms
behind these challenges, and the strategies which can mitigate these challenget
Figure 4.2 shows the containment fission product (FP) release profiles for Grand Gulf as presented in NURIiG.
1150 [4). It shows the conditional probabilities of the accident progremion bins (APils) for the plant damage

istates (PDSs) that contribute significandy to the total plant core damage frequency (CDF). Table 4.1 presents a
more detailed list of the most important PDSs for Grand Gulf, along with their mean core damage frequencies
(MCDFs) and their percentages in the total mean core damage frequency (1htCDF). As shown in Table 4.1, fast

2

station blackout (or short term station blackout, S'ISil, in Figure 4.2) contributes 94.3% to the lhiCDF for
Grand Gulf. Other important PDSs presented in Table 4.1 are the slow station blackout (or long term station
blackout,111$11, in Figure 4.2), the fast and slow AWSs, and the fast and slow transients. In NURIIG 1150, a -
fast accident scenario is defined as one with core damage occurring in a short time after anident initiation .

(approximately I hour), and a slow accident scenario is defined as one with core damage occurring in the kmg
term after accident initiation (approximately 12 hours).
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Table 4.2 shows the timing of key events for avident sequences associated with the alute pDSs and 9the
sequences such as the has of containment heat removal sequence (Irl in lable 4 2). Table 4.2 shws ihn
containment failure muld occur at different times in different sequencu. 'the values shown in the table are from
calculations by the Source Term Code Package (SICP) (10,11] and are typi6al for accident propessior without
any operator intervention.

1he accident sequences discuurd above have been exarnined in the chsdienge and strategy identification procea..

1he challenges, mechaniuns, and strategies identified in the various time phases of a r.evere accident are discuued
in the following. ihe hnportant time phases, as shown in Imble 4.2 and l'igure 4.1, include the vt ry early phase,
bcfore significant core snell has developed; the early phase, between the end of the very early phase to slightly i

alter vuset breach; the late phase, when the cote debris is diwharged to the reactor cavity and core-mnerete !;

interaction (CCl) is in progress; and the release phase, when containment integrity is lost.

l'or cases where similarity exists bctween a Mark til and a Mark I mntainment, only brief diwuuions will be
,

presented in this (port. More de ailed diwussions for these cases can be found in the Mark I cpori p2).r

4.2.1 The Very Early Phase
1

!lhe challenges to containment integrity during the very early phase, before significant mre melt has developed,
include suppression pool (SP) tvundary loads and containment pressure loads. As diwuwed in the Mark I report,

,

,

!the mechanisms that may cause significant SP tuundary loads include (1) SitV air ckaring with higher than
normal SP water level and (2) SitV steam mndensation, and (3) vent chugging with low nonmndensible gas
content in the drywell, lhe mechanisms that cause significant containntent pressure loads include (1) loss of
pressure suppression capability either due to high SP ternperature or SP bypass and (2) inadequate containtnent;
heat removal (Cllit). The drywell temperature snay exceed its design value in some accident sequences but it will
not rcach a value tha challenges containment integrity in this very early phase,

lixisting 'iPGs [15) are expected to be applicable during this phase of an accident. The catroi variables in the
primary mntainment control guideline include SP temperature and water level, mntainmer i pressure, and drywell
and co' tainment temperatures When the value of a control variable exceeds its predefined limit the operator is

'

'

instrue ed to use designed plant features, e.g., the primary containment cooling systems, to maintain it within
limits if this effort is not succosful, the operator will then take additional act;ons to initigate the cIfects of this
abnormal plant condition. The Grand Gulf EOPs also instrtset the operator to turn on the hydrogen ignition
system (Ills) when the itPV water level drops below the top of active fuel (TAlt).

The mechanisms of the challenges and thn strategies to mitigate these challenges are similar to those discuued in
the Mark i Iteport [32]. llowever, there are some differences that are worth noting and are discussed below.

In a Mark Ill containment, the suppression Iwl makeup (SPMU) system can add a large amount of water to the
'

suppremion poolin a short time. In Grand Gulf the upper pool dump can increase the SP water level by five (cet
and significantly increase the length of water slug in the SitV line.1hc longer water slug coul1 cause larger5

!.

dynamic loads on SP toundary and structures, as well as larger loads on the SitV line, the SitV discharge
quencher device, or its supporting structures. Of the other SP tuundary loads mentioned alove, the chugging
load is a concern primarily in_ a IRCA event, which is not a significant severe accident sequence for a Mark 111

containment (Table 4.1).

Suppression pool 1 pass is not a significant concern for a Mark 111 containment.1he nominalleakage area3
between the drywell and the wetwell for Grand Gulf is 0.017 ft' [7]. 'this is larger than the corresponding value in
a Mark I containment but is whhin the technical specification limit and is not a SP bypass concern. 'the
probability of having a pre-existing bypass area greater than the nominal value but still within technical

,

specifications is estimated to be 0.04% and the probability of having a pre existing large 1 pass area that would9

, prevent vent clearing during slow drywell pressurization is estimated to be zero in NUltEG ll50 analysis (7b
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l'urthermote,in all the irngertant pDSs identified in NUlti:G.ll50 (Tabic 4.1) the disharge of the itPV
.

imentort is through the SitV lines to the suppression pml during this phase of an accident. 'lhis makes the SP
bypass issue even less important. 'the actions specified in the llWit I PGs should be adequate for addrening any
problem caused by a SP bypau.

Sirnitar to that for a hiark | containment, overpreuuri/ation for a hiark 111 containment could occur during this
time phase due to inadequate containment heat removal (C1111) capabihty. 'lhis may twcur in AlW:( sequences,
where containment energy input emeds the designed Cillt capability, and in 'll'l sequences (~1W sequences for
hlark 1), where the designed Cillt capability is not available (Table 4.2). Containnient overprenure tnay also
occur in a Mark lit containtnent during a very lotg terrn Silo.1 or a case with itCIC injection, a NUltifi.ll50
calculation indicates that the containment pr(ssure will be 498 kPa (72 psig) after 18 hours [7,8). ~lhis is greater
than the mean containment failure pressure of 383 kPa ($$ psig) used in the NUlti!G ll50 analysis [7].
Containment venting can be used to relieve containment pressure and prevent contairinient failure. Coritainriierit
venting in a Mark I!! containment, unhke that in a Mark I containment, shot,'d not cause the failure of the liCCS
pumps taking suction from the SP, because the 1:CCS pumps in a Mark 111 containtnent have been designed to
pump saturated water [4,8j. '!he containment overpressure challenge for a Mark til containment can also be
mitigated by an upper pool dump. 'lhe large trnount of water in the upper containment pool (36.380 ft') can be
dumped in approximately 7.5 minutes through one of two dump lines [22] and provide additional heat capacity to
the suppression pool for energy absorption.

Table 4.3 summari/es the challenges, mechanisms, and strategies during the very early phase of an accident.

.l.2.2 The Early Phase

'the early phase of a severe aeddent covers the tinn period between the onset of core melt to shortly af ter vessel
breach (Vil). 'Ihis phase is characteri/ed by increasing radioactisity and hydrogen gas in the containment
atmosphere. 'Ihe piimary containment area radiation and hydrogen contentiation monitoring systems can

'

provide the information needed to deduce core damage. Additional information such as those from in venel
instrumentation or other area radiation monitoring systems can also provide useful diagnostic mformation. 'lhis
phase is further divided into two time periods, the time period before vessel breach and the one after seuel
breach. 'lhe challenges, mechanisms, and strategies in the two time periods are discussed below.

4.2.2.1 Itefore Venel lireach
s

'the challenges to containtnent integrity during this tirne period include the SP tuundary load due to SitV
actuation and the containment pressure and temperature loads due to hydrogen generation and combustion.

Suppression pool boundary load due to SitV actuation will occur if the ItPV remains at high presere during core .

degradation. Since the man of noncondensible gases discharged init SP is much greater than that originally
in the SitV discharge line, used as the basis for the design assessment had |33), the SP luundary load from SilV
actuation af ter core meh will be different, and may be greater, than the design assessment load, 'this SitV air
clearing load will add to the containment pressure, and the combined load may threaten containment integrity.
Since the SitV air clearing load is caused by high pressure SitV actuation, the load can be mitigated by keeping
the itPV pressure low.

'lhe containment pressure increase due to mus and energy addition to the containtnent atmosphere during this
time period is not expected to cause significant increase in containment failure probability. 'lhe mass and energy
addition arises from the heat and gases generated in the itPV from decay heat and fuel cladding oxidation
(principally rirconium midation in this time phase). llecause of the large volume of a Mark lit containment, the
areount' of hydrogen released to the containment during core degradation is smaller than the amount of

'An uud in thn report terers to Ks mMn or ps.
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noncondensible gases originally in the omtainment, and thus will not result 3 a significant preuute increase in
the mntainment. l'or Grund Gulf, the hydrogen generated from 50% rirconium midation is about 870 kg-trxiles.
Ihis is less than 50% the amount of air originally in the contaimnent (1,t(K) kg moles) and will cause a pressure
increase of aluut 7 psiif matainment temperature is about normal. the tempesatures in the containment and
drywell atmosphere are expected to be gencially low, below their respective design values (330 'I' for the drywell
and 185'I' for the containment), for important severe accident sequtuces in a hiatk Ill containment [7,10,11]
and should not contribute significantly to containment pressure rise and failure probability.

Ilydrogen mmbustion is the most important loading condition during this time period. Ilydrogen mncentration
in the containnent atmosphere is influenced by the amount of tirconium oxidfied daring core degradation. With
10% thconium otio4 ion the amount of hyd; ogen generated in the itPV will be atout 170 kg.rnoles for Grand
Gulf, or about 10r7< the wount of noncondensible gases originally in the containtuent, the tirconium oxidation
level is in general predicted sc, h- aleve 30% by the S1CP [10,11) or hll1 Colt computer mdes |9] and less 13
the MAAP computer code [14). W mean values for the total amount of hydrogen released during core
degradation used in the NU!!!!G ilN analyses, provided by the In Vessel Phenomenology lixpert Panel, ranges
from 222 to 466 kg. noles [7), or 12% to 25% the noncondensible gases originally in the containment.
Containment hydrogen concentration could ti crefore reach detonation kvel(hydrogen concentration greater than
16%) during this time period.

l'igure 4.3 presents the mean probabilities of containment and drywell failure before venel breach predicted in
NUlt!!G.ll$0 [7]. It shows that both the drywell and the containrncnt muld be failed due to a hydrogen burn (in
either the deflagration or the detonation mode) before vessel breach, l'igure 4.3 aim shows that a hydrogen burn
is the most important cause for containment and drywell failure kfore vessel breach. It should be noted,
however, that these failures are caused by hydrogen burns in the containment, not in the drywell. Ilydrogen
concentration in the drywell before Vil is expected to be small because the itPV inventory is discharged to the
containment through the suppression pool for important severe accident sequences (Tables 4.1 and 4.2).
Ilydrogen can enter the drywell only through a stuck-open SitV tailpipe vacuum breaker or via in leakage
through the drywell wall, A stuck-open SitV tail pipe vacuum breaker may cause a flammable condition to exist
in the drywell atmosphere for a short time (e.g.,20 minutes for a Silo sequence [9]) before the drywell is inerted ,

by either steam buildup or oxygen depletion. A hydrogen burn in the drywell, even if it does happen, is not likely |
to challenge containment integrity [9).

1he combustible gas control system provided in Grand Gulf includes (1) the drywell purge system, which is
designed to purge the hydrogen produced within the drywellinto the larger containment volume, (2) the
containment purge system, which is designed to purge the containtnent atmosphere through filter trains and to
take outside air as make up through a compressor into the containment, (3) the hydrogen recombiners, which are
designed to control king term containment hydrogen concentration in a I.OCA event, and (4) the hydrogen
ignition system (Ills), which is designed to provide distributed ignition sources throughout the containment and
the drywell to burn the hydrogen in a controlled manner, the first three systems are designed primarily for post.
LOCA hydrogen production and may not have sufficient capacity to handle the atoount of hydrogen produced in
a severe occident.

At Grand Gulf, the compressor of the drywell purge system forces the containment atmosphere to the drywell.
Continued operation of the compressor will then cause the drywell atmosphere to flow through the suppression
pool to the containmcnt. lhis causes the hydrogen in the drywell produced in a LOCA event to be transported
to the much larger volume of the containment, llowever, when the hydrogen produced in.vesselin a severe
accident is discharged to the containment, the operation of the drywell purge system willincrease the hydrogen
concentration in the drywell and thus increase the probability of a hydrogen burn in the drywell. 'the use of this
system in a severe accident may not be desirable and may need to be avoided.

'lhe containment purge system can be used to reduce containment hydrogen concentration folkn :ng a design
- basis LOCA. 'the hydrogen rich containment atmosphere is discharged to the outside and replaced by the outside
air, llowever, the containment purge fans have a very low pressure head (4 inches of water) and limited capacity

i
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(3,000 cfm for each of two f ans), and are not effective in supplying outside air to the containtnent to change its
composition during a seveie accident when containment pressure is high and the hydrogen production rate is
rapid. As a result, the containment purge estem is not cifective for reducing the threat of hydrogen
deflagration' detonation in short terrn station blackout sequences |13). Nonetheless, the purge system can be used
to vent the containment to reduce its pressure and the amount of gases it contains. Containment venting can thus
reduce the impact of a hydrogen burn by reducing the containment base pressure and the amount of hydrogen
burncd. On the down side, hydrogen burns during contaimnent venting will result in a significant driving force for
the release of the centainment atmosphere and the fission products it contains.

Containment venting during a long term sequente when the containment is steam inerted can remove otygen,
along with other containment gases, from the containment. A hydrogen burn later in the accident, after steam is
condensed and the containment de inerted, may be avoided if otygen concentration is sufficiently low, llowever,
if sufficient amounts of noncondensible gases are removed from the containment,later steam condensation may
cause the pressure in the containment to be less than the atmospheric pressure. 'this will result in a negative
pressure loading on the containment as well as an influx of otsgen to the containment, causing a flarnmable
misture to form in the containment again. Negative containment pressure and crygen influt may not occur if
there is still a sufficient amount of noncondensible gases (e g , hydrogen) remaining in the containment after
containment venting. 'lhe use of containment venting for this purpose therciore requires careful monitoring and
control.

'the hydrogen recombiner nstem is designed to control the long term hydrogen buildup in the containment from
radiolysis in a design basis 1.OCA event, which proceeds at a much slower rate than the metal. water reaction in a
severe accident. 'lhe recombination rate of 100 cfm is too low for the expected hydrogen production rate in a
core degradation event, and the recombiner may become an unwanted ignition source when the hydrogen
concentration reaches the flammable limit.

'the hydrogen ignition system (Ills) is the most effective system to control the hydrogen produced in a severe
accident, it is designed to burn the hydrogen in such a manner that containment failure from a hydrogen burn
will not occur. llowever, the existing tilS tclies on ac power and will not work during a station blackout (Silo)
sequence. Ilackup power to the ignitors, or the use of catalytic ignition rjstems, has been suggested to improve
the performance of the 1115 in Silo sequences [12). Since short term Sllo sequences contribute to over M of
the total PDS for Grand Gulf, these improvements would have a significant impact on risk reduction. 'lhese
improvements are less effective for long term sequences because of the potential of steam inerting in these
sequences.

'there are potential adverse effects of using the lilS. l'or example, the operation of the 1115 may start a diffusion
Hame above the SP at the location of the discharging SRV quencher device. A continuous diffusion flame may
cause an overtemperature failure of adjacent equipment such as the clastomeric seals in both the containment
and the drywell and the wetwell-to-drywell vacuum breakers. Ilowever, this has been shown to be an unlikely
failure mode for Grand Gulf [12,34].

As discussed in the Mark I report, the containment spray is a very important system for severe accident
management. 'lhe containment spray may mitigate hydrogen combustion by the following mechanisms: (1) Spray
droplets on the order of 20 microns or less in diameter can significantly raise the lower flammability limit for
hydrogen combustion; (2) sprays can enhance cooling of the burned gases and therefore cause pressures and
temperatures to decrease more rapidly to precombustion levels; and (3) water sprays may have the potential of
reducing the probability of detonation [35]. llowever, there is considerable uncertainty in droplet site and fog
density resulting from fog formation in the containment during severe accidents. Moreover, large water-droplet
sprays tend to increase flame speeds by promoting mixing in lean hydrogen air mixtures and cause peak pressures
to be closer to the adiabatic, constant. volume values.17urthermore, containment sprays will change the
containment atmosphere composition by removing steam (a diluent) from the containment atmosphere and enay
thus increase the probability of hydrogen burns. Since the containment is inerted by steam in some of the long-
term severe accident sequences for a Mark 111 containment, the use of containment sprays can result in
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containment de-inerting and should be carefully controlled. Since the primary function of containment spray is to
reduce the pressme rise, it can be used with the lilS to reduce the pressure rise from the benign hydrogen burns
initiated by the 111S.

Since there is no ignition source in the Grand Gulf mniainment during a station blackout, hydrogen buen may not,

owur even when the containment atmosphere is flammable, because of the la.k of an igniti<m source. Actuation
of the lilS, either manually or after a power recovery, will provide the required source for hydrogen burn, and
containment failure may occur if the containment atmosphere has reached the deflagration / detonation limit. It is
therefore important that the tilS be turned off during a station blackout, and that the power to the lilS le
restor:d after a power recovery only if it can tw assured that a detrimental hydrogen burn will not occur. lixisting
plant procedures have provided such instructions to guard against initiating damaging hydrogen burns by the lilS.

He chalkna # h; drogen combustion during this We period can also be mitigated by reducing the anmunt of
hydrogen proven before Vll. His can be achieved by initiating RPV depressurization at the optimum RPV
water level |12) Malyses of short term station blackout sequences show that the time to vessel failure is

_

extended, and the amount of inacssel hydrogen generation is reduced, if RPV depressurization is delayed from
the time the RPY water level is at 71% core height (liPG Revision 4 requirement) to the time the RPV water
level is at 33% core height (liPG Revision 3 requirement) [13).

i

Table 4.4 summarizes the challenges, mechanisms, and strategies for this time period.

4.2.2.2 After Vessel Breach-
r

Figure 4.4 shows the drywell and containment failure probabilities at Vil for Grand Guh J . ice the energetic
i events associated with Vil occur in the drywell, they would challer7,e the drywell integrity first. Containment is

challenged when the mass and energy generated in the drywell arc transported to the containment through either
a drywell break or the SP vents. Furthermore, both the drywell and the amtainment may also fail in the Alpha
mode, and the discharge of the RPV inventory during n high pressure Vil will also result in SP hydrodynamic
loads similar to those occurring in a design basis 1.OCA event.

%c loads that challenge the integrity of the drywell at vessel breach include the quasi-static pressure loads (rapid .
pressurization) associated with high pressure melt ejection (IIPMii) during vessel blowdown, the impulse pressure
loads resulting from hydrogen detonation at Vil, and the loads caused by steam explosions as the molten core
debris interacts with the water in the reactor cavity. He quasi-static pressure load associated with the IIPME
and the impulse load from an ex vessel steam explosion also challenge the structural integrity of the RPV pedestal
and, indirectly, the integrity of the drywell.

Aftur the initial rapid pressurization of the drywell, the gases in the drywell will be released to the containment
and cause a pressure rise in the containment. ' Ilecause of the large volume of the containment, the pressure rise
should in general be moderate. Ilowever, the probability of hydrogen combustion in the containment will be
increased after VB _due to both an increase m coninment hydrogen concentrati m and the availability of ignition
scurces provided by the ejected core debris. While a hydrogen deflagration results in a quasi-static pressure load
on the containment, a hydrogen detonation generates an impulse load on the containment. Both will threaten
the integrity of both the drywell and the containment.

%e challenges at or immediately after VB could fail the containment during or shortly after vessel breach and
result in significant fission product release to the environment. Since there may not be sufficient time for plant
operation personnel .to take mitigating actions, any strategies must b- carried out before vessel breach to be
effective. The mechanisms and strategies related to these challenges are discussed below.

SP livdrodynamic Onads: Suppression pool hydrodynamic loads similar in nature to those occurrbg during the
blowdown phase of a design basis 1 OCA event, e.g., pool swell [33), will occur after high pressure Vll. He mass
and energy additions associated with the blowdown of the primary system after VB are different from those of the
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design basis 1.OCA event, lloth the amount of noncondensible gas (i c., hydrogen) and the temperature in the
primary system can be higher than in a 1 OCA event. 'the loading conditions associated with suppression pool
hydrodynamics due to the blowdown of RPV gases and inolten core debris may challenge containment integrity
when combined with other contaimuent loads. Since the SP hydrodynamic loads are caused by a high pressure
itPV blowdown, their effects can be mitigated by maintaining the llPV at L>w pressure before vessel breach.

Dnweti Oua4 Static Pressure 1 oads (Itapid Dnweltfressurizatiqh At Vil, the gases and the core debris in the
itPV are discharged to the drywell. ~1his causes a rapid pressure rise in the drywell and creates a pressure
differential between the drywell and the containment before a communication path between the two
compartments (e.g., SP vents or drywell break) is' established. 'lhe mechanisms that can cause rapid drywell
pressurization and possible containment failure at vessel breach are (1) direct containment heating (DCil), (2)
hydrogen burn at Vil, (3) ex-venel steam explosions (liVSli), and to a lesser extent, (4) mass and energy addition
to the containment atmosphere at vessel breach.

'lhe pressure increase due to DCil and mass and energy addition is significant only if the itPV fails at high ~

pressure. 'lheir effects can therefore be temoved or reduced by 11PV depressuri/ation. DCll involves a series of
physio-chemical processes that contribute significantly to the energy and mass input to the drywell. In DCII, a
fraction of the ejec'ed core debris may be dispersed into the containment as fine particles, and a substantial
portion of the dcbris'sensib!c heat can be transferred rapidly to the atmosphere 'lhe metal in the dispersed
debris can react chemically with the oxygen or steam in the containment atmospl ere (an exothermic reaction) and
release more energy and not condensible gases. 'ihe impact of DCll on comainment integrity has many
uncertainties. l'or example, the severity of DCil depends on the fraction of molten core ejected, the unoxidized
metal content in the melt, the mode of vessel failure, and the timing for vent clearing. Since a large amount of
aerosols, including refractory fission products, could be generated in llPMii, a significant release of radioactive
material could result should both the containment and the drywell fait due to the DCil loading.

In general, water in the reactor cavity before Vil is believed to have a beneficial (fixt on DCil. Ilowever, the
mitigating effect of water on DCII is still not clear. 'lhe water in the reactor cauty cuald either be dispersed
ahead of the bulk of the ejected debris ar co-dispersed with the debris. 'lhe water co-dispersed with the debris
may continue to quench the debris and thus mitigate the effects of DCil. On the other hand, the steam
generated in this process would increase containment pressure or cause additional metal oxidation. 'lhe effects of
water on DCil are sensitive to the timing and kication of water addition, the assumptions regarding droplet-debris
reaction kinetics, and the amount of water involved. Additional research taay still be needed in this area.

Ilydrogen burn at Vil will occur if the drywell atmosphere is combustible and r drywell hydrogen burr. does not
~

occur before VB due to lack of ignition sources. The hot gases and hot debris particles released from the vessel
provide additional hydrogen and required ignition source for combustion. llowever, the dr>well is tuost likely to
be steam inerted at this time (as discussed aluve) and a hydrogen burn is not likely to occur even with the
availability of ignition sources.

An ex-vessel steam explosion may occur when the molten core debris contacts water in the reactor cavity. The
energetic and violent fuel coolant interactions (I CI) will cause a rapid pressure increase and an impulse load in
the reactor pedestal and the drywell. Ex-vessel steam explosions cannot occur if there is no water in the reactor
cavity. Water is introduced to the reactor cavity either from a failed vessel by core injection or from the SP by a
high wetwell-to-drywell pressure differential.1hc pressure differential will depress the suppression pool water
level and cause an overflow of the SP water to the drywell, from where the water is directed to the reactor eavity
either through the drywell drains or through the reactor pedestal door. The amount of water to the drywell
before Vil depends on the containment pressurization rate (e.g., from hydrogen discharged to the containment
through the SRVs and SP evaporation) and the leak area between the containment and the drywell. Degassing
from the drpell concrete structure and vessel heat loss will increase drywell pressure and thus reduce the
potential for weit wall overflow, and hydrogen combustion in the containment will increase containment pressure
and thus increase the amount of water transported to the drywell.1here are other actions that can be taken to
reduce water overflow. 'the operation of the drywellao-wetwell vacuum breaktes will reduce the wetwell-drywc!!
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pressure differential and thus reduce the wount of water overflow, and an upper pool dump will incicase SP
water level and thus increase the potential for overnow. Containment veming can maintain the containment
pressure low and is the most effective method to avoid a positive wetwell to dowell pressure differential.

11ecause the consequence of a large ex-vessel steam explosion may be very severe, the potential for reactor cavity
floodiag and traans to reduce this potential have been discussed and analyzed. Figure 4.5 shows the impact of
various mitigating actions on the drywell cavity water inventory at the time of Vil for a Mark 111 containment

- during a short term station blackout [13]. It shows that containment venting is the single most effective action in
reducing the amount of water renuxed into the drywrtl. Reference 15 also predicts that no water is reuuxed into
the dowell if there is no hydrogen burn in the containment. It should be noted that the results are very sensitive
to modeling assumptions. MEl.COR analyses for Grand Gulf station blackout scenarios show that, even without
a hydrogen burn, varying some important parameters within their uncertainty ranges would result in SP backflow
in some cases, but no backflow in some other equally valid cases [9).

I:igure 4.5 does not include the effect of an upper pml dump. An upper pool dump will add a large amount of
water to the suppression pool in a short time. He SP water level could almost reach the top of the weit wallif
the pool level before upper pool dump is near normal. He upper pool dump will therefore greatly increase the
potential for cavity flooding. Avoiding upper |wl dutup before Vll has been suggested as a mitigating strategy to
reduce the probability of ex-vessel steam explosion [12]. One adverse effect of avoiding an upper pool dump is an
increase in the probability of SP bypass.

RPV Pedestal Guasi-Static Pressure I oad: He above mechanisms that cause a quasi-static pressure load on the
dryweh will also cause a quasi static pressure load on the volume inside the RPV pedestal (reactor cavity). He
volums of the reactor cavity is small(about 8,600 ft') and the communication path with the drywell volume is
restricted (primarily by a door of 3 feet by 7 feet). %e quasi static pressure load in the cavity may be much
larger than the corresponding load in the drywell. He strength of the pedestal is also greater than that of the
drywell (an estimated failure pressure of 189 psig for the pedestal versus of 85 psig for the drywell) [7). Failure of
the pedestal would result in a gross motion of the RPV and fail the drywell boundary by damaging the drywell
wall or the seals at piping penetrations through the drywell wall. He conditional probability of drywell failure
used in NUREG Il50 analyses, given pedestal failure, is 0.175. Since the mechanisms for this load are the same
as those for the drywellload, similar mitigation strategies apply.

Dryweil impulse inad: Ilydrogen detonation will occur if the drywell mixture reaches the detonation limit. A
hydrogen detonation will generate an impulse kiad on the drywell structure and may fail the dr>well by a dynamic
load, He probability of drywell failure by this load is small because the drywell is most likely to be inerted at this
time.

Pedestal impulse inad: In addition to contributing to the overall quasi. static pressure loads to the dr)well and
the reactor pedestal, an ex. vessel steam explosion will also generate an impulse load on the pedestal. Dere are
significant uncertainties on the magnitude of this dynamic load and its effect u;mn the pedestal structure, To
reflect these uncertainties, a uniform distribution between zero and one is used to determine the conditional
probability of pedestal failure, given the occurrence of EVSE,in the NUREG-ll50 analyses. De strategies
discussed ateve fo: mitigating EVSE can be used to mitigate this challenge.

Containment Pressure inad: De dnwell pressurization at Vil discussed aluve is relieved either through the
suppression poolvents or through a drywell break to the c<mtainment. He corresponding containment pressure
increase is not expected to be large enough to challenge containment integrity even if the drywell has been
ruptured. Ilowever, it does increase the containment base pressure and makes the containment more vulnerable
to challenges that occur later, e.g., hydrogen burn.

He most significant challenge to containment integrity during this time phase is a hydrogen burn in either the
,

deflagration or the detonation mode. De energetic events that occur in the drywell may provide additional |

hydrogen as well as ignition sontces to the containment A hydrogen burn may also be started by random ignition
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In the NUREG ll50 analyses, hydrogen burn is assumed to be certain if ac power is available becausesources.
there are numerous ac sources that are potentialignition sources. In cases where at power is not available the
probability of ignition will depend on the hydrogen concentration in the containment. %c raean value of ignition
probability varies from 0.49 for a hydrogen concentration greater than Ifd to 0.21 for a hydrogen concentration
twtween 4% and 81 In both the Til2 and the Tits sequences in Table 4.2 the containment is failed by hydrogen
burns at Vit when an ignition source is assumed to be available.

Ilydrogen deflagration will result in a quasi. static pressure load, Dis pressure load may fait either the
containment or the drywell, or both llecause the pressure rise anociated with this event is very rapid, the
pressure differential load on the drywell is reduced, but not eliminated, even if the containment has already failed.
In the NUREG ll50 analyses, a hydrogen deflagration is assumed to occur if the containmcnt hydragen
concentration is above 69, steam concentration below $5%, and oxygen concentration greater than 5% A
hydrogen detonation may occur if the hydrogen concentration is greater than lWe and the steam concentration
less than 35% A hydrogen detonation will result in an impulse load on both the containment and the drywell
and may fait either or both of them.

_

De strategies to mitigate hydrogen burns af ter Vil are the same as those before Vil, discussed in Section 4.2.2.1.
He most important system for controlling a hydrogen burn is the lilS. He containment purge system valves can
be used to vent the containment to reduce its base pressure and the amount of thc combustible gas mixture in the
containment. Ilowever, without an c[fective compressor system to supply outside air to the containment the
composition of the containment atmosphere cannot be changed. Containment venting can also remove a
sufficient amount of oxygen from the containment such that a hyurogen burn will not occur even if the
containment atraosphere is de-inerted later. It is also important to avoid ignition sources in the containment if
the containment gas mixture is combustible, and to avoid deinerting ihe containment if the containment is steam-
inerted. He containment spray may have some beneficial effects on hydrogen burns, but there are significant
uncertainties, and de-inerting of the containment atmosphere by steam condensation may result in hydrogen burns
and severe consequences.

Alrha Mode Failure An energetic in-vessel steam explosion could f ail the vessel and generate a missile that fails
both the drywell and the containment. An alpha mode failure is not very likely in a llWR containment, and less
likely if the RPV is at high pressure than at low pressure. A mein failure probability of 0.001 is used in the
NUREG 1150 analyses for high RPV pressure, and 0.01 for low RPV pressure ('ess than 200 psi). He strategy
to reduce a potential Alpha mode failure is therefore to maintain the RPV at high pressure. His contradicts
other strategies that require RPV depressurization, llecause of the Icw probability of an Alpha mode failure in a

-

13WR containment and the benefit of RPV depressurization this strategy is not liicly to be implemented.

4.2.3 The Late Phase

As defined in Figure 4.1, a severe accident enters the late phase after vessel breach but before containment
failure. %e sudden change in RPV and containment conditions associated with vessel breach indicates the
beginning of the late phase. Failure of the RPV may result in a sudden increase in containment pressure and a
sudden decrease in RPV pressure. He radioactivity in the drywell atmosphere may also show a sudden increase,
since prior to vessel breach the discharge of the fission products to the containment atmosphere was through the
SRV lines and the suppressica pool, while after vessel breach the discharge goes directly to the drywell
atmosphere. His increase in radioactivity will depend on the specific scenario and is likely to be more
pronounced for transients than for LOCA's.

For the accident sequences presented in Table 4.2, containment failure is predicted to happen in the late phase
for Till and TOUV sequences. Severe hydrogen burns do not occur in the calculation of these sequences.
Ilydrogen burns would occur and fail the containment if an ignition source is available at Vil (i.e., T112 in Table
4.2). Detrimental hydrogen burns do not occur in TOUV because ac power is available and the lilS is operating.
De containment pressurization in these sequences is due to the buildup of steam and noncondensible gases in
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the containment atmosphere. Noncondensible gases are generated from luth in vessci core degradation and ex-
vessel core <oncrete interaction (CCI). 'lhis slow pressurization process may fad the containment, but is unlikely
to fail the drywell because there is sufficien'. time to establish a pressure equilibrium across the drywell wall. A
pressure differential acrou the drywell wall may exist at containment tailure when rapid containment
depressurization occurs. lloweve'r, this pressure differential cannot be greater than the containment failure
pressure, which is much smaller than the drywell failure pressure, and is not likely to (hallenge drywell integrity,

Containment cooling can be used to reduce the containment pressure if containment temperature is high, or if
there is a large amount of steam in the containment. 'lhe containment spray is very c!fective in achieving this q

purpose, particularly if the RilR heat exchangers are functioning. Ilowever, containment spray may de. inert the
containment if the containment is steam inerted.

Containment cooling cannot prevent a continuous containment pressure rise if the sclease of noncondensible
gases continues. Containment venting is needed to remove the noncondensible gases and maintain the
containment pressure below the failure pressure. Since the containment atraosphere is highly etmtaminated at
this time, containment vet, ting will cause the relcase of fiuion products to the environment. 'Ihe suppression
pool will provide fission product scrubbing, except for noble gases, if the drywell re nains intact. Noble gases will -

be released to the environment during containment venting.

CCI is the most important mechanism for slow containmcat presstoiration in the late phase. As the high
temperature core debris falls into the reactor cavity after vessel breach, the molten core debris starts to heat and
decompose the structural concrete. 'lte steam, carton dioxide and other oxidants released from the decomposing
concrete will react with the metallic constituents in the corium and generate a significant amount of
noncondensible and combustible gases and release the chemical heat of reaction into the corium pool. 'the
release of the high temperature gases to the drywell atmosphere not only causes a pressure load on the
containment but also a ,emperature load on drywell structures. 'lhe drywell temperature load ts further
augmented by the transfer of heat from the hot corium to the drywell atmosphere. 'Ihe drywell atmosphere
temperature has been predicted to be over 1,000T [11,13] during CCI. Drywell cooling, if available, can be used
to mitigate the dry *cil temperature load. 'lhe drywell purge system in Grand Gulf can be used to transport the
cooler containment atmosphere to the drywell and thus reduce the temperature load.

'the progress of CCI is influenced by many uncertainties, e.g., the composition and mass of the core debris
discharged from the RPV, the initial temperature and the decay heat level of the debris, the composition and
material properties of the structural concrete, and the availability of water in he reactor cavity. Concrcte erosion
in the reactor cavity may weaken the reactor pedestal and result in vessel motion including tearout of piping
penetrations through the drywell wall and consequently drywell failure. 'fhe downward progression of the
concrete erosion may result in basemat meb-through and subsequent fission product release Bott' of the above
failure modes are expected to take a considerable time to occur and analyses show that the likelihood of this
mechanism of failure is small for the llWRs analyzed, in part because other mechanisms are likely to result in
failure earlier in the accident. For Grand Gulf, the geometrical arrangement of the reactor cavity is such that the
weakening of the reactor pedestal is not severe even with long term and extensive concrete erosion (13). 'lhe
depth of the basemat of the containment, directly under the vessel, is about 1I feet and is unlikely to be
penetrated before the occurrence of other failure modes.

Availability of water in the reactor :avity before vessel breach and a continuous supply of water to the reactor
cavity af ter vessel breach are the most effective means to control the progress of CCI CCI will not occur if the
core debris is in a coolable configuration and there is water in the reactor cavity to coolit. 'lhe availability of
water to the core debris at vessel breach willincrease the probability of having the core debris at a coolable
configuration, Water can be introduced to the reactor cavity before vessel breach by containment pressurization.
Actuation of an upper pool dump before vessel breach willincrease the probability of suppression pool water
overflow to the drywell and consequently the availability of water in the reactor cavity. Ilowever, as discused
above, water in the reactor cavity increases the probability of ex-vessel steam explosions, and an upper pool dump,
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which results in water f alling through a portion of the containment attnosphere, will condcase the steam in the
containment and increase the probability of hydrogen burns.

A continuous supply of water to the reactor cavity can keep the core debris fkoded and cooled. Ihc source of a
replenishable water supply to the reactor cavity is any system that can inject water to the IIPV. 'lhe watcr that is
added to the ItPV alter vessel breach will now through the break to the reactor cavity.

The reactor cavity can also be fkoded by continuous!y adding water to the suppression pool to overunw the weir
wall The SP water levelis almost at the top of the weir wall after an upper pel dump if the suppression pel
water level is at its normallevel before upper sml dump. Continuously adding water to the SP using an ahernate
water supply, such as that from the senice water cross-tie, will result in SP water overnow and reactor cavity
thoding.

Containmcnt Gooding can be accomplished by continuously adding water to the containment using external water
sources other than the SP. Containment fkuding is part of the ItpV c< ntrol guideline in the IlWR f!PGs
(Contingency #6)[15), and as such it may be initiated early in an accident tas corupared with most of the

,

containment strategies discussed here). To Good the containment, the liPGs call for the suppression peol
mdcup system to rapidly add a large quantity of water to the containment, and for all available systems that take

,suction from sources outside the containment to deliver water to the containtnent. Contingency #6 of the EPGs
describes in detail the systems, water sources, and procedures to be used to fill tbc containment.

The purpose of containment Ikeding, as required by Contingency n, is to provide cooling to the reartor core
and thus prevents RPV failure. Containment fkuding,if not executed before Vil, can be carried out later in the
accident to provide corium cooling and FP scrubbing. Once accomplished, this strategy will serve to stabilize the
accident with a minimal use of active systems.

'lhe time needed for containment flooding depends on the level of Gooding required and the water supply systems
available at the time of the accident. It requires about 50,000 ft' of water to Iked the containment up to the top
of weir wall (aluut 25 ft from the lettom of the SP) for Grand Gulf. Consequently,it takes aluut 4 hours for a
fire water system (typical capacity 1,500 gpm), or aluut 40 minutes for an emergency senice water system (typical
capacity 10,000 gpm) to supply this amount of water to the containment.

More water is needed to Good the containment up to the bottom of the RPV. For Mark 111 containments, each
additional foot of water ateve the top of the weir wall will require about 10,000 ft' of water supply. The Grand
Gulf I! ops allow the containment to be flooded up to a water level of aluut 85 ft. If the levelicaches 85 ft, all r

external water supplies should be terminated.

The 85 (actually MJ5) ft. maximum containment water level is approximately at the RPV normal water level and
almost reaches the Dat roof of the drywell. 'the gases originally in the drywell (before containment flooding) will
be trapped in the drywell and will be compressed as the drywell water level increases. Since the drywell
atmosphere is compressed at a greater rate than the containment atmosphere, for each unit of water level
increase the water levelin the drywell will be lower than that in the containment as the containment is Cooded.
The water level difference depends on the initial containment pressure and the leak rate from the drywell to the

llowever, the drywell water level will reach the top of active fuel (TAF) level (approximately 20 ftcontainment.
below the normal water lesel) as the containment reaches its maximum level.

1)uring containment flooding, the free volume of the containment is reduced and the containment atmosphere is
correspondingly compressed. Because of the large size of the containment (1,670,000 ft' for Grand Gulf), the
reduction in containment free volume for a containment flooding up the top of the weir wall will not be
significant. Ilowever, sigmficant free volume reduction occurs when the containment water level reaches its
maximum allowable level of 85 ft. The containment pressure will correspondingly be increased and containment
venting can be used to maintain or reduce containmcnt pressure during containment fkmding.

NURl!G/CR-58024-11
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Mass and energy will be continuously added to the containtnent air space from decay heat and CCI, and -
containment pressure will continue to rise. It is important that the containment vent paths are not flooded as
they are needed for containment pressure control. .Since the core materials are submerged, the release through

_ the drywell vents will have been subjected to pool scrubbing.
_

He release of combustible gases from CCI increases the probability of hydrogen burns in the containment. He
strategies discussed above for combustible gas control during the early phases of a severe accident can also be
used during this phase. Adding water to the reactor cavity can mitigate the progress of CCI and thus the

. production of combustible gases in the containment. Table 4.5 summari/cs the challenges, the mechanisms, and
'

the strategies for this phase of a severe accident.

4.2.4 - The Release Phase

ne accident enters the release phase when the containment loses its integrity and the containment atmosphere is
discharged outside of the primary containment. His phase is characterized by high radiation outside the
containment. De radioactivity release control guidelines of the llWR EPGs would have been initiated to control
fission product release. He general aim in the EPGs of isolating the leak area, or isohting the leaking systems,
is certainly applicable for release control during this accident phase, but the actual situation in a severe accident
will most likely be much worse than that anticipated in the EPGs. Additional strategies beyond the existing EPGs
are therefore beneficial to mitigate fission product (FP) release after containment failure.

Important factors that affect fission product (FP) release after containment failure include the amount of fission
products in the containment atmosphere and the driving force for fission product release,i.e., containment
pressure. He source of fission product release before vessel breach (in. vessel release) is the degraded reactor
fuel In general, almost all of the noble gases are released, and significant fractions of the more volatile
radionuclides (I and Cs groups) will also be released. De release of Te is more uncertain but is expected to be
significant, while the rticase of other less volatile FP groups will be small.

De fission products from in-vessel release will pass through the suppression pool (by SRV actuations) before
entering the containment atmosphere as kmg as RCS integrity is maintained, and as a result, a significant fraction
of the non-noble gas fission products will be retained in the suppression pool (suppression pool decontamination).
Direct retcase to the dryacilis possible if the vacuum breaker on the SRV tailpipe fails open. A stuck-open
vacuum breaker will cauw the drywell pressure to increase and a transfe of the drywell atmosphere to the
containment through the suppression pool vents. Since the decontamination factor for flows passing through the
suppression pool vents is smaller than that for flows passing through the SRV spargers, more fission products will
be transported to the containment if there is a stuck-open vacuum breaker. Some of the fission products in the
drywell will pass to the containment directly, bypassing the suppression pool, through the (normal) leak areas

_

between the drywell and the wetwell. In cases where there has been a drywell failure, the suppression pool may

|
be bypassed completely,

i

lt is desirable to have the in-vessel release passing through the suppression pool, preferably through the SRV
spargers, before discharging to the containment. RPV depressurization before Vil will assure a discharge of RPV
inventories through the SRV spargers and thus the greatest degree of decontamination achievable. %c release of
fission products to the containment can also be reduced by reducing the probability of stuck-open SRV tailpipe
vacuum breakers. His can be achieved by using different SRVs for RPV pressure control (thus avoiding cycling
of the low set SRV) and by extending the period of valve opening for each actuation (thus reducing the number
of actuations required).

At vessel breach, the fission products in the RPV will be released first to the drywell and then to the
containment Suppression pool decontamination (through horizontal vents) will be maintained if drywell integrity

. is maintained. Significant acrosol generation and fuel fragmentation may occur if the vessel is breached at high
pressure. He rapid pressure rise in the drywell during IIPME will cause a rapid clearing of the SP vents and a

NUREG!CR-5802 1-12
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direct release of the drywell atrnosphere to the containment, without the full benefit of normal suppression pool
decontamination. 'the fission products transported to the containment may therefose be increased significantly,
and RPV depressurization before vessel breach is desirable. An ex. vessel steam explosion, if it occuts, may also
cause a significant l~P release to the containment, for reasons similar to those discussed alove for llPME. EVSE
can be avoided by eliminating water in the reactor cavity as discussed above.

lhe fission product release after vessel breach is primarily from CCI (ex-vessel release). lhe strategies that were
discussed aleve for mitigating the progress of CCI can be used here to reduce ex-vessel fission product release.
'lhe flooding of the reactor cavity or the containment will not only mitigate the progress of CCl, but also provide
pool scrubbing for the fission products released from CCI.

Itesides CCl, fission prouucts may also be introduced to the drpell after vessel failure by the heat up and
revolatili7ation of the fission products deposited on the surfaces during core degradation. FP revolatilization is
af'ected by post. vessel failure thermal hydraulics, RCS heat transfer, and the chemistry of the retained
radionuclides. Extensive RCS retention during the in-vessel release, high temperature of the RCS structures, and
high flow rates inside the RCS after vessel failure all contribute to greater FP revolatilization. liigh drywell
temperature will also promote FP revolatilization by reducing RCS heat removal. FP revolatilization will be
reduced if the temperatures in the RCS and the drywell are kept kiw. Adding water to the vessel and inhiating
drywell cooling may achieve this objective, Adding water to the RpV will also scrub fission products from the
RUS and thus reduce their release. Containment flooding up to a level that keeps a large part of the RPV
submerged will reduce FP revolatilization from the RCS by maintaining a low temperature and providing pool
scrubbing.

' Another source of fission product release is the late release of iodine from the suppression pool or the water
pools in the reactor cavity or the drywell ik>or. It represents a long term challenge to release control. Release
of iodine from a water pool could be caused by (1) pool flashing at containment failure, (2) pool bo!1ing as a
result of decay heating, and (3) a change of the chemical form of the iodine in the pwl. Other important factors
affecting iodine release include the pool pil value and the radiation dose rate. In general, elemental iodine could
be converted into nonvolatile forms of iodine by radiation in a pool at higher pil values.

Late release of iodine from water pools is influenced by the temperature and the pil value of the pool water. SP
cooling, if available, can be used to keep the pool temperature below the boiling point and thus reduce the
release of iodine from the SP. Adding water to the suppression pool, e.g., by upper pool dump or containment
spray tising alternate water sources, can dilute iodine concentration in the suppression pool as well as reduce pool
temperature. Adding sufficient water to the suppression pool to overflow the weir wall will increase the amount
of water in the drywell and the reactor cavity.

Natural deposition will remove airtorne fission products from the containment atmosphere. The fission products
released to the environment will be significantly reduced if the time of FP release is delayed. Airborne fission
products can also be removed from the containment atmosphere by the operation of containment sprays. Ihe
fission product removal function of the containment sprays is most desirable if there is a drywell failure and the
SP FP scrubbing capability is lost. The operation of containment sprays should be carefully monitored because a
steam-inerted containment may be de-inerted by containment sprays, and detrimental hydrogen burns may be
initiated.

After containment failure, containment pressure provides the driving force for FP release. The strategies that can
be used to reduce the containment pressure discussed in the previous section can be used here to reduce the
driving force for fission product release.

The release of FP after CF can be either directly to the environment or through the secondary containment. lhe
rate of FP release depends on the pressure in the containment and the size and location of the failure. The FP
release can be reduced if the leak area can be identified and flooded. The flow from the containment
atmosphere will then pass through a pool of water where some of the fission products will be retained. Analytical
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results on containment performance such as those presented in NURiiG 1037 can be used to provide information
about possible leak sites and ways to flood these areas. For fps that are released through the secondary

- containment, the standby gas ticalment system (SGIS) in the secondary containment can be used to reduce FP
release to the emitonment by lili.PA and charcoal filters. 'lhe SGIS operation can significantly reduce the
release of non. noble gas fission products to the environment if the flow from the primary containment to the
secondary containment is within the capacity of the SGIS. For cases where the flow rate exceeds the SGIS
capacity (e.g., due to high containment pressure and'or a large leak area), the pressure in the secondary

- containment will increase, and leakage directh to the environment, as well as failure of the enclosure building
(upper part of the secondary containment for Grand Gulf) may result, in the Grand Gulf NURI!G.ll50 anahses,
no credit is given for fission product retention in the secondary containment. A substantial portion of the
enclosure building is expected to fail at containment failure, liven under conditions where substantial leakage
from the secondary containment develops, the operation of the SG1S will still be beneficial because part of the
leak fkiw will pass through the filters of the SGlS. If the break area is within the auxiliary building where fire
spray is available, the fire spray system can be used to scrub fission products from the secondary containment

;

atmosphere and consequently reduce the release of fission products to the environment.

Besides containment failure, release of fission products to the environment will also occur if there is an isolation
failure or if an interfacing systems LOCA occurs, lhese are low probability, but high consequence, events. A,

containment isolation failure, although not likely in a Mark 111 containment, may result in the leakage of i

radioactive material to the secondary containment or directly to the environment. lhe BWR EPGs have provided
guidance to identify and isolate such leaks. In cases where the failed system cannot be identified and isolated, the
result will be similar to that of any other containment failure and the strategies discussed alvve can be applied.

Interfacing systems LOCA (ISL) is a very unlikely, but high consequence, event. In an ISI, the radioactive
material in the RCS can escape directly to the secondary containment or the environment, bypassing the
containment.1his occurs when a failure of the pressure isolation valves (PlVs) between the high pressure and
low pressure systems results in the rupture of the low pressure piping from excessive pressu . Should a
containment bypass occur, the release could be reds d tiy reducing the RCS pressure, i.e. the driving force for -
the release.1he release could also be reduced by Ikoding the pipe that leads to the leak area or keeping the
leak area submerged under water, tuth of which are practical only when the RCS pressure is low. A fboded or
submerged break would result in the trapping of some fission products in the water and thus reduce the amount
of release to the environment. Finalh,if the system that contains the break could be isolated the release would
be stopped.

4.3 Tlie Safety Objective Tree

The results of the ateve strategy identification effort are summarized in the safety objective tree shown in Figure
i. 4.6. As indicated in Section 2.2, for containment and release managemtat, two principal safety objectives exist:

maintaining containment integrity and mitigating fission product releases to the environment. If containment
integrity is preserved little or no fission products are released. Ilowever, since containment integrity may be
violated not only by a bypass or failure of the containment, but also by venting strategies intended to prevent
uncontrolled containment failure, it becomes important to minimize the amount of fision products released
under these circumstances. Figure 4.6 was constructed according to the process defined in Section 2.2 and the
results of strategy identification presented in Tables 4.3 through 4.6. It systematicalh defines the challenges to
the overall safety objectives for a Mark III containment, identifies safety functions that need to be preserved to
meet the objective and lists the specific challenges found in a Mark Ill containment during a severe accident
which could interfere with maintaining these safety functions. Various mechanisms which could cause the
challenges are listed and strategies which may be able to prevent the mechanisms'from occurring, or which can
mitigate their effect, are identified.

As can be seen from Figure 4.6, a particular strategy is often used for many different mechanisms and their
associated challenges.1his indicates that the same or very similar actions may be taken for a variety of reasons

,
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and that once such an action is taken it can have a beneficial effect on arresting and mitigating a number of
mechanisms twsides the ones which may have originally triggered its irnplementation,1his point is further
developed in the detailed strategy description presented in Section 5.

.
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Table 4.1 PDS Core Damage Frequencies for Grand Gulf (Reference 7)

PDS Number PDS Name MCDF (1/3r) PDS % TMCDF

1 Fast Blackout ) 3.2E-06 79.2O

2 Fast Blackout (2) 4.6E4)8 1.1
3 Fast Blackout (3) 1.5E-07 3.7
4 Slow Blackout (d) 3 7E-08 0.9
5 Slow Blackoud5) 23E 09 <<1
6 Slow Blackout (5) 1.4E-09 <<1
7 Fast Blackout (6) 4.2E-07 103
8 Slow Blackout (6) 63E& 1.5
9 Fast ATWS 5.0E 08 1.2
10 Slow ATWS 6.2E-08 1.5
11 Fast T2 1.8E-08 0.4
12 Slow T2 2.9E-10 <<1

Note:

0) In PSD1, core damage ocents in the short term and the RPV is at high pressure. Offsite power may |
be recovered. The following functions are available after power recovery: coolant injection, heat '

removal by containment spray, and miscellaneous systems (venting, SGTS, containment isolation, and
HIS).

(2) PDS2 is similar to PDS1, except that heat removal via the sprays is not available after power recowry.

(3) PDS3 is similar to PDS2, except that onlylow pressure injection with condensate is available after power
recovery.

(d) PDS4 is similar to PDS1, except that core damage occurs in the long term and the RPV is at low
pressure.

(5) The relationship between PDSS (PDS6) and PDS4 is the same as that between PDS2 (PDS3) and PDSt.

(6) In PDS8 and PDS9, offsite power is not recoverable.

NUREG/CR-5802 4-16
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Table 4.2 Typical Timing for Different Accident Phases of Various Accident Sequeaces (STCP Calculation)

Very Ear! Phase Early Phasef

Accident initiation Onset of Core Vessel Breach Late PhaseAccident Sequence
(hr) Melt (hr)

(hr)

TB1W 0 9.5 11.5 CF(21)(2)

TB2W 0 9.5 11.5

CF(11.5)

'TBSW 0 1.5 3

CF (3)

TOUVW 0 1.5 3.5 CF(14)

TCW 0 CF(1.5) 2 4

TPIO 0 CF(22) 27 33
_

Note:2

(1) TB1 is a station blackout sequence with plant batteries depleted six hours after accident
initiation. Ilydrogen burn is assumed not to occur and CF is due to the buildup of
noncondensibles.

.

(2) CF (21) means containment failure occurs at 21 hours after accident initiation.

(3) TB2 is similar to TB1, except that hydrogen burn occurs at VB and fails the containment.

(4) TBS is a SBO sequence with the loss of all makeup water at the beginning of the accident.
liydrogen burn occurs at VB and fails the containment.

(5) TOUV is a transient with the loss of all makeup water (similar to TBS). liowever, hydrogen
igniter system is operable.

(6) TC is an ATWS sequence. CF is assumed to cause the loss of all makeup water.

(7) TPI is a transient with stuck open relief vahr (SORV) and loss of containment heat removal

(CilR).

.

i
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c Figure 4.1 Time Phases of Accident Progression and . Accident Management
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N1. | Very Early Phase | Early Phase | Late Phase |

.

2. Accident Core . Vesset
-

. ;
Initiation Melt Breach L

Early Contalienent F iture (CT) | Late CF

[' { . ,

| Early Fission Product Release | Late FP Release |

3. | Earty CRET | Late CRET |

p | Release CRET |
'

~
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'4. In-Vesse! Management

Prevent Core Retnin Core Within
Daruge Reactor Vesset

Ex-Vessel management

Maintain Contairvrent Integrity
Minimize Consequence of Of fsite Release

5. | Existing [PCs | {
L

Notes:

1. Time Phases of Accident Progression
2. Phenomenological Events

3. Containment and Release Event Trees (CRETs) i.

4. Severe Accident Management Activities (SECY-88-147)
5. Applicability of Existing EPGs

_ _ _ _
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PLANT DAMAGE STATE
(wenn Core Damage frequency)

AFB ACCIDENT nequency '
NO. PROGRESSION Weighted

BIN STSD LTS11 ATWS Transients Average

(3.85E-06) (1.04 E-07) (1.12C-07) (1.0?E-O H) (4.09 E *-0 6)

1 VB early CF, 0.16 0.29 0.000 0.011 0.15

carly SPD, no CS _ _
, _

.

2 VB, early CF. 0.031 0.017 0.23 0.20 0,049
*

carly SPD, CS _ _
,

3 VB, early CF, 0.006 0.005 0.003 0.003 0.007

late SPB

I 0.33 0.21
0.50 |4 VB, early CF, 0.18 0.53

no SPB .
_

5 VD, late CF 0.30 0.12 0.074 0.23 0.28
- - -

6 VD, venting 0.032 0.003 0.100 0.075 0.038
- -

7 VD, No CF 0.053 0.003 0.036 0,092 0.050

8 No VB 0.20 0.015 0.025 0.050 0.16

Key: CF = Containment Failure
CS = Conts.inment Sprays
CV = Containment Venting

SPB = Suppression Pool Bypass
VB = Vessel Breach

Figure 4.2 Conditional Probability of Accident Progrenlon llins at Grand Gulf (Reference 4)
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SUMMARY SUhihiARY PDS GROUP
ACCIDENT

D'*" C " D** *" rnquency)

PROGRESSION 7|gg',"fY
BIN GROUP s7sa LTsn A7ws Transie nts Average

(3 85E-06) (104 E -07) (1 12 E - 07) (187E-06) (4 000-Ota

CF: Detonstion 0 039 0.002 0 004 0 036

CF. De flagratio n 0.182 0.075 0 000 0.016 0.161

CT Slow Press 0.004 0 471 0 456 0.006 0 Ob0

-

Vent 0 089 0 007
-

No CF Before VB 0.763 0 452 0.445 0.973 0.736

' CF = Containment Failure Crand Gulf

a. Containment

SUMMARY SUMMARY PDS GROUP.

ACCIDENT (ueen core Damage Frequency)

PROGRESSION (regt,"fYe
,i

BIN GROUP STSB LTSB ATWS Transients Average
(3 85E-06) (1.04E-07) (1.12 E-07) (1.87E-08) (4.09E-06)

DWP: Detonation 0.021 0 002 0.019

DWP: Deflagration 0.104 0.048 0.026 0.055 0.097

No DWF Defore VB 0.863 0.951 0.972 0.942 0.874

DWF = Drywell Fhilure Grand Gul!

b. Drywell

Figure 43 Mean Probability of Failure Before Yessel Breach (Reference 7)
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SUMMARY SUMR.;dit' PDS GROUP
(unn con Damage nequenen

ACCIDENT Strategy-

PROGRESSION 7|,gi,a'Y'n

)

- BIN GROUP STSB LTSB . ATWS Transients Average
(3 85E-06) (1,04 E-07) (1 12E-07) (1.87 E-06) (4 09E-06)
, _

-

DWF: Loads 0 004 0.158 0.150 0.146 0 088

Accompanying VD , _ _ ,,,, _

DWF: Fedestal fail, 0.051 0.090 0.109 0 096 0.058

(Loads Accomp. VB) ,, ,_ _ |

DWP: Pedestal Fall. 0.019 0.018 0 007 0 008 0 016

(Dynamle Loads)

DWF; Detonetton 0.017 0.003 0.000 0 018

|
DWF: Deflagration 0.022 0 011 0.019

|

Alpha 0.005 0.006 0 002 0 002 0.005

DWF: Before VB 0.106 0.043 0.026 0.055 0.099

- ,
.

No Early DWF 0,606 0672 0.696 0.683 0.688

I

Grand GulfDWT = Drywell Failure
a. Dr)well

SUMMARY SUMMARY PDS GROUP s

ACCIDENT (wean Core camage nequency) *

PROGRESSION 7|gt,a'Y'n

BIN GROUP STSB LTSB ATWS Tranatents Average
(3.85E-06) (1.04E-07) (1.12E-07) ~ (1.07E-08) (4.09E-06)

CF: Detonation 0.032 0.006 0.016 0.030

CF; Deflagration 0.180 0.305 0.280 0.521 0.208

_ _ .-

Alpha- 0.003 0.004 0.001 0.003 0.003

CF Defore VB 0.219 0.544 0.552 0.022 0 248

- -

No Early CF 0.545 0.145 0.151 0437 0.499

CF = Containment Failure Grand Gulf
b. Containment

Figure 4.4 Mean Probability of Failure at Vessel Ilreach (Reference 7)
NUREG/CR-5602
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Figure 4.5 Impact of Mitigative Actions on Drywell Cavity Water Inventories for Mark III
- Short Term Station Illackout (Reference 13)
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SAFETY Preventing Containment Failure
OBJECTIVE .

I

I I

SAFETY Suppression Pool Dynamic Containment Pressure Control
Load Controf

FUNCTIONS

| |

Suppression Pool Suppression Pool
CHALLENGES Boundary Load Hydrodynamic Load

|

| I

M ECH ANISM S SRV Air SRV Steam Pool Swell
Condensation at VB,

Clearing
,

b

ST R AT EGI ES - Eliminate Source -Eliminate Source - Eliminate Source
of challenge of challenge of Challenge

*RPV *RPV 'RPV

Depressurization Depressurization Depressurization

*SP Water Level *SP Cooling

Control

Z
C
b .,
.a :
8 1
x

Figure 4.6 Safety / Objective Tree With Identified Strategies for a Mark III Containment (Continued) g
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;

Q OBJECTIVE
n :W
in ?

8. '

N- SAFETY Containment Pressure Control
;. . FUNCTIONS -

I i

1 | :!
i-

CHALLENGES Rapid Pressurization Slow Pressurization

1
'

i r

, inadequate or Loss
Gas Mass and Energy .;MECHANISMS of Containment Heatdombustion Addition From CCIRemoval Capability.

-Reduce Sources of - Eliminate Source #- Moderate' or
*Combustible Gases of Challenge Eliminate Source

STR ATEGIES , Reduce in-vessei Restoring CHR of Challenge (CCl) '

Hydrogen Production * Reactor Cavity Firoding |4
eb by controlled RPV - Mitigate Effect -Upper Pool Durrp
" Depressurizatidn . - Add Water Through Vesset

of Challenge
- Add water to SP to* Moderate or Eliminate

CCI Progression * Containment Cooling Ove r flow weir wait
'Contair, ment Venting . Containment Flooding I-Maintain Containmen.t -Upper Pool Dump '

Atmosphere Composition ,

Below Deflagration / ,

Detonation Limit. !

* Hydrogen Ignition System i
C^ontainment vent & Purge {

* Avoid De-f r er ting i
by Steam Condensation !

-Reduce initial Pressure [
and Amount of Oxygen ,

and Combustible Gases :

f[
"Early Containment venting

-Mitigate Ef fect of
. Gas Combustion !

Conta'nment Spray |i
4

i

Figure 4.6 Safety / Objective Tree Witti identified Strategies for a Mark H1' Containment (Continued) ,
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SAFETY Preventing Drywell Failure

OBJECTIVE and Suppression Pool Bypass
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5 Strategy Discussion

'this section provides a detailed description of the strategies identified in the previous sections. 'the challenges
that can be arrested or mitigated by these strategies and the parameters that can be used to identify these
challenges are also discussed.

5.1 Strategies and tiie Challenges Addressed by the Strategies

Table 5.1 lists the challenges identified in the previous sections and the parameters that can be use? to identify
these challenges. Actions, or strategies, would be impkmented when certain predetermined conditions are ,

reached. l'or some challenges, direct instrument indication is available, while for others indirect parameters must
be used to infer the existence of the challenge.

the instruments that can be used to obtain the important parameter values during and following an accident are
described in Regulatory guide 1.97 (Rev. 3) [28). Control room instrumentation information is also provided by
ihe Safety Parameter Display System (SPDS), which is required by the NRC as part of a nuclear plant's
emergency regnse capability |25]. 'lwo important issues determine the availability of instruments during a
severe accident. 'lhe tus 4 their survival under severe accident conditions and the second is their availability
during a station blackout. ,

1
1he environmental qualification of the plant insi yments include consideration of temperature, pressure, humidity,!

and radiation conditions. Typical containment instrumt.9 qualification pressure and temperature, as required by
Regulatory Guide 1.89 and liiEli 3231974. are approximately B psia and 350T, respectively [30j. 'the actual
environmental conditions in a severe accident may be considerably haahrr, particularly the temperature in the
%well, if a corium concrete interaction (CCl) has been in progress for sonic time.

The availability of instruments during station blackout (Silo) sequences is important bewne station blackout
contributes significantly to the total core damage frequency for Grand Gulf (and most likely tw nther Mark 111
plants also). Lack of instrument inmcation oering Silo presents a serious problem for CRM, partic@ly after
the depletion of plant baticiies. Here is no specific requirement for an independent power supply for
containment instruments. Identification of the instruments that are available and reliable during a statbn
blackout, or after depletion of station batteries, is therefore important, lhe identification of other methods to
obtain essential parameters under Silo conditions is also important. A more detailed discussion of this issue has
been presented in the Mark I report (32].

Table 5.2 correlates the strategies identified in Section 4 with the challenges presented in Table 5.1. Table 5.2
shows that most of the strategies have ;be potential of addressing a variety of challenges, and once implemceted
they may have many beneficial effects. On the other hand, some strategies while beneficial for some of the
challenges, may aggravate or precipitate other challenges.

5.2 Strategy Description and Discussion

ne strategies presented in Table 5.2 are described in more detail in this section. He information discussed in
the previous sections is integrated to provide guidance for the development of CRM strategies which could be
considered for implementation. .

5.2.1 Strategies Related to Resource Managernent

He implementation of the CRM strategies listed in Table 5.2 requires plant systems such as RIIR or SSW, and
remurces such as electric power, pneumatic supply, and water. Section 3 provided a detailed discussion of the
plant systenis and resources that can be used for CRM.
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One of the most important water souras for plant safety systems is the suppression pool (SP). During a severe
accident, the SP teruperature may become high enough to cause accelerated pump wear, or the water level may
becon.2 low enough to prevent the pool from being a viable water source. It is then necessary to switch to a cool
ahernate water source. Additional discussion of this topic can be found in Section 3.1.2.

'!he electric power and pneumatic supply for Grand Gulf have been discussed in section 3.2.2, along with the
strategies to extend the availability of electric powcr or to enable emergency replenishment of the pneumatic
supply.

5.2.2 Strategy to Depressurize the RW

RPV depressurization is one of the key actions contained in the llWR EPGs. Emergency RPV depressurintion
is called for unJer the primary containment control guideline when (1) the SP temperature cannet be maintained
below llent Capacity Temperature 1.imit (llCit, about 150"F for RPV at system pressure for Grand Gulf), (2)
the drywell and containment temperature cannot be maintained below their design temperature limits (330"F for
the drywell and 185"F for the containment for Grand Gulf) (3) the contamment pressure cannot be maintained
below the pressure suppression pressure (PSP,9 psig at normal SP water level for Grand Gulf), or (4) the SP
water level cannot be maintained above the heat capacity level limit (llCLI) or below the SRV tail pipe level
limit ('ITLL, for SRV air clearing load consideration). RPV depressurization is also called for in the RPV
control guideline of the EPGs and may occur automatically when some plant conditions are reached, e.g., a low
RPV water level and a high drywell pressure condition.

The RPV will most likely be depressurized during the course of a severe accident. Ilowever, due to loss of
electric power, loss of pneumatic supply or insufficient supply pressure, or operator error, the system may not
remain depressurized. Since depressurization requires de power, the RPV will be pressuriicd again in a station
blackout sequence after battery depletion.

As a result of the CPI program, the NRC staff has recommended to the commissioners an enhanced RPV
depressurization system for Mark I containments [36]. 'Ihis Mark I improvement is also recommended for
consideration for the Mark 111 containments [37). 'lhe recommended ADS enhancements for Mark I
containments include the assurance of electric power beyond the requirements of existing regulations,
improvement in the temperature capability of the cables (from 340*F to 800 or 1600 F), an additional nitrogen
bottle for each ADS valve to allow bnger operation (up to 16 hours), and a logic change to provide more
complete automation for ISL events. 'lhis enhanced RPV depressurization reliability would significantly reduce
the likelihood of high pressure scenarios such as those from station blackout sequences.

As a CRM strategy, RPV depressurization before substantial core damage has developed could help (1) to avoid
SP boendary load, when a significant amount of noncondensible 3ases is generated in the RPV from cladding
oxhStion, (2) to avoid the challenges associated with IIPME, and (3) to reduce the amount of fps released to
outside Ge containment during an ISL event, Unlike the Mark I situation, the loads associated with IIPME in a
Mark 111 cousinment do not challenge the containment directly. Instead, the IIPME loads in a Mark lit
containment chahnge the structuralintegrity of the drywell. A drywell failure in a Mark 111 containment will
result in a suppressiw pool bypass and additional pressure load and fission product release to the containment.

RPV depressurization may so reduce the amount of in vessel FP release (release before Vll) to the containment
atmosphere because of the grever FP decontamination factor of the SRV sparger than that of the SP vents. A
carefully controlled RPV depressuuation (at an optimum RPV water level) may also reduce the amount of in-
vessel hydrogen production and thus the challenge of early containment and/or drywell failure by hydrogen
combustion.

RPV depressurization also allows a gradual recase of the hydrogen produced in the vessel and benign hydrogen
burns in the containment if the 111S is operating. Without RPV depressurization, significant amounts of hydrogen
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may be accumulated in the vessel before Vll. He release of this hydrogen may cause a seveie hydrogen burn to
occur in the containment at Vll.

He parameters that can be used to identify these challenges are shown in Table 5.1. RPV in. vessel instrument
indications, e.g., core temperature, are required to estimate the potential for or degree of clado'ng oxidation, the
corresponding amount of hydrogen generated, and the probability and timing of vessel breach. An ISL event
would be indicated by a high temperature and radiation level outside the contabment and a relativety low
temperature and radiation levelin the primary containment.

Early RPV depressurization may accelerate the in. vessel core melt progression after the loss of core htjection, and
shorten the time to vessel breach. RPV depressurization may also increase the probability of an Alpha ntode
failure. De beneficial effects of RPV depressurization are in general more important, particularly after
significant core damage has developed and core melt continues.

5.2.3 Strategies Related to Containment Venting

Containment venting is recommended in the llWR EPGs as a means to prevent containment failure due to high
pressure, ne llWR EPGs provides EOP guidance for the operator to carry out containment venting before the
pressure reaches the primary containment pressure limit (PCPl.). As indicated in Table 5.2, venting can also be
useful for other reasons. Rese uses are: (1) to prevent contal mnt pressure failure by reducing the base
pressure before mechanisms that may cause rapid pressurizati. . ke effect, and (2) to reduce the wetwell
pressure and thus the potential of reactor cavity flooding bef, L He adverse effects associated with venting,
as shown in Table 5.2, are (1) the release of FP to the enviroa .at, and (2) the drywell temperature load during
CCI [32]. Rese issues of containment venting are discussed i : following.

Containment Ventine to Prevent Containment Pressure Failure.2 Containment venting has been described as a
"last resort" effort to prevent containment failure and uncontrolled fission product release to the emironment. To
avoid exceeding the PCPL, the BWR EPGs call for venting even if the permitted offsite radioactivity release level
is exceeded.

Containment venting is the only action that plant personnel can take to prevent a containment pressure failure
due to noncondensible gas buildup. De containment venting systems were not originally designed for severe
accident conditions. Herefore, some important issues, e.g., the flow capacity of the selected vent paths, their
structural capability, and their operability under severe accident conditions, should be investigated when
establishing a containment venting program. Rese issues have been discussed in detail in the Mark I report.

De determination of the venting pressure, PCPL, is another important issue. Starting venting at too low a value
may cause unnecessary release of fission products to the environment while a higher value increases the potential
for containment failure. He containment venting pressure for Grand Gulf is 17.25 psig, which is far lower than
the expected containment failure pressure of about 56 psig.

Presently there is no guideline in the BWR EPGs on when o reclose the vent path (s). It would be desirable that
guidelines, based on pressure and vent path operational considerations, be provided for vent rectosing to minimize
the release of fission products. Such a requirement is provided in Grand Gulf plant specific EOPs. He Grand
gulf EOPs require the operator to close the vent path at a pressure of 17 psig. De pressure difference between
opening and closing the vent valves is only 0.25 psi. A small pressure difference may result in many opening-
closing operations, and thus an increase in the failure probability, of the vent valves.i

1

Direct instrument indication is available for containment pressure. He post. accident primary containment
pressure measuring system covers a range from -5 psig to 3 ti.nes design pressure for concrete and 4 times design
pressure for stee: containments {28]. Since the PCPL is usual'y taken to be one to two times the design pressure,
this range is sufficient. llowever, the pressure indication may act be available af ter the loss of electric power, and
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this presents a serious problem for containment venting in Silo i.equences because PCPl. is mmt likely renhed
after the depletion of plant batteties.i

:

Pavly Cmq1aintnent Ventinrj liarly containment venting, i.e., containtuent venting at a pressure lower than theii

PCPl can be used to reduce the initial containment pressure, in anticipation of a sudden, large pressure increasei
4

i swociated with a llPMii, liVSli, or hydrogen burns, and thus prevent cainstrophic carly mntainment and'or
j drywell failure, llowever, early containment veming may not be very effective in preventing containment and'or

drywell failure from these challenges because of the large quasi 4tatic loads associated with these (hallenges andi

the low PCPl. for the Mark til contahiments. Ikrides, it is difficult to estimate the time whtn these chalknges4

may occuiu Noneihelm, early containment venting before significant wre damage has occurred may be desirable
ut. der certain conditions.1hc wntainment atmosphere is relatively clean at this time and the amount of fission
products relensco to the environment will be small.

Centaintnent venting can aho be us(d for combustible gas control. Although containment venting cannot change3

mniainment atmosphere composition and thus the challenge of combustion, containment venting, when the
containment is steam incried, can remove combustible gases and mygen from the containment.1.atcr

; - combustion, af ter steam condensatLm, may be averted due to oxygen deficiency. liven if laict wrnbustion does
'

occur, the arnount of combustible gases available for corr,bustkin is reduced.

1here are potential adverse effects associated with venting a steam rkb containment atmoy,here. Unacceptable
negative containment pressure loads and/or te. introduction of oxygen to the cantainment may occur after sicam I

i
condensation if containment noncondensible gas level has been reduced too low by containment venting.1his
adverse effect can be avoided by closing the vent path when a suf ficient amount of noncondensible gascs (e.g.,
hydrogen) remains in the containment, or if there is a sufficient amount of noncondensible gases generated in the

j containment after vent closure. Analyses of a station blackout sequence show that after 10 hours the largest
contribution to contahnnent prenure rise is due to the CO, generated from CCI [13]. 'the containment cani

therefore be maintained pressurized, by the production of noncondensible gases, and inerted, due to lack of |
oxygen, after containment venting. |

|

Containment venting has been shown to be the most effective method to prevent SP water overflow to the drywell ,

and the reactor cavity.1his aspect of containtnent venting will be discussed later in this section when the strategy 1

of eliminating water from the reactor cavity is discussed,.
;

I

Opgrytor Actions and Fautoment Reauirements: 1he operator actions needed to carry out venting strategies .

include (1) determining that the cos,Jition for venting initiation has been reached (2) defeating the containment Ii

isolation valve interhxks, and (3) opening the ac motoriicd valves from the control room, in the case of an Silo I

event ac power is not available and the operator must open the valves manually wherever the valves are actually
located in the plant, llowever, if the recommendation of the cpl Program has been implemented in a plant, the
valves can be operated from the control room by de power, and this would significantly increase the probability of
successful containment venting. The CPI prograrn has aln reconunended the inclusion of a rupture disk in the |

vent pathc The presence of such a disk will affect the feasibility of using early venting to lower base pressure and
.

containment venting for combustible gas and reactor cavity flooding control. If these strategies are deemed to be !

Important for a particular plant, they must be considered in choosing a disk rupture pressure, i

i l

! In accordance with the requirements of NUREO.0696 [38), the 15C will provide technical support to the reactor
operators. Since venting procedures have been established in the existing EPGs, it is very likely that these

'

- procedures will be carried out when the PCPL is reache<t. Ilowever, without explicit guidance, the operator will
,

be reluctant to vent the mntainment before the PCPl. > ccached, particularly with the contaminated mntainment
atmospheie which will often exist wh n venting muld be useful. Respasibility for venting decisions should be

' clearly defined and explicit and unam iiguous guidance should be given to the operators.
i

fotential AdvetydL4 ihe potenti,I adverse effects discussed in the Mark I r(port [32] include (1) loss of I

plant saftty equipment due to containmt it depressurization and SP flashing, (2) secondary containment j
i
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contarnination and resultant lou of fumtion of safety related equipment or low of agewibility to the scumdary
(ontaintmnt, and (3) fission product f(lease to the (nvironment. 'the first two issues listed above are of inser
concern for a Mark lit watainment because, in a Mark 111 containtnent, the I.CCS pumps have been designed to
pump saturated water, and the pipint/ duct of the sent path is high in the secondary containment, well above
wnere saf(t) equipment is located. Iloweser, accouibility to the secondary containment inay still be lost.

'the roost important adverw effect of mntainment senting is the release of fiuion products to the environment.
In a Mark lli containment, the fluion products will be scrubbed by the suppiculon poolif the drywellis not
f ailed, lloweser, the leakage betusen the drywell and the con! inment in a Mark lit containment is larger than
that in a Mark I containment. 'this leakage will cause sorne supprenion pool bypau, and its ef fect needs to be
musidered. Another adverse effnt of containment venting is the inercase in drywcli ternperature if high
temperature gaws are disharged to the drywell, such as owurs during CCl, and drywtli cooling is not available
|32). ~lhis may cauw an earlier drywell temperature failure in a Mark 111 mniainment.

5.2.4 Strategies Related to Contalnnient Spray

As shown in ~lable 5.2, containment spray, in addition to its designed function of containment preuure and
ternperature control, also can remove fiuion products from the containment atmosphere. l'urthermore,
containtnent spray, when used with the 1115 may have a potential to mitigate the cifects of hydrogen combustion.
On the other hand, mntainment spray, if used when the containment is steam inerted, may condense sufficient
amounts of steam and cause the containment atinosphere to become combustible.

'Ibe use of watainment spray to control containment pressure and temocrature under accident conditions is
described in the llWit I?PGs. Containment spray is called for in the !!PGs when the containtnent temperature
rcaches the design temperature (185T for Grand Gulf) or when the containment preuure exceeds the
suppreuion chamber spray initiation pressure (SCSil',9 psig for Grand Gulf at normal SP water level).
Coi.tainment spray is aho called for in the llWit liPGs when containment pressure cannot be maintained b(low
I' CPL

'Ihe use of the containment spray as a water source for reactor cavity and containment flooding is the topic of the
next strategy and will be discussed in Section 5.2.5.

One of the most important functions of containment spray in CitM is its ability to scrub fission products from the
containment atmosphere. 'lhis function is particularly vital if the discharge of the fission products bypasses the
suppression pool, and, as a consequeme, the airborne fiuion product concentrations in the containment are high.
'the suppression pool will be bypaswd in a Mark 111 containment if the drywell fails.

As a fission product scrubbing tool, containment spray is activated when the radiation levelin the containment is
high or, if the containment i.as aheady been breached, n indicated by the radiation levelin the secondary
containment or offsite. When operating the containment spray containment pressure and temperature should be
constantly monitored to assure that the spray will not lead to a containment failure due to negative containment
prenure load (about 3 psid design). 'the possibility of deinerting the containtuent atmosphere by steam
condensation should also be evaluated. 'lhe current ilWit 1:PGs provide guidelines for the derivation of a
containment spray initiation limit beyond which containment spray should be prohibited to avoid the unacceptable
negative pressure load. Since the spray strategies discussed htte can have different objectives and may be
implemented under conditions sigmficantly different from those when containment spray is required by the liPGs,
dif ferent containment spray initiation limits may need to be established [32).

Containment spray for fiwion product scrubbing is usually required during or after the late phase of an accident,
end containment conditions may have nceeded the environmental condition for instrument qualification before
this time. Whether there is still suf ficient instrument indication availab!c for the management of containment
spray is uncertain. Alternate means of obtaining necessary indications may have to be planned in advance.
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Once the decision lo use IL4 mniaintuent spray is made, the operator must line up the |tllit system in the
containtnent r. pray mode, the(k the emergem'y proceduret to auure that it is safe to operate the spray, and then

'

start the spray, in sorne sases, sub as during $150, where the nottnal water supply is not available, the operator
Inust locate and align an alternate water supply that has its own lower tourec, such as the diesel. driven fire water
system,'lhe operator rnust continue to monitor the containment pressure againbt the containment spray lirnits
during spray operation to assure that spraying will not cauw unaenplable adverv elftris.

The use of containment spray may tesult in some potential adverse effects.1hc primary concerns are the
negative pressure load and containment deinerting the uw of an alternate source with unta ated water may clog
the containment spray system. A decision is also required if only a limited water supply source is available, and
the water can be either delivered to the veswl or uwd for containment aprny. C!carly defined procedures or
guidelines are needed to avoid confusion in the management of containment spray under these mnditions.

5,2.5 Reactor Cavity and Containment Flooding

'this strategy involves three parts.1hc first is flooding the reactor cavity before veswl breach to: (a) provide
conditions favorable for emling the core debris discharged f om the itPV, and (b) mitigate the challenges
associated with IIPME.1he second is to mutinuously add water to the wre debris after it falls into the reactor
cavity and interacts with concrete, to: (a) moderate or terminate the progress of CCI and (b) provide an overlying
water pool for fission product scrubbhig. The third is to flood the containment to alove the top of the weit wall,
or to the top of tl.e active fuel (TAF) level of the reactor core. lbodmg the containment to the TAlt level (1)
inny provide water to the core material remaining in the vessel and thus reduce fission product release from
revolatilization and (2) will provide water to the corium on the drywell floor and thia terminate, or slow down the
rate of, CCf.1he water pool will also reduce fission prodeet release by pool scrubbing, and through dilution the
latge amount of water will also reduce the late relcaw of poollodine.

[
liefa.e Vil, one action an operator can take to affect the probability and extent of reactor caity flooding is to -

durnp the upper containment pool. Whh an upper pool dump, the SP water level will reach almost ;he top of the
weir wall (1he design value of the frecimard after upper pool dump is $ inches for Grand Gulf.) and a small ;

,

pressure differential between the e mtainment and the drywell can push the SP water over the weir wall to de
drywell. The containment pressure rise due to SitV discharge during core degradation may be sufficient to cause

'

such a SP overDow. Ilydrogen combustion in the containment willincrease contalarnent pressure and thus the
amount of SP water overflow. On the other hand, the operation of the drywell.wetwell vacuum breakers and
containment venting will reduce containment to-drywell pressure differential and thus the probability and extent
of reactor cavity flooding. In the NUllEG.1150 analyses, the probability of a dry reactor cavity before Vil is
assumed to be low without an upper pool dump and reto with an upper pool dump [7].

A very important adverse effect of reactor cavity flooding before Vil is the increase in the probability of a severe
ex ver.sel steam explosion (EVSE) at Vll. A severe EVSl! may fail the drywell and result in a supplession pool
bypass.1he decision on whether early reacter enity flooding should be promoted or suppressed depends on
judgernent. Additional discussions of this. topic are presented in the next section when the strategy of eliminating
water is discussed.

Unless the SP spills over the top of the weir wall, the only means to add water to the 'cactor cavity after Vil is toi

inject water to the IIPV.1his can provide a water supply to the reactor cavity for the moling of the core debris.
Continuously addirig water either through the itPV or via suppression pool overflow, using weler sources external
to the containment will flood the primary containment. Primary containment flooding, once achieved, can
provide corium cooling and FP scrubbing with minimal use of active systems, and is particularly important if the,

j drywell has failed and the SP is bypassed. Since Contingency #6 of the RPV Control Guideline of the llWR
EPGs calls for flooding the containtnent up to the top of the active fuel (TAF) level of the reactor core, flooding
may have been carried out earlier in an accident as an in vessel strategy to provide core cooling.

L
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Onse the primary wntainment is flooded, the ability to perform other CitM strateries becornes very tirnited.
Ilowever, mntainment flooding may be vt desirable af ter the veswl is bremhed because (1) it invohen a
minimal uw of active equipment and (2) it provides the best means to control the progreu of CCI and to
mitigate the results of CCl, e g., the woling of the gases generated during CCI ind th( scrubbing of the fluion
produtts relcawd from CCI. 'the large amount of water improves the effkiency of pool scrubbing and the
retention of the fiuion products released frotn ldh in.veuel and ex.venel core debris.

'lhe addition of a large quantity of water to the mntainment will decreaw the mutainment airspace volume and
thus the energy absorbing capability of the containtnent atmosphere and increase the hydrostatic load on the
mniainment. Consequently, the rate of wntainment preuure rise per unit energy input will be higher. liven if
the inau and energy relenwd to the containtnent atmosphere from CCI is terminated, the energy from the decay
heat will raise containment preuure steadily and wotaintnent venting snay be required to reinove the added
energy. 'therefore, it is important that sufficient containment vent paths are not fhioded and remain operational
for the duration of the accident. Containment fkioding will also cause some plant systems and instrutnentation in
the containment to be submerged and damaged, and preplanning is neccuary to ensure that this would not aficet
a sucecuful management of the ongoing accident. I urthermore, some instrument taps in the mntaintnent may be
submerged and their readings allected.

Most of the thne, only indirect inferences are available to deduce the esie.tence of the (hallenges that are
addressed by this strategy (Tables 5.1 and 5.2). I:or exarnple, to anure sufficient water in the reactor cavity
before venel breach, an upper pool dump may need to be initiated considerably before vessel breath. #1hc water
level in the drywell may be indicated by the drywell sump level instrument or inferred from some drywell
temperature readings (if the temperature sensors are submerged). 'the drywell sump levelinstrument normally
has a very limited range and may not be working after Vll.

As discussed above, upper pool dump is the only means to add water to the reactor envity before venel breach.
Ilowever, af ter reactor breath, water can be added to the corium either through the vessel by tbc uw of core
injection or by containment spray (by overflowing the Weir Wall). Adding water through the vessel can keep the
wre materials in the venel cooled and reduce I:P revolatillation from the llCS, while adding water via the
containment spray can provide an additional fission product scrubbing capability and also cool the containment
atmosphere. If drywellintegrity is maintained, finion products will be scrubbed and gases will be cooled by the
suppression pool, thus keeping containment ternperature at acceptable levels. In this case, adding water through
the llPV should be preferable. On the other hand, if both containment and drywell have failed and fiuion
products are being released to the environment, mntainment spray would be preferred.

'there are adverse effects associated with reactor cavity flooding. 'ihe most significant potential adverse effect is
the probability of a severe liVS!! failing the drywell, llesides liVSIL an upper pool damp when the hydrogen
concentration in the containment is high and the containment is steam inerted may result in sufficient steam
condensation to cause containmer.1 deinerting and hydrogen burns. Using containment spray to add water to the
containment may lead to a similar result. Adding wa,cr to the hot wrium when the reactor cavity is dry could
also result in a puff teleaw of fission products to the environment if it occurs during containment venting or after
containment failure.

5.2.6 Eliminate Water in Reactor Cavity Before VII

lidvessel steam explosion at Vil has been identified in NURiiG-1150 as a significant mechanism for causing early
drywell f ailure and SP bypass for a Mark 111 containment. Methods to prevent, or reduce, early recetor cavity
flooding include the avoidance of an upper pool dump before Vil, the prevention of hydrogen combustion in the
containment, the operation of the drywell. containment vacuum breakers, anu the initiation of early containment
senting up to the time of Vll.
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l'igure 4.5 shows the impa(t of the various nutigative Mtions on the drywell water inv(ntories for a Mark 111
! short term Situ sequ(oce. l'igure 4.5 shows that a synifiant unmunt of SP watt r will medlow the weir wall to

the drywell non with controlled hydroren burns using the hydrogen ignition nstem l'igure 4.5 also shows that
while the operation of the containment drywell vacuum breakers can reduce the amount of water ournow,
significant amount of water overtlow still occurs, and containment venting is the siagle most effettive action to
reduce the amount of SP water transferred to the drywell. An upper pool dump hn not bun considricJ in the
calculations of Figure 4.5 because ac power, whith is required to open the dump line valves, is not available for
the Silo sequence. Signilitant increase in wates overflo* woulJ occur should the upper pool be dumped.

'the elimination of water in the teattor (avity is in direct wnuiu with the strategy of flooding the reactor cavity
diseuned in the previous section. 'lhe decision on whether t'mly reactor cavity Gooding should be promoted or
supprewed depends on the relative beneficial and adscrse t!fects of these two strategies. ~lhere are significant
uncertainties on the inagnitude of an liVSl! and on its effect on containment structuralintepity. Uncertainty
also esists on the (flectiveness of water on CCI progrenion. In general, it set ms that having water in the res(tor
cavity is rnore desirabic. liven if a severe INSl! does onut and faik the drywell, the containment, if not failed
before Vii, is unhkely to be challenged by the !!VSli lands (see l'igure 4.4).

1igure 5.1 shows the effects of textor cavity flooding on th( probabilities of the various APits discussed in
NUlWO 1150 (See 1igure 4.2 for APil categories.). It shows the change 'n APil probabilities due to SP water
overnow. 'ihe resuhs were obtained frorn APliT analyses to quantify the tifects of the various containment
performance irnprovements on release profiles |12]. 'lhe two cases that & used to construct the data presented
in l'ig' re 5.1 are similar in all other aspects escept that in one case SP water overnow is allowed (same as in the
NUlWG.ll50 analysty while in the other it is prohibited. Iigurc $.1 shows that early containment f ailure
probability (Categories I through 4)is not changed by allowing water overnow, but the probability of early SP
bypass (Categories 1 and 2) is incicased. 'this is as espected because an overflow increases the probability of
liVSli, resulting in drywell failure and early SP bypass. l'irurc $.1 aho shows that water overflow causes a
decrease in the probability of late containment fa%rc (rategory 5), a slight decrease in the probability of
containment venting (Category 6), and an increase in the probability of containment survival (Category 7).

'ihe resuhs on risk for these two cases are presented in l'igure 5.2. 'lhe data presented in Iigurc 5.2 are their
ratios to the base case results presented in NUlti;G.lli0. Improvements to the base case considered in these
two cases incluJe an improved Ills with 1009 diffusion burn efficiemy, an improved post core-damage reactor
depr~ssuri/ation capab;|ity, and an increased probability of using the fire water system for low pressure injection.
Iigurc 5.2 shows a reduction of risk in all categories (i.e.. mean early fatalities, mean latent fatalities, mean 50
mile dos (, mean 1,000 mile dme, and mean offsite msts) by SP water overflow.

~1he aluve results scem to indicate that the strategy to Good the reactor cavity is more desirable than the strategy
of eliminating water from the reactor cavity, llowever, in the analyses discussed sbove SP water overflow is not
permitted over the whole accident duration covered by the APliT. Itisk may be reduced if the reactor cavity can
be kept dry before Vil but flooded later after the corium is on the floor,if this can be managed, llowever,later
addition of water to the hot corium in a dry cavity may still resuh in a vigorous fuel coolant interaction (1:CI) and
significant loading condition. '1he progress of CCI will also be more seveie in the dry cavity case than in the case
of Gooding the (avity before Vit. 'lhe net effect on the risk is still uncertain at this time. More research work
may be needed to provide data for a better management of this issue.

5.2,7 Combustible Gas Control

'lhe amount of combustible gases that can be generated from both in. vessel core degradation and ex vessel CCI is
significant and may create an atmosphere that exceeds denagration'detonat|on limits. Combustible gas controlis
primarily achieved by the use of the hydrogen ignition system (Ills), i c., to burn the combustible gases at low
concentrations to avoid a rapid contahnnent pressuritation (a quasi-static load) due to deflagration or a dynamic
load due to detonation, if the tilS is not working and containment gas composition reaches unacceptable limits,

NUIWG/ Cit SSO2 5.g
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[the challenges of cornbustion niay be tulligated by a containment Vent and purge opdation, or simply by '

containment ventiog. Containment spray can omdense steam and deinert a steam inerted wntainment und thus
increase the challenge of combustion, but it can also be ustd with tlic lilS to mitigate the effect of cornbustion.,

'the unavailability of the 1115 during $110 sequences, the dom:nant plant damage states (pDSS) for a Mark 111
containment, and the potential of f ailing both the containment and the drywell by combustion rnake combustible
gas telated challenges the most risk significant challenges to Grand Gulf. According to esisting itOps, the 1115 is
manually energl/ed when the ItpV level drops to below the I AF level. laistlag liops also instruct the operator
not to turn on the 111S if power to the system is not available, or uncertain. 'lhis is to avoid inadvertently
providing an ignition source at powcr recovery.

I'

'lo reduce the risk associated with the burning of combustible gases, modifications to the existing tilS have been
suggested, and their effects on risk analyicd [12b 'ihe possible modifications include backfitting the current ac.
powered 111S with an independent power supply or installing a catalytic ignitor system that can operate wilbout
power. 'this Improvement will ensure the availability of the Ills during $150 sequences and is rnost effective in

,

combustible gas control for short. term $110 sequences, the most dominant severe accident sequences for Grand
Gulf. 'lhe effectiveness of this improvement for long term S110 sequences is not as significant, primarily because
the containment is most likely steam inerted when the concentration of combustible gases is high.

I

'lhe cost and effectiveness of installing backup de power to the ignitors for a Mark lit containment has been
analyzed |12J. '!he improved lilS was found to produce a significant decrease in the conditional probability of

1

carly coniainment failure for Grand Gulf. Development work on catalytic ignitors is being carried out by Sandia
National 1 aboratories in the United States and by Siemens in Germany [.wj.

,

'lhe operation of the 111S during a long term severe accident may not prevent a steam.inerted containment from
having a high combustible gas concentration. Detrimental combustion events may occur later, after the steam is

-

condensed. Controlled combustion is important for combustible gas controlin these cases. One method to
conttol combustible gases is to energize selected 111S ignitors to initiate burns in selected volumes at an
atinospherie composition that would not cause unacceptable resuhs. An example is the controlled burning of
combustible gases in the drywell[12). 'the drywell purge system can be used to control the drywell atmospheric
composition such that unacceptable burns would not occur. Another method to control the burning of

,

combustible gases is by a controlled and coordinated operation of both the lilS and the com J.iment spray [40).
'ihe containtnent spray can condense steam and allow the burning of combustible gases before their concentration

+

reaches dangerous levels.

Controlled combustion requires a good knowledge of the atmospheric composition in the various volumes of the
containmcat. Instrument indications for such information are avaih:ble for hydrogen and oxygen concentrations
in both the containment and the drywell. llowever, these instrument indications may not be available during ~a
station blackout because of a lack of power supply. Samples of the containment atmosphere can be ot tained and,

analyzed during such an accident to provide data on containment gas concentration. 'Ihc usefulness of this
method depends on the time required to obtain this information and the speed of accident progression.

Containment composition can also be controlled by the use of the containment vent and purge system if the
containment pressure is within the range of operation of this system. Containment venting, although it cannot
change the composition of the containment atmosphere, can be used to reduce containment initial pressure and
the amount of oxygen and combustible gases in the containment and thus the effect of cornbustion. Containment
venting, when the containment is steam inerted, can also reduce the amount of oxygen in the containment and .
possiNy prevent later. combustion. 'the venting path should be reclosed in time to prevent the possibility of s -
negative pressure load on the containment, or re introduction of oxygen into the containment, after steam
condensation. Since sufficient amounts of noncondensible gases are generated during both in vessel core melt ,

and ex vessel CCI, the removal of oxygen from the containment does not necessarily cause a deficicacy of
noncondensible gases in the containment. 'Ihe o; timum control of containment ventieg requires a good

;
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knowledge of the containtnent atmosphere composition and the progress of the proecsses that affect this
composition, e g., the progress of CCI and the rate of steam condensation.

Detrimental combusilon events can also be avoided if un ignition source is not introduced whtn the containment,

composition is at a dangerous level, and sptems that may cause a rapid steam condensation and thus de inert tbc
containment ate not aetnated. 'The former involves a careful control of energ'.iing the lilS, and the latter
involves the amtrol of the containment spray and the upper pool dump. !!arly hydrogen buin, before the itPY

- breaches, can be nutipted by reducing the emount of in. vessel hydrogen production, by controllitig the time of
RPV depressuritation (Section 4), and a severe containment hydrogen burn shortly after VII can be avoided by
ItPV depressuritation if the IIIS is operating (Section 5.2.2).-

'the combustion due to steam condensation of a hydrogen. rich but steam inert watainment may not result in
damaging containtnent loading, if the rate of steam e<mdensation is low. Combustion in the containment is

2

initiated as > team concentration drops to below its incrting levelif an ignition source is available.1he extent of
tbc combustion, and the resultant containment loading, depend on the cornpleteness of the combustion, which
may be influenced by the condensation rate and the steam concentration level at cornbustion initiation.
Unceitainty exists in this area. While the combustion completeness model in llECD1 and MEI. Colt depends
only on the initial concentration of the combustible gases, the mmbustion completeness model in MAAP is more
complicated (using an analytical model) and depends on the initial steam concentration level. If the extent of
combustion is limited by the initial steam fraction and the sesultant load is not detrimental, it is then desirable to
provide an ignition murce such that combustion can occur when steam concentration reaches the combustible
limit.1he Ills if available, can be used to provide such an ignition source for a controlled combustion,
llowever, additional:esearch effort is needed to determine the cifcet of initial steam concentration on (
combustion completeness and to assure that the resultant loading is not detrimental.

,

5,2,8 Flooding a Leak Area for rission Product Scrubbing

Should the containment failure mode be a leak, fission product release caa be reduced if the leak kication can be
3

Identified and flooded. '1he leakage will then pass through a pool of water and some of the fission products will
|

be retained. Where applicable, this strategy can be used to reduce finion product release to the environment from
the contamment atmosphere or directly from the ItCS.

'Ihe secondary contalnment radiation and temperature monitoring systems can be used to identify the leak area.
Analytical results on containment performance, cuch as those presented in NUllEG 1037 can provide information

i
atout potentialleak arcas and the ways to flood these areas.

:
Even a moderate leak area would result in a significant volumetrie flow rate (32), consequently, the operating staff !

must determine quickly, after the leak is identified, whether the area can be flooded, the means to flood the area,
and any potential adverse effects.

5.2.9 Strategies Ralated to Secondary Containment rission Product Retention

in the event of primary containm mt failure fission products are usually discharged to the secondary contahment
(SC) before they pass into the environment. 'the fission product retention capability of the semndary

,

'

containment is not considered in the NUllEG.ll50 Grand Gulf analyses because the upper part of the SC, the~
enclosure building, is a very weak structure, and is expected to rupture at containment failure, llowever, there

-

are cases whea the systems in the secondary containment can be used to reduce the amount of f'ssion product
. release to the environment. 'The effectiveness of these sptems depends on the mode of containment failure.
They are expected to be more effective if the containment failure is a leak such that the flow rate to the SC is
small.

NUllEG/ Cit.5802 5 10
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lhe SC systems that coWd be used for further l'P release reduction are the Standby Gas Treatment System !

(SU'IS) and the fire spray system. 'lhesc sy tems and their ability to retain fission products are discussed below, ;

BLnc the SO'IS to IMugfiwion Product Bt ease; 1he llWit liPGs call for the SC IIcating, Ventilation, and 1

l
'

Air conditioning (llVAC) sysicm to be isolated and the SO'IS to be initiated when the secondary containment
ilVAC nhaust radiation level exceeds its isolation setpoint. The SOTS is used to remove fission products from
the semndary containtnent atmosphere by lil!PA and charcoal filters and to discharge the effluent from au
clevated location, e g., an off gas stack.1he helght of the release point (above ground) varies from 32 ft for
Grand Gulf to 200 ft for Clinton.

The designed discharge capacity of the SO'IS is small when cornpared with the espected containment leak rates,
llowever it may still be possible to operate the SG'IS without damaging the system even when the containment
leak rate is much greater than the 5013 capachy.1his is because the secondary containment is not designed to ,

withstand a significant pressure load and substantialleakage will develop in the secondary containment as
pressure increases. SO'IS operation under this condition will still be beneficial because part of the leak flow will
pass through the filters of the 5015 and be released at an elevated k> cation. Even if the llEPA filters of the
SO'IS fail from acrosol plugging, their charcoal bed adsorption efficiemy may still be maintained. Even when
both til:PA and charcoal filters fall, the operation of the SO'IS may still be desirable because of the elevated
release point it provides. On the negative side the operation of the 5013 may reduce the residence time of some

;

fission products, and thus their retention,in the secondary containment. 'lhls adverse effect becomes important if
the filters of the 501S have failed and the secondary containment pressure is low (i.e., a low containtneut leak

- rate).

Secondary Co9tainment 1:fre Snrav for 17ission Product Retentiom 'lhe secondary containment fire spray spem
can also be used to reduce the release of radioactive materials if the system can be actuated manually. Similar to
the containment spray system, the fire spray system can remove ahborne fission product acrosols and vapors by
the methanism of impaction, interception, llrownian diffusion, diffusiophoresis, and thermophoresis.

1he fire system for Grand Gulf has one electrically driven pump and two diesel driven pumps. IIach pump has a
capacity of 1,500 gpm at 125 psig. Since the dicsci driven pumps do not depend on plant electric power, this
strategy could be available during Silo sequences if the ability to manually operate the Ure system exists.

'the need for fission product removal from the secondary contain.nent atmo:phere can be inferred from high
,

offsite radioactivity and high secondary containment area radiation readings. Ilowever, the secondary
containment instrumentation may not be worklag properly because the environmental conditions may be harsher
than that for which the equipment is qualified.

1hc fire spray will condense the steam in the secondary containtnent and increase the possibi!ity of an early
hydrogen burn in the secendary containment.

5,2.10 Other Strategies

'the other strategies listed in Table 5.2 are strategies that have been included in the llWR EPGs and in some
cases involve the designed usage of the systems, e.g., containment and SP cooling. The challenges these strategies
can mitigate are shown in Table 5.1. 'these strategies have been discussed in Section 4.

.

I
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6 Strategy A|milention to Acciclent Sequences
i

in this section the strategies are nueued by application to certain accident sequences. For strategy awessment ;

each sequence is divided into the phases described in Section 21 Under each phase the espected challenges are
diwussed, the strategies whkh can address these challenges are applied, and the effects of implementing meident
numagernent strategies evaluated.

,

'the Grand Gulf Nudcar * tion was used as the surrogate plant for this assessnwnt. 'the Grand Gulf EOPs,
'

instead of the llWit 1(P0 e ui.ed to determine the operation response as tuttently expected at the plant.

6.1 Severe Accident Sequence Selection

'lhe selection of sequences used in the strategy asseument process regulics engineering judgement and should
fulfill several objectives. 'lhe sequences selected should among them mver all the identified (hallenges and
thereby allow all the strategies to be mnsidered. At the same time sequences with a high probability of core
damage or with high mn',cquences should obvioudy be mnsidered, lispecially the latter need to be included in
the assewment of containment a.td release strategies. Multiple failures of safety sptems should alw be treaird. i

'the sequence categories selected consisted of station blackout, KlWS, loss of containment heat removal, and
isolation failure. 'these provide a range of accident characteristics whkh need to be considered: the initial
condition of the reactor and the containment at the inc(ption of the accident, the speed of accident progression,
and the availability of major safety systems.

Selection of the above sequences should not be construed as implying that the klentified strategies are only
applicable to the sequences discussed. 'the strategics will of ten be beneficial under other conditions as well,
ahhough the circumstances surrounding those conditions may need to be accounted for in the strategy
implementation. <

6.2 Station Illackout Sequences

Station blackout (Silo) sequences are initiated by a loss of of f. site power and all three diesel generators, i.e., the
diesel generators for both Division 1 and 2 emergency power and the dedicated diesel generator for liigh
Pressure Core Spray (IlpCS) system. 'this leads in a Mark lit ilWit to the loss of all active enginected safety
features except ti.e steam Imwered lleactor Core isolation Cooling (ItCIC) system. Since the ItCIC system
requires de power for control,it faih after the depletion of station batteries. 'Ihe itCIC turbine may also trip
because of h.gh turbine exhaust pressure (i.e., containment pressure), which occurs due to the loss of containment
heat removal. 'the loss of all mic injection would result in core damage, vessel breach, and eventual containment
failure,if recovery and mitigative actions are not successful.

'lhe Silo sequence where all core injection is lost at the beginning of the accident and core damage occurs early, .
at about one hout after accident initiation,is termed a fast Silo sequence (or short term SHO sequence). A fast
Silo sequence may be caused by the loss of all de power, or simply a failure of the itCIC system, in addition to
the loss of all ac power. Fast Silo is the dominant plant damage state for Grand Gulf. It contributes
approximately 94% of the total core damage frequency. A slow Silo sequence (or long term Silo sequence) is a
sequence where core injection (e.g., by itCIC) is available initially and core damage begins at aluut 12 hours after,

accident initiation (typical time for battery depletion). Slow Silo contributes approximately 3% of the total mre
. damage frequency. 'the combined contribution of all Sfl0 snuences is about 97% (taw 4.1).

6.2.1 Cliaracteristics of Silo Sequences

Silo sequences are characterized by the loss of most of plant instruments and equipment. 'lhe availability of
umtainment instrument indication after the loss of ac power, or the loss of luth ac and de power, would be
minimal, and is plant dependent. 'lhe plant aho loses the systems for containment heat removal (Cllit)
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(c,g., umtninment and SP cooling), and the ability to deliver water to the nmtainment (e g., wntainment spray).
1he most im;mrtant accident ruanagement activities af ter a station bladout therefore should be (1) to remver ac
power,(2) to estond de power, and (3) to identify and utillic alternate splems and resources. More detailed
discuulons of these issues have been provided in Section 5.2.1 for resource management. Other strategies
discuswd in Section 5 may also help to prevent or mitigate the effect of the challenges that may occur during the
progreuion of the neddent. Detailed discuuions are prewnted below.

6.2.2 Contaltituent Response to Silo Se<liserices

in a fast Silo sequence, all mre injection is lost at arddent initiation.1he water in the itPV is luited off by the
reactor core decay heat and the steam generated in the itPV is diwharged to the suppresskm pel through the
SitV lines.1hc steam is condensed in the supprenion pool, causing the supprenton pel temperature to rise.
'the containment,in turn,is pressurl/ed by water evaporation from the suppreuion pol. Ilecauw of the large
armunt of water in the suppeuion gol and the large volurne of the containment, the suppression pool will
remain sutumled and the containment prenure and temperature will temain low before mre damage begins.

liceause of a longer duration of core injection and full of f, the containment prenure before core degradation may
be very high in a slow Silo sequence. Contalarnent design preuure (15 psig) could be reached for a 12. hour core
injection, and the estimated mntaintncet failure pressure (55 psig) may be reached during an 18-hout core
injecthm.1he supprenion pool will be saturated in loth of the aluve cases.

Core damage begins at alcut two to four hours after the loss of core injection. 'the generation and release of
steam and hydrogen in the itPV will cauw further mntainment prerautization.1here is uncertainty in the ,

amount of hydrogen generated in.venel before vessel breach, lhe MAAP code pedicts small in vessel hydrogen
production, primarily because of the modeling of refreezing of the mohen cladding in the lower patt of the
channel and the resuhing bk>ckage of the channel for steam pauage and Zirculoy4 team reactkm [14). On the

- other hand, S'ICP and MillfOlt predict inuch higher in. vessel hydrogen production (9,11,13]. 'the arnount of
in vessel hydrogen production predicted by S'ICP and Mtil. colt will cause the mniainment hydrogen
concentration to exceed the hydrogen flammability limit, or even the detonation limit.

*

'the vessel fails at almut two hours after wie melt begins.1he drywell will experience a significant quasi. static
pressure load if vessel breach occurs at high reactor pressure. *lhe pressure load associated with the high pressute i

melt ejection (llPMii) may fail the drywell and cause a suppression pool bypass. 'the pressure increase in the
containment after the high pressure vessel breach is not significant, however, even if the suppression pelis
bypassed [7).1hc drywell snay also experience a significant load at vessel breach even if the vessel fails at kiw
pressure; the interaction between the molten cme debris and the water in the reactor cavity runy cause a quasi.
static pressure load on the drywell and a dynamic klad on the reactor pedestal.

1he core-concrete interaction (CCI) occurring after vessel breach will generate additional steam and
nonmndensible gases, resuhing in further containment pressure rise. Without operator actions, the containment ,

pressure will continue to rise until con:ain, ment failure pressure is reached. 1

Ccmtainment temperature will not be significant (in general below 25 Fit) if the suppression pel is not bypassed
and a hydrogen burn does not occuri Ihe hot gases generated from both in. vessel core melt and ex.venel CCI ~
will pass through the suppression pool and are cooled before entering the containment. Drywell temperature will
in general be higher.1he drywell atmosphere is heated primarily by the itPV surface before vessel breach. If
there is a stucivopen vacuum breaker on the SilV tail pipe, hot gases from the itPV can enter the drywell directly
and cause the drywell temperature to rise even more rapidly before vessel breach. Af ter vessel breach, the >

drywell atmosphere is heated by the hot gases released from CCI.1hc drywell temperature may exceed 1,000 F if
the CCI is alkmed to proceed in a dry reactor cavity.
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it shouht be noted that significant uncettainties exist in the understanding of some severe accident phenomena,
and in the ability to predict containment responses accurately. Ilouever, the results of the S1Cp and MillCOR
calculations can be used to identify the important features of containment response in an Sito sequence.1 hey t

'
will be uwd as a basis for the discussion of the challenges arid strategies presented below.

6.2.3 Challenges and Stralegles During Silo Sequences

Table 6.1 shows the challenges oxurring in a f ast Silo as well as the strategies and SAM actions required to
mitigate these (nallenges.1he thnes shown in Tabic 6.1 are based on the results obtained from SICP and
Mitt. Coll calculations |9,11,13). Corresponding infortnation for the slow Silo sequence is shown in Table 6.2 ,

(based on six hour battery life). These two tables are used to guide the discussions that follow,
,

6.2.3.1 Challengen and Strategies in the Very I'arly and l'arly Phases
,

With the loss of both offsite and onsite ac power, an Alert emergency class would be dedared at the beginning of
a slow Silo sequence, and with the additionalloss of de power or RCIC, a General limergency would probably
be dedared at the beginning of a fast $110 sequence (NUlt!!G 0654).1his declaration of emergency classes will ,

trigger the activation of the 1SC and entry into the emergency piocedures.1he 'ISC is expected to be
t

operational within about 30 minutes and will take control of plant operations and provide technical support to
reactor optrations.

Tables 6.1 and 6.2 show the plant status indications and the corresponding !!PG actions.1here are no significant
containtnent challenges during the very early phases of a fast 5110 sequence. Steam generated in the RPV from
decay heat is discharged through the SRVs to the SP and causes a temperature increase in the SP, which, in turn,
causes a slow pressure and temperature increase in the containment atmosphere. As noted in Table 6.1

L containment actions called for by the !!PGs are not likely to be carried out because of the lack of instrument
readings or unavailability of required equipment.

1he containment may be challenged by containment pressurization during the very cally phase of a slow Silo
. sequence if the core injection is extended for a long thne (beyond six hours), but without a corresponding
accovery of contahnnent heat removal capability. (1hc S1CP calculation, which is used as the basis for Table 6.2,
assumes a six hour battery life.) 1his may happen if the battery life is extended by load shedding, or if an
alternate water source, independent of plant ne and de power (e.g., diesel driven fire water), is used for core
injection, flhe challenges will then be similar to those of a sequence involving loss of the containment heat
removal capability, which is discussed later in this section.

As shown in Tables 6.1 and 6.2, core melt starts at about two hours after accident initiation for the fast Silo case
and about four hours after batteiy depletion for the slow Silo case. 'the difference between these two cases is _
primarily due to the decrease in decay heat with time. Af ter the onset of core melt, containment pressurization is

.

primarily caused by the production and release of hydrogen.1hc containment venting pressure (1 cpl.) may be
_

,

reached for a slow Silo during this phase. Ilowever, containment venting inay not be carried out because of the
lack of ac power.

'

A significant amount of hydrogen is produced rapidly in the RPV once the core reaches the runaway oxidation
temperature for the metal water reaction. The amount of hydrogen produced in. vessel depends on the timing of
RPV depressurization and the availability of water for metal. water reaulon. It is in general sufficient to cause
the containment hydrogen concentration to reach combustible, or even detonatable, limits before vesscl breach.
'the most important strategy during this time phase is therefore the control of combustible gases. As discussed in
the previous sections, the most effective means to control combustible gases is the use of the hydiogen ignition
system (Ills). Since the lilS depends on ac power, it is not available during Silo. An alternate and independent
power source for the lilS ignitors, or catalytic ignitors, is needed for controlled burntog of combustible gas during
Silo sequences.

6-3 NUREG/CR 5802
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As rnentioned above, once the oxidation temperature for the rnetal. water reaction (an exothermic reaction) is
'

teached, the in.venel hydrogen production rate willincicase substantially, and as a result, a significant amount of
hydrogen is generated and released in a short time. Table 6.1 shows that the containment hydrogen mncentration

i reathes 5%, a level at which hydrogen can be burned in a benign manuct, about 20 minutes after wre m(It starts.
'

Containment hydrogen wncentration reaches over 159, a !cvel where a hydrogen burn is likely to cause
detrimental results, in another 20 minutes.1he Ills should be started before containment hydrogen
wncentration reaches 5%, but prohiNied after it goes beyond an acceptable limit, e g.,12% 'there is only a
narrow time window to energire the 1115 once core melt has begun.

The motainment atmosphere may be steam incriin a slow Silo sequence. 'the sicam concentration in the
containtnent depends on containment pressure before core degradation, which in turn, depends on the time ,

i duration of mre injection. If the containment pressure before Vil is 15 psig (the containment design pressure),
the mntainment steam mncentration is likely to be between 35% to 50% (depending on containment
temperature). 'lhe containmem will be inert to detonation (359) but not to deflagration (559). Ilydrogen
deflagration is therefore possible.1hc containment is likely to be inert to toth deflagration and detonation
(greater than $$% steam concentration) when the containment prenure before wre melt is above the
containtnent venting pressure.1his condition is likely to occur if core injection has been available for over 12
hours after accident initiation.

Containment steam concentration can be increased by containment venting.1hc steam released to the .

containment atmosphere during venting replaces the air rich containment atmorphere vented to the outside and
thus increases the steam concentration in the containtnent. liarly venting, before core degradation begins, not
only increases containment steam mncentration, but also removes oxygen from the containment and thus reduces
containment oxygen concentration. Later hydrogen combustion may be avoided (due to oxygen deficiency)if a
sufficient arnount of oxygen can be removed from the mutainment.

A large amount of steam is required to reduce the oxygen concentration from its initial value of over 20% to ;

below its combustion limit of % A mutainment steam pressure of about 45 psig (assuming normal
temperature) is required to dilute the containment oxygen mncentration to below 5% It requires a long period
of core injection operation to achieve this. Containtner t venting, although not effective to reduce containment
oxygen concentration, can be used to reduce the arnount of oxygen (in kg. moles) in the containment.
containment venting at a pressure of 45 psig will reduce the amount of containment oxygen to a value that will
remain below 5% at atmospheric pressure. Subsequent containment pressuritation by additional steam will
reduce the oxygen concentration to below 5%

'Ihe removal of noncondensit le gases (i.e., air) from the containment by containment venting may cause a
negative containtnent pressure load (if the vent path is reclosed) or a re introduction of air (and thus oxygen) into

= the containment (if the vent path is open) when the containment cools down. 'lhe release of in. vessel hydrogen
during core degradation can slow down, or even prevent, the containment pressure reduction by supplying
additional noncondensible gas to the t ntainment. Ilowever, the amount of hydrogen generated during core -

'

- degradation (in kg-moles) is at most half the ataount of the noncondensible gases or.ginally in the containment
and may not be sufficient to make up all the noncondensible gases lost from venting.

- In addition to the above effects, containment venting also reduces the containment base pressure and thus
reduces the challenge to containment integrity even if severe hydrogen combustion does occur, A detailed
knowledge of containment ntmosphere composition and accident progression is required to control containment
atmosphere compos!!!on and thus prevent detrimental hydrogen combustion by containment venting. More
detailed ac4ses and improved knowledge on in. vessel hydrogen production are aho needed to reallie the '

potential ben % af containtnent venting on combustible pas control.

Ilecause of the lack of any ignition source, hydrogen combustion may not occur during a fast Si1O sequence even
if the containment atmosphere reaches combustiNe limits, it is.therefore irnportant not to provide any ignition
source if the containment atmosphere composition reaches a dangerous combustion level. 'lhis level could be

NUllEG/ Cit.5802 : 6-4
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reachcd in a fast Silo sequence shortly after core melt starts. Possible ignition sources indude the lilS, whkh
snay be energi/ed liy a recoscry of ac power if it was turned on before power reemery, or by subsequent operator
art bn.

If the containment is steam inert and the containment hydrogen and mygen eencentrations are alove the limits
which may cause significant containment loads,it is imgettant to maintain the inert state and thus prevent
hydrogen combustion from occurring. Containment spray, if recovered and actuated at this time, may condense ,

enough steam to rendct the containment atmosphere flanunable. 'the containment spray is very effective in !

removing steam from the containment atinosphere. h11il. Colt and litiCill calculations show that the steam
concentration drops by 10 % (from 55'7r to 459) after about ten ruinutes of containment spray operation (9j. An ;

!upper pool dump rnay also condense containment steam and induce a similar resuh as containment spray, To
dump the upper containment pool requires a permiuive signal, which is generated by a low itPV water level or a
high dr>well pressure I.OCA signal. 'lhis signal will be available early in an Silo sequence as shown in Tables 6.1
and 6.2. 'lhe upper containment |xml may be dumped automatically 30 minutes (by a delay timer) after the
perminive signalif power for the SPh1U system valves is available. Operator action may be needed to prevent an
upper pool dump if the containtnent condition is not favorable.

Although the containtnent atmmphere may be combustible during core melt, the drpell atmosphere will not be
combustible for this time duration becauw in vessel hydrogen is discharged tinough the SitVs into the
suppression Ixol, i.e., outside the drywell. Calculations with h1111. Colt and 1111C1'11 indicate that the drywell
atmosphere can at most be marginally llanunable before veswl breach [9]. Ilowever, hydrogen can be released to
the drywell directly if there is a stuck open SitV vacuum breaker. A stuck-open vacuum breaker cot only
increases dr>well hydrogen concentration before Vil, but also increases the amount of fission products in the'

containment atmosphere, because some of the in ves el fission products released to the drywell will pau through
the drywelbwetwell leak paths to the containment atmmphere, bypassing the scrubbing of the suppreuion pool.
'lhe operator can control the operation of the SitVs (by reducing the number of repeated operations of a
particular SitV) to reduce the probability of a stuck open vacuum breaker. 'Ihe operator can also avoid ine use
of the SitV with a stuck-open vacuum breaker.

I?ven though the drywell atmosphere is not combustible during core mclt, the use of the drywell purge system can
transfer the containment atmosphere to the drywell and thus change the drywell atmosphere unn;msition. 'Ihis
can be used to control the drywell atmosphere for a controlled hydrogen combustion in the drywellif hydrogen
combustion in the containment is not safe after power recovery. 'the drywell purge permissive signal is gen (rated
at the same time as the SPMU permissive signal and can be started after a 30 seconds delay. ~1he potential and
details of using the drywell purge system for a controlled hydrogen burn in the drywell to consume hydrogen and
oxygen in the containtnent for combustible cas contre! require further analyses.

Vessel breach occurs at alcut 3.5 hours after accident initiation for a fast Silo sequence and alcut 6 hours after
the loss of core injection for a slow Silo sequence. lhe drywell intcgrity is challenged at sessel breach by a
_ quasi-static pressure load if the itPV is breached at high pressure (Ill'Mii), and by a dynamic load if nn energetic
fuel coolant interaction (liVSli) occurs. As shown in Tables 6.1 and 6.2 ItPV depressuritation has been called for
before Vil by the plant liOPs under severa, containment conditions, itPV depressuritation would also have beenn

called for by the reactor control guidelines of the !! ops. ItPV depressurization before a significant amount of
hydrogen is produced is also required to remove any etmeern ateut loads on the suppression poolloundaries by
SRV actuation and pool swell.

'lhe itPV can remain at high pressure before Vil due to either the loss of control power or operator errors. _l oss
of de power is one of the important initiators for fast Silo plant damage states in NURl!G 1150, 'the enhanced
reactor depressuri/ation system as recommended by the CPI program includes a dedicated source of de power to -

' the SitV solenoids for improved operation of the SRVs during severe accidents. ItPV depressurization before
,

Vll will eliminate the challenge to drywellintegrity awociated with llPMIL lt also reduces the probability of
detrimental hydrogen combustion in the containment, because a high pressure vessel breach will discharge a large
amount of hydrogen to the containment in a very short time and provide ignition sources to the containment.

NURiiG!CR 5802 '
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1(PV depressurintion allows the remtor hydrogen to be disharged to the containrntnt in a more gradual manner
and be better controlled by the lilS, if operable. It also pievents the disharge of hot rentor gases and core
debris at high preuure, which may pumb through the suppression pel and thus provide ignition sources to the
containment.

An ex4euel steam esplosion (INSE) generates a dynamic load on the rentor pedestal and prenure loads on the
reactor pedestal and the drywell. 'lhe probability of INS!! can tw reduced by climinating water from the reactor
cavity before veswl breach. 'the amount of water in the reactor cavity before Vil can be reduced, or eliminated,
by the operation of drywtll-wetwell vacuum breakers, early containnient venting, or avoidance of hydrogen burns
in the containment (Table 4.5). An early upper pool dump should also be awided to reduce the potential of
water overnow to the drywell and the reactor cavity. As already diwuwed in Section 5, this strategy requires
actions that are in contradiction to other strategies. hiore detailed discuwion of this strategy can be found in
Se tion 5.

6.2.3.2 Challenges and Strategies in the 1. ate Phase

Containment pressure and temperature continue to ri e af ter the accident enters lhe late phase. As shown in
'lables 6.1 and 6.2, containment conditions would exceed solne i OP limits (e.g ,15 psig containment pressure and
330"F drywell temperature), but sorne of the actions required are not relevant any more (e.g.,1(PV
depressurintion). Containment cooling and containment spray, if available, can be used to remove energy from
the containment atmosphere and thus reduce pressure and temperature loads. Containment venting can be used
to remove both rnass and energy from the containment atmosphere and thus reduce the pressure. ^1he latter
action is the only means to reduce the prenure increase due to the noncondensille gases resulting, from CCI. As
shown in 'lable 6.1 and o 2, the containment venting pressure (PCPI,17.25 psig for Grand Gulf) is reached 8
hours after accident initiation for the fast 5110 sequence and about 11 hours after accident initiation for the slow
Silo sequence, lloweser, containment failure pressure (55 psig for Grand Gulf) is not reached until aluut 40
hours after accident initiation (STCP predicts a f ailure time of about 20 hours and h1El.COR and hiAAP predict
a failure time of more than 40 hours).

'lhe most significant challenges to containment integrity during this phase are hydrogen combustion in the
containment, if the hydrogen in the containment has not been burned before, and the progression of CCl. CCI
will release noncondensible gases to the contalment atmosphere and cause a containment pressure increase
which cannot be controlled by containment coohn or containment spray. CCI may also cause a significant
temperature load on the drywell and crosion of the reactor pedestal and basemat. 'the strategy to control the
progression of CCI is therefore important. _

'lhe actions for combustible gas control during this phase are the same as those discuwed alove for the early
phase. 'lhe additional noncondensible gases produced by CCI will reduce the probability of negative containment
pressure or re-introduction of oxygen to the containment if containnut venting has been used for combustible
gas control.

Since the sources of combustible gases are in the dr>well now, there is a time window when the drywell
atmosphere may reath combustible, or even detonatable limits, for a fast Silo sequence. htEl.COR calculations
show the drywell atmmphere mtuposition is in a range to support de0agration and detonation from 3.5 to 7 hours
after accident initiation [13]. In reality, the mmbustible gases may burn as they leave the surface of the core
debris and may not accumulate in the dryw(ll to a detonatable level. Accumulation of combustible gases in the
drywell may continue after the otygen in the dr>well is consumed by the combustion.

Flooding the reactor cavity before vessel breach and continuously adding water to the corium increases the
probability of slowing down the progress of CCI, and eventually terminating it. 'lhe strategies of reactor cavity
and containment flooding are important for this phase. One action that can tw taken to increase the potential for
reactor cavity Gooding is to start the uppcr pool dump early in the accident, before core melt begins. 'the upper
pool dump can be effecttd at aluut one hout after the initiation of a fast Silo sequence if the valves of the
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disharge line can be opened using an altunate power souac. 'the decision to initiate an upper pool dump in a
slow Sito sequence is rnore complicated because of its effect on steam condensation and hydrogen tombustion.
Additional disussion on reactor cavity and omtaintnent flooding is provided in Section 5

6.2.Lt Challenm and Strategies in the 1(elease Phase

the challengo during this phase, the line wht n they occur and the mitigating strategin are shown in 'lable 6.1
for a f ast Silo sequence and in Table 6.2 for a slow Silo sequence. (ieneral discuuions of the chalknges and
strateries for fiuion product release have been prewnted in detailin Section 4.2.4. Individual strategies have
twen diwussed in Section 5, and an aswurnent of the effectivenen of plant systems to mitigate 1 P release, e.g.,
containment spt.iy and pool scrubbing, has been given in Section 3 in terms of their decontarnination factors for
1 P removal.

Containment f ailure may occur in the very early phaw, before core melt begins, for a slow Silo sequence if core
injection has been operating for a long time (e g., over 18 hours) while containnwut heat remos al capability is not
avaibble, 'the amount of liuion products relcawd to the environment alter a very early containment failure
would not be significant if core melt is prevented. 'the primary severe accident managtment effort at this thne is
therclore to prevent core melt, or arrest further core degradation if core melt has aheady Irgun (by inwenel
management strategies). l'or caws where cote melt cannot be arrested and vessel breach is imminent, the
primary accident management effort would then be shifted to preserve dr)well integrity. 'the drywell would inost
likely remain intact af ter containment failure because the slow containtnent pressurization process that fails the
containment is not likely to challenge the drywell. An intact drywell will assure a p<el scrubbing of the finion
products before they are released to the containment.

Af ter a very early wntainment failure, the only mechaniuns that inay challenge dr>well integrity as the accident
progresws are the loads associated with IIPMli and liVSl! in the short term, immediately af ter vessel breach, and
the loads associated with CCI and reactor pedestal crosion in the long term. llydrogen combustion is not likely
to occur because the containment atmosphere is most likely to le steam. inert. 'the strategies diwussed above for
mitigating the ef fects of the aluve chailenges can Iw uwd to reduce the probability of drywell failure. One
strategy that merits special .ittention is the strategy to flood the containment. Containment flooding can tw used
to cool the 1(PV as an in-vessel strategy, it also provides a deep pool for cooling the core debris (and thus delays
or presents CCl), and for scrubbing fiuion products released from CCI if it occurs. 'Ihc extended time of mie
injection that causes the containment overpressure failure may have added a significant amount of water to the
suppression poolit water source external to the containment has been used for core injection. 'lhe external wate.
sources include the condensate storage tank with a capacity of 300,000 gallons and the two fire water tanks with a

r

capacity of 300,000 gallons each. *lhese water sources can Iw used to flood the containment. Additional ,

discussions on containment fkuding can be found in Sections 4 and 5.

If the containment has not been f ailed in the very early phase,if may still be failed during core degradation, i c.,
after core melt but before Vll. ihe cause of containment failure during this time frame is primarily hydrogen
deflagration or detonation. 'lhe transient pressure load from hydrogen combustion may failluth the containment
and the drywell at the same time. Containment hydrogen cornbustion is more likely to occur in a fast Silo
sequence than in a slow Silo sequence because the containment atmosphere is likely to be steam-inert for the
latter caw. 'the containment atmosphere may reach a flammable limit aluut two hours after accident initiation
(Table 6,1). Ilowever, as discussed previously, there is uncertainty regarding the amoun'. of in vessel hydrogen
production. 'the MAAP code predicts a small amount of hydrogen production during core degradation and as a
consequence hydrogen combustion may not be posaible during this time frame. If a significant hydrogen
combustion event does occur during core degradation and fails both the containment and the drywell, the most
important accident management effort is to preserve the inegrity of the RPV. It is also important to prevent a
release f om the ItpV to the drywell(e.g., through a stuck open SitV vacuum bre: .er) because the suppression
pool is bypassed for this release. If the accident proceeds to ves el failure, it is then im[ortant to depressurize
the vessel before Vil to assure thr.t the fission products relcawd from the vessel would pass through the
suppressian pool and be scrubbed. Containment spray, if available, can also be used to scrub fission products
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from the containment atmosphere. Its use is particularly valuable if there is a suppression pool bypass, such as in
the cases where there is a stuck open SRV vacuum breaker or a vessel failure. 'the effettheness of containment
spray for fission product scrubbing has been discussed in Section 3.2.3.i

*

If the hydrogen combustion event faits only the containment, but not the drywell, and the accident proceeds to
vessel breach, the important CRht effort is then to preserve the integrity of the dr>well the challenges and
strategies that have been discussed above for the very early time phase will apply here.

If the integrity of loth the containment and the drywellis preserved before vessel breach, the energetic events
(llPhtI! and liVS!!) occuriing at Vil may challehge the drywell, as well as provide additional hydrogen and
ignition sources to the containment. The containment and drywell failure probability at Vil is signific,:nt for Silo
sequences (l'igure 4.4). Ilecause of the speed of these energetic events, actions should be taken before Vil to be
effective. The strategies discussed in Section 5 can be used to prevent these energetic events from occurring, or
mitigate their effects if their occurrence cannot be prevented. If the energetic esents at Vil fail only the drywell,
the fission products will be retained in the containment and the release to the environment will be insignificant.
1he most important CRht effort will then be maintaining containment integrity. Containment spray can be used
for fission product scrubbing if its operation will not cause any hydrogen combustion concern. On the other hand,
if only the containmerit is failed, the important CRht cifort would then be maintaining the integrity of the |

Id >well. Strategies discussed alove for maintaining drywellintegrity after containment failure will apply.

It he con'.ainment survives the challenps in the early phases of the accident,it may still failin the late phase by
slow containment pressurization, due to energy and gases (mostly noncondensible gases) released from CCI, or by
hydrogen combustion, lhe time of wntainment failure is an important factor determining the severity of fission
product telease (Section 3.lJ.2). As shown in Tables 6.1 and 6.2, containment failure by slow containment
pressuriation will occur more than 40 hours after accident initiation. Ilowever, the containment inay fail earlier
if hydrogen combustion occurs in the containment.

After a late containment failure, one important CRht effort is to maintain the integrity of the drywell. 'lhe
drywell may be challenged in the late phase by the temperature load from the hot gases released from CCI. In
addition to being a source of the drywell temperature load, CCI is also the source of ex vessel fission product
release, containment pressure load, and combustible gases.1he most important strategy at this time is therefore
the control and mitigation of CCI 'this may be achieved by flooding the reactor cavity. Containment flooding,
an extension of reactor cavity flooding,is a very effective strategy for controlling accident progression and fission
product release at this time (Sections 4.2.3 and 5.2.5). Drywell temperature load, if not alleviated by CCI control,

'
can be mitigated by the operation of the drywell puge system, if it is available and there is a sufficient pressure
head to prevent leakage from the drywell to the containment through this system. Containment spray,if its'

| operation does not cause any concerns about gas combustion, can be used for additional fission product
.'

'

scrubbing.

Additional strategies for mitigating the release of fissicu products to the environment include the strategies to
control fission product revolatization and late release of iodine from water pools, the strategy to flood the leak
areas, and the strategies for fission product retention in the secondary containment. 'lhese strntegies have been
discussed in Sections 4.2.4, 5.2.8, and 5.2.9.

6.3 ATWS Sequences

! 1he NIWS sequences discussed in this section are those initi4,ted by an htSIV closure at full powcr. Reactor
| power, after a successful automatic recirculation pump trip and RPV water level control, would still exceed the
i containment heat ternoval(CllR) capability of the RilR system. The disharge of the RPV steam to the

suppression pool would lead to a rapid suppression pool heat up and containment pressure rise. 'lhe containment
would fail if recovery or mitigative actions are not successful. Since the IICCS pumps for htark III containments

- have been designed to pump saturated water, they are not lost at containment failure (an assumption used in

|
t. ,
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Core injection is postulated to t e lost due to random hardware faults andprevious NIWS calculations [10,14]).
operator error (e.g., failure to depressurire the itPV). 'the lots of all wre injection leads to core melt and vessel
breath.

Core IUelt
lil a fast NIWS sequerRe, core injection i% lost early such that core darnage oWurs in the short lernt.
and vessel breach occur prior to containmem f ailure. In a slow N1WS sequence, core injection is lost late so that
wre damage, coic ruelt, and veswl breach occur af ter containment failure. In NUltiXi ll.50 analys(s, core

the operator's f ailure to depressuri/c the itPV, and, as a resuh,darnage for both NIWS sequences is driven 1
the vessel is at high pressure during core degradation. 'the low pressure injection is recoverable if the itPV in
deprenurized.

6.3.1 Characteristics of NIWS Seqtietices

AlWS sequemes are characterized by the significant amount of thermal power generated in the core and
rel-ased to the containment. 'lhe primary objectives of operator actions are to (1) reduce core pmer by in vessel
strategies, and (2) increase the energy removal capability f rom the itPV and'or from the containment. I'nergy
can be removed from the llPV by rectoring the main condenser as the heat sink (an in vessel strategy), or from
the containment by venting (an ex vewel strategy). 'lhe major concerns for containment venting are whether
there is sufficient venting capacity to remove the input thermal power and whether these is sufficient time to
complete the venting actions.1hese and other inues regarding venting have been discussed in Section 3.

Since ac pmer is availabic during an N1WS sequence, most of the important plant systems and instruments
diwussed in Section 3 would be available during the accident. Some of the plant splems and instruments may be
lost during the accident due to harsh environmental (e.g., containment temperature and pressure) or loading (e.g.,
loads nuociated with IIPMl! or hydrogen combustion) conditions.

6.3.2 Slow NIWS Seqiietices

6.3.2.1 Containtnent Responses of a Slow NIWS sequenn

lle(ause of the high reactor power, th; supprenion pool temperature rises rapidly in the early phase of an A1WS
sequence. 'the suppression pool will be saturated in alout 20 minutes af ter accident initiation. (Actual time
depends on the pmer level controlled by in vessel strategies.) Containment pressure will rise due to suppreuion
pool evaporation, and containment failure pressure will be reached in about one to two hours after accident
initiation. Table 6.3 shows the timing of Ley events during the accident and the challenges and strategits (or
SAM actions) required for the sequence.

Table 6.3 is based on a STCP calculation of the AlWS sequence where core injection is assumed to fail as a
result of containment failure [10h and core melt starts at about a half hour after the loss of core hijection. If
core injection mutinues after containment failure, the time to core melt can be extended accordingly.

Vessel breach occurs at about 2 to 3 hours after the loss of core injection, with actual time depending on the time
of injection loss and the corresponding decay heat level. 'lhe drywell will be challenged at Vil by the energetic
events occurring at Vil (i.e.,111 Ml! and IIVSli). I rywell temperature may rise to over 1,00(rF a few hours after
vessel breach due to CCI.

1hc control of reactor pmer by in vessel strategies, e g., llPV levtl and pressure control, will affect the energy
this

input rate to the containment and consequently the pressure and temperature responses in the containment,
willinfluence the vent area required for containment pressure control, the time of occurrence of major
phenomenological events, and the time available for cUvessel responses.
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6.3.2.2 Challenges and Strategies of Mw A'IWS Sequemes

Tabic 6.3 shows the challenges and the strategies and the SAM activities required for a skiw Silo sequence. It is
used to guide the discussion that follows.

6.3.2.2.1 Challenges and Strategies in the Very Early and Early Phases

With the failure of the reactor protection system to initiate and wrnplete a scram, an Alert would be declared at
the beginning of an N1WS sequence. A Site Area timergency may also be declared. '!he 'ISC and the EOli
would be activated early in the accident and the 'ISC is expected to be operationalin atuut 30 minutes after
accident initiation.3-

As shown in Table 6.3, the EPG control variables would exceed their limits whhin about an hour after accident
inhiation because of the large energy input rate to the containment. 'the operitor actions sequired to espond to
thee conditions include llPV depressuriution, drywell cooling, drywell spray, and containment venting. RPV
deptmurization is assumed not to be carried out due to operator error and the low pressure core injection
systems are therefore not available for core emling. Containment cooling and wntaintnent spray (if operated
with 111111 heat enhangers) would temove some energy from the containment, but their combined capacity is
most likely to be below the energy input rate. Ilowever, whh the addition of containtnent venting there maybc !

Ithe capacity to handle the energy input rate and prevent containment failure for many A'lWS cases.
:

'the venting area required to keep the catainment pressure below the failure pressure depends on the net energy
input rate to the containment atmosphere and the pressute loss along the flow path.171gure 6.1 shows the

ieffective venting area required to keep the containment pressure at a constant value for various energy input
ratesc ('the curves in Figure 6.1 are based on Isentropic choked flow of dry steam taken as an ideal gas.) For a
particular net energy input rate, the contalnment pressure willincrease and stabilbe at a higher pressure if the.

.

'vent area ls too small, and containment failure may occur if this steady state pressure is above the containment
failure pressure. Figure 6.1 shows that an effective vent men of about 2 ft'is required to maintain contalument ,

'
pressure below 55 psig for a net energy input corresponding to 10% rated thermal power of the reactor, 'Ihe
effective vent area could be much smaller than the nominal area of the vent path. Factors accounting for the
actual valve opening area, the pressure loss along the How path, and the effect of actual composition and real gas !

properties should be considered in the determination of the effective vent area. ,

- t

- Containment venting is the most irnportant strategy to prevent a very early containment failure. Containment
venting pressure (PCPL) for a Mark lit containment is 17.25 psig. 'this pressure may be reached in
approximately 30 minutes to one hout after accident initiation. Since ac power is available, there seems to be i

sufficient time to open the vent path (described in Section 3.2.4). 'the important issue is then whether the vent
,

area is sufficient to maintain the containment pressure at PCPl Since PCPL is relatively low for a Mark 111 '

| containment, the vent area required to maintain the containment preuvre at (or below) PCPl.will be relatively
[ large. 'Ihe 20. inch vent exhaust line (Grand Gulf CVS)itself may not be sufficient to handle a containment i

steaming rate corresponding to a reactor power typical for an A'lWS sequemc (e.g., greater than 10%).
Containment pressure will then increase and stabilke at a higher pressure, or containment failure pressure will be
reached. If containment pressure continues to rise after the opening of the 20. inch exhaust line, another 20. inch
line, the supply line of the containment ventilation sys'em, can also be opened. 'Ihe two 20. inch lines would
appear to be able to maintain the containtnent pressure below the containment failure pressure if the reactor .

power can be reasonably controlled (e.g., less than 15% rated power), llowever, the real capacity of the flow !

lines needs to be assessed. 'Ihe real capacity (or effective venting area) of the venting lines is influenced by the
actual valve opening area und the friction loss in the Dow path.- -

,

'lhere are other plant systems that can be used to reduce the containment pressure rise rate during an NIWS
sequence. 'lhe containment cooling system, in either the suppression pool cooling mode or the containment spray
mode, can be used to semove some of the energy dumped to the suppression pool. 'lhe SPMU system can also
be used to increase the water volume of the suppression pool and thus the energy absorption capability of the
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pool. An upper pool dump cau add approximately 40% normal suppression pml water volume in a very short
time (less than 10 minutes for Grand Gulf) 'lhis willincreaw the t.uppreulon pool energy alerption capacity by
about 40% and delay the time to reach the containment failure preuure by about 40L 'the data preunted in
table 63 indicates that there is sufucient time to carry out an upper pool dump before mntainment failure.
Armrding to the data in Table 63, the time to containment f ailure will be extended by inore than 30 ndnutes.
1his will provide additional time for corrective actions.

Shortly after containment venting, the containment atmosphere would be practically void of nonmndentible gases
and bemme full of steam. 'lhe use of a high capacity, cold containment spray in this steem environment, after
the vent path has been closed, muld cause a rapid mniaintner. pressure decrean and an unacceptabic negathc
prenure load, and should therefore be avoided. 'the vent path can be reopened to supply air to the containment
af ter the reactor power is under control and the containtnent is depressurited.

After the lau of core injection, reactor water will be boiled off and core melt will begin. 'the reactor power will
be reduced to decay heat level after the core is uncovered.1hc progression of the accident and the challenges )

and strategies will be similar to those for a long term 5110 sequence. Ilowever, since ac power is available in the 1

| A'lWS sequence, the plant systems required for accident mhigation will be readily availabic,
i

6J.2.2.2 Challengen und Strategies in the late and Helease Phases ;

3

Without successful containment venting, the containment could fall twfore significant core degradation takes
place. Whh the containment failed, the primary objectives of CitM in the later phases are to control the progress"

of CCI and to reduce the release of the fiuion products to the environtnent. Since the core power is reduced to
1

its decay power level after core melt, the challenges and strategies of the release phase of the accident will be
similar to those of the 5110 cases discuued in Section 6.233.

!

6.3.3 Fast A'IWS Sequences

6JJ.I Containment Responses of a fast A'IWS Sequence

in a f ast A'lWS wquence, core injection is lost early. The reactor power is high and the containment pressure
3

rises rapidly before the loss of core injection. Af ter the loss of injection, the reactor power is reduced to its decay
value as the HPV loses its water level, and the energy input rate to the containment is greatly reduced. 'Ihe
containment preuure when core melt begins depends on the time when core injection is terminated. The
hydrogen released to the containment during core melt is burned in the containment by the operation of the lilS
if the containment is not steam inert. 'the energetle events at high pressure vessel blowdown (llPMil/DCll and
IIVSl!) will result in a significant load on the drywell. 'the hydrogen produced from these energetic events and
the hydrogen released from the venet at Vil will be transported to the containment and a severe hydrogen burn
event may occur in the containment following Vll. 'Ihe load from the hydtcy burn may challenge luth the
containment and the drywell. ;

.

if the containment has not failed, containment pressuritation will continue during CCI. Drywell temperature may
riw to over 1,00(rF a few hours after failure dae to CCI.

6JJ.2 Challenges and Strategies of rast ATWS Sequences

'lhe challenges to containment integrity for a fast A'lWS sequence are similar to those for a last S110 sequence'

except that. tweause of the evailability of ac power, the plant systems, particularly the lilS, are available for the
A'lWS sequence. 'lhe probability of mntainment f ailure before Vil (primarily by hydrogen burn in the
containment) is greatly redt.ced in the fast A'lWS wquence tweause of the operation of the lilS.

,
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'the most important challenge to early containment failure is hydrogen mmbustion in the containment folkming
Vll. 'lhe hydrogen released from the venel at Vil and the hydropn produced in the dr)wellin llPMill)Cil
and'or liVSli by metalkater interaction) will be tran'. ported to the containment and cause a hpirogen
mmbustion in the containment (some of the hydrogen may be burned in the drywell, but most of the hydrogen,

will tw transported to the mniainment). Although there are uncertainties, the anmunt of in.veswl hydrogen
production and the amount of hydrogen production by llPMihl)Cil and liVSli can be significant and the
subsequent hydrogen combustion can be severe. A severe hydiogen wrnbustion in the mntainment may
challenge both the mutainment and the drywtll. Of the ten most probable Al'Its presented in NURiiu' Cit.45$1,
the containment falls inunedialdy after Vil in eight of the ten APils, and the drywell fails at the same alrne in two
of these eight APils.

'

'lhe most important strategies to prevent early containtnent failure is to rernove the mechankms that cause the
challenges. RPV depressurization, if achieved before VI'. allows the low pres',ure injection system to ddiver
water to the veswl and may arrest core degradation and prevent vessel breath. I!ven if core degradation is not
arrested, RPV depressurl/ation will dirninate llPMli and ternove the anociated challenges liVSl! can be
prevented by climinating water from the reactor cavity. 'Ihe benefits and adverse effects of climinating water
from the reactor cavity have been diwussed in Sections 5.2.5 and 5.24 Containment t. pray can also be used to
rnitigate the effect of a containment hydrogen burn.

I
If the containment and the dr)well survive the challenges s ring inunediately after Vil, the challenges to
contahment and drywellintegrity in the late phase of the acc.aent arise primarily from CCI. Challenges and
strategies diwuned in Section 6.23.2 for the late phase of the S*lo sequences will apply in the present case.1he
challenges and strategies for finion product release control would aho be similar to those diwussed in Section i

6.23.3 for S110 sequences.1he availability of electric power during an NIWS r.cquence would improve the
chances for implementation of sorne strategies.

6.4 Loss of Containment Ileat Removal Sequences

Accidents involving the loss of long term containment heat reinoval (CllR) (e.g.. 'Irl sequence in Reference 3
and T 0W sequence in Reference 13) are similar to the slow N1WS seqtaaces discuned in Section 63.2 in3
terms of the sequence of major events (e.g., vessel breach and containment failure) and the failure snode of the
RPV and the primary containment.1here is a net energy increase in the containment for both types of anidents,
and the containment will fail by overpressure if corrective actions are not taken. Since the net energy input to the
containment in a loss of CllR sequence is at the decay h(at level, whkh is much lower than the energy involved
in an KlWS sequence, the containment pressure increase is much slown mi the time available for operator
action is consequently much longer.

1he operator actions required to mitigate the various challenges of a loss of CllR sequence are similar to those
cf a slow N1WS sequence (Table 63), but with a much longer time scale.1he most irnportant operator action,
containment venting, is not required until more than 10 hours after accident inception.1he capacity of the
mntainment venting area is aho not a concern because of the low power level in this sequence. 'ihe probability
of successful containment venting is therefore very high. This reduces the significance of the has of CllR '

sequences, and as a result, this sequence does not contribute significantly to the total core damage frequency of
Grand Gulf in NUREG.1150 [4),

if containment venting is not successful, or if all reactor mre makeup is lost, the accident will progress to core
degradation and subsequent vessel breach 'Ihe progression and CRM measures will be similar to that of a slow
NIWS sequence discuned in Section 63.2.

t
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6.5 V Seyllellets

V sequencn invohc the breath of the riattoi molant estim (ItCS) preuure boundary at an inicif ate with a low
the rupture of the low preuvre 9 stem outside the primari contaimm nt and the unasadabilityprevute 9stera.

of the core molant makeup 94tems (whkh may be a consequence of the rupture) lead to a mre melt and the
relcaw of fiwion products dirutly to the second.u) containment. Ihr V segm me h not imluded in the plant
damage stato (PDS) considered in NUlti (i Il$n due la the low cou danngt frequency (C111') amiated with

Ilowever, sina the ulcase bypawn the primary tontainmt nt and the suppreuion pooh itthis type of (equeme.
k a high thL sequeme and will be dm uwed ht er

'lhere is no appreciable preuurt and temperature increasn in the mniainnu nt twlore seuel breath because the
break is outskh the primary containment. 'the primary vptern toses its water inventon through the break area,
and core degradation and venel bn ath will follow af ter the deph tion of all cort water.

'lhe bhwdown of the high tempt ratuic radiomtive stt am f rom the itPV duettly to the outside, bypawing the
primary containtnent, will resuh in a high teruptiature iadioactive atmospht te in tia ana near the break and an
entry amdition for the wrondary mniainnu ni control proudure abawd on itWit !!P(h), l'ollowing the
instrustions in the prmdures the opt rator will to to holate the qsttins that are discharging into the high

if this laih to motrol the secondary containtnent mnditions the operator is then instrmted bytemperature area,
the proceduin to shutdown the reactor, enter itPV mntrol guidelines, and perform emergsnq RPY
deptersuri/ation.

'the secondary mntainment area radiation level would aho neced the operating limit as the accident pro (cods.
~lhe operator actions for area radiation lent conuol are similar to those for area temperature mntrol discuswd
above. It should be pointed out that high secondary containment nica ternperatuin may also be cauwd by a fire
in that particular area. Ilowever, with the instrumentation indication available for the itPV and for the area
radiation monitoring 9 stem, it shouhl not be dillh uit to dhtinguish one f rom the other.

Isolation of the system that leaks to the outside of the primary containment could eliminate the soune of the
accident and terminate its progimion, or it mulJ thange the wquente to one that loses core injection but
without containment bypass, similar to an Sito wquence divussed in Section 6 2. If the break area cannot tw
isolated, itPV depressuri/ation would reduce the driving force for the break flow and thus the amount of release
to the outside. (the preuure in the itPV infore vessel breach may remain high, even with the leak.) During
itPV depressurization, some of the paws und the livion products generated in the ItPV are discharged to the
mntainnant through the SitV lines and the SP, the total flow and liwinn products leaked to the outside of the
piimary mntainment are thus reduced. Sime signilkant amounts of fission products are generated in the f(PV
after the start of core melt (alout 30 minutn attu accident initiation), it is desirable to initiate emergency
depressuri/ation as soon as powible, and to maintain the SitVs open throughout the accident. 'the liPUs are
adequate to address release omtrol as discuwd above.

'the release muld also be tsduced by flooding the pipe that leads to the leak area or by keeping the leak area
submerged under wato. 'lhis is von plaat specific, and the identification of potentialleak areas and the
preplanning for powible means to flood thne potentialleak areas are important for the sueerss of this strategy.

After vesul breach, the pressure in the ill V would be in equilibrium with that in the containment.1he
pressuri/ation of the containment from 001 wouhl drive the containtnent atmosphere through the HPV and the
leak area to the outside of the containment. Ity pawing through the llCS, the fiwion product release may be
enhanced because of itPV revolatilization. 'the radioactivity f rom thk mode of release can be reduced by
reducing the containment prnsure. 'lhis tan be achiesed by containment venting. ~lhe flow to the secondary
containment from containment venting will base the benefit of Iksion product scrubbing by the SP, and the total
release will therefore be reduced In f act,il the leak area cannot be isolated, it may be dnirable to open all
asailable containment vent paths as early as possible to have the madmum amount of the retcaw pau through
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the SP. $1nte the PCPI. is not teathed and the radioacth'ity reicased would eseced the operating lindt,
containnient venting is not likely to be carried out based on the !!PGs.

Af tet vessel breach, the mutninment strnosphere willleak to the outside of the wntainment through the IK's.
- Containtnent integrity is therefore kut after vessel breach. De primary objective of accident snanagernent is then
to mntrol the progicss of CCI and the release of fission products. He t-hattentes and strategies for this case are
similar to those for the 5110 cases discussed in Sectkia 6.3 (fables 6.1 and 6.2).
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Tame El Challenges and Strategies for a Fast SBO Sequence

Strategy er SAM ActiansChanenge (Comment)
Time IIr: Min Plant St.atai

Alert & Site Emergency Dedared
OSO less of AC and All Corv Injection (Plant Damace State) General Emergency Declarei

Activate TSC & EOF

Very Enriv Phase af the Accident
Very Early Recxwery Actiims

N

Monitor and Gmtrol SPT. SPLh (EPG Entry Condition)
PC"P. DW/T and CNT (Note 1)SP/T > 95 F
SP Coe{mg iNote 2)
Contammens Gwimg

(EPG Entrv Conditicm)DW/T > 135 F
Potential UnacceptaNe SP Enter EPG RPV Centro! GL

0:15 SP/T > 110 F Boundary Load (Note 3)

RPV Depressuriration
(TSC OperatimaT)

030 SP/T > I20 F Potential Unacceptable SP
! Boundary Load

$ RPV Irvel 1 LOCA Setpoint (Pernusshe Signal for SPMU mith
30 minute delay)''

Enriv Phase of the Accident
Early Recovery Actions

1:40 Core Melt Starts Emergency RPV Depressurir2 tim
Potential CentainmentSP/T > IIC7L
Overpressure Earir l'ensing

PC/P Increase & GB Imminent
SV Doundary Load Reac:or Case Fhla:gPotential Challenge at VB

Etumnate Water

ComIwsnNe der Coerrt4
2:00 Ihdrogen Concentraten > 5% (Ilydrogen Ignition Limit)

Detrunental Combustion Potential CMMe Gas Con.wd r
2-10 ihdrogen Concentration > 12% ;;

lead Assocated with IIPME
RPV Depressurization or Mwwe
Actinns Before VB to be EITective yi

2
'' 330 Vessel Bresch (DCII, M&E Addition. Ilydrogen

j Combustion. and SP trad) [Eliminarc Warer-: Ex-vessel Steam Explosion EF

k y
:n a
'k

E4

' 4
. - - - _
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[ Table 6.1 Challengtes and St :,b for a Fast SBO Sequence (Continued) 8
;

M 6
M U-o.

Tisse Hr: Min Plant States Challemme (Connement) Strategy or SAM Actionsg
5 Late Phaw of the Accident 5h

$ (Note 4) h
.

..
a

4 3 30 ' Late Recovery Actions
DW/r > 330 F Containment Temperature Load Containment Spray

Fmergency RPV Depressurization

6fiO PCT > 9 psig Potential Centainuxnt Containment Spray
Overpressure and SP Boundary Emergency RPV Depressurizatipu
Imad

7:30 PC/P > 15 psi Containment Pressure lead RPV Depicmation

. CCI Pressure, Temperature Loads & Reactor Canty FFmiing
! Noncondensible Gas Generation Containment Flooding

f,.00 It? > PCPL Containment Pressure Lead Containment Spray |
I Containment VentingP
i G
j 40:00 Containment Failure

Release Phaw of the Acrident
"i

1:40 - 3:30 In-vessel Release and Release at VB FP in Containment Atmosphere RPV Depressurization
1

3:30 Ex-Vessel Release (CCI) (L5 - 4 Ilours After VB) Reactor Cavity Flooding |

Revolatilization Water to RPV and Cooling

i Late Iodine Release SP Cmling |
All Above Containment Spray and Fkxding i

j 40D0 Containment Failure or Venting FP Release from Containment to Flooding Leak Area |

Outside Containment Floodmg |

FP & Pressure in Secondary FP Release from Secondary SGT3
Containment Containment to Environment Fire Spray Ij g

Note: 1. SP/T- Suppresskm Pcet (SP) Temperatu:e. SP1- SP level. PCP - Drywen or Ocetamment Pressure.
;

.

DW/T- drywc5 Temperature. CN/T- Ccetainment (Wetwen) Temperature.
| 2. 1stters in itarc indicate that the information or smem may not N avai!aNe became diack d sapport.e g., efectric ptmer.

3. The RPV control guidriine should have been entered earlier.
I 4. The e.-M2y d instruments and eqmpment during a SBO is we y uncertain, perncularly aher bettery depletion. Linless special

arrangements have been made, they are generaDy not avaitable. Ilowever, reavery d E7 mi!I make some d them ava!able. !

. - . _ _ _ _
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Table 6.2 Challenges and Stra.tegies for a Slow MtO Sequence

Time IIrMin Plant Status . Chalfenge (Cooment) Strategy or SAM Actions
-

020 less of Offsite & Onsite .our (Plant Damage State) Declare Alert Emergency
Activate TSC

Very Farly Phase of the Accida g

Very Early Iteuwery Actions

SI W > 95 F (EPG Entry Condition) Monitor and Control SP/P, SP/L,
PC/P, DW/r and CN/r (Note 1)
SP Cooling (Note 2)

*
,

D117 > 135 F (EPG Entry Conditiori) Dir Coolbig

the Site Area Emergency
0:15 t

Activate EOF

030 (TSC Operational)
-

1:00 SP/r > 110 F Potential Unacceptable SP Enter EPG RPV Control G/L
Boundary Load (Note 3) ,

$
" 1:30 SP/r > 120 F Same as Alxwe RPV Depressurization

3:00 SP/T > IICIL Same as Above Emergency RPV Depressurization

! (150 F at System Pressure)

3:30 PC/P > 1.23 (EPG Entry Condition)
(Permissive Signal for SPMU with Dir Cocling and Containment
30 minute delay) Spray

6:W Battery Depletion (Partial Recovery Will Change the General Emergency Declared Now

<
Sequence to a'IW Sequence) or Earlier

7:00 PC/P > 9 psig Potential Containment
.

Overpressure Containment Sprav -

SP Boundary Ioad. m
(Containment Steam Inert for

;
Si i-

7 Detonation) hc
h > :

'a y
d =

9 :,

:=,
EF !o
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2 Table 6.2 Challenges and StraAgies for a Slow SBO Sequence (Continuedl m
C j
c -

|
D"m

@ Time IIr: Min Plant Status Challenge (Comment) Strategy or SAM Actions
n > ,

{ Early Phase of the Accident { >

b 1020 Core Melt Starts Early Recovery Actions h.
RPV Repressurization SP lloundary Load Alternate E/P & P/S (Note 4) si '

1020 flydrogen Concentration > 5% (Ilydtogen Ignition Limit) Combustible Gas Control

1030 Ilydrogen Concentration > 12% Potential for Detrimental Combustible Gas Control
. Combustion

PC/P > 15 psig Containment Pressure lead s'PV Depressurization

1120 PC/P > PCPL Containment Pressure lead Lintainment Spray
._ontainment Venting

PCIP Increase & VB Imminent Potential Challenge at VB Containment Spray, Early Venting
Reactor Casur flooding
Eliminate Water

E 1220 Vessel Breach
Inad Associated with IIPME RPl'Depresmri:ation orAbow
(DCII, M&E Addition, Ilydrogen Actions Before VTro be Effectiw
Burn, & SP lead)
Ex-Vessel Steam Expk>sion Eliminarc Water

s

late Phase of the Accident
(Note 5)

.

1220
D/T > .;30 F Containment Temperature lead Containment Spray

RPV Depressurization
,

CCI Pressure, Temperature Imads & Containment Spray
'

Noncondensible Gas Generation Containment Venting

2220 Centainment Failure

Release Phase of the Accident

1020-1220 In-vessel Release and Release at VB FP in Containment Atmosphere RPV Depressurization i

f

- _
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Table 6.2 Challenges and Strategies for a $ low EBO he nence (Continued)

Chattenge (Con.nent) Strategy or SAM Actions -
Time IIr: Min Plant Status

Reactor Cavity Ihding
12:00 - Ex-Vessel Release (CCI) (1.5 - 4 Ilours After VI;) Water to RPV and Omling 4

Revolatilization SP Gmling
Late hidine Release Containment Spray and th4ing
All Above

225)0 - Cor.tainment Failure or Venting FP Release from Containtnent to lhWing Irak Area
Containment I'looding

Outside
)
'

FP & Pro ssure in Secondary FP Release from SC to SGTS
Fir- SprayEnvironmentContainment (SC)

|

SPil - Suppression Pool (SP) Temperature, SP/L - SP level, PC/P - Drywell or Containment Pressure. DWTF - Drywell Temperature.Note:
1.

CN/r - Containment (Wetwell) Temperature.
lxtrers in italic indicate that the information or system may not be available because of lack of support, e.g., electric omer.

2. !
The RPV control guideline should have been entered earlier.
Maintaining RPV depressurization using alternate electric power (E/P) and pneur stic supply (P/S) as recommended by CPL3.

The availability of instruments and equipment after battery depiction is very uncertain. Unless special a rangements have been made, they7 4.

are generally not available. Ilowever, recovery of E/P will make some of them available.
G 5.

:o
E
E
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Ts.ble 6.3 Chr.Ile2ges tad Strategies for a Slow A1WS Sequesce :
Z W '

C- .

@ Time Hr: Min Plant Status Challenge (Comment) Strategy or SAM Actions E
.O .D ;

.y OSO MSIV Closure & Fail to Scrun; (Plant Damage State) Alert Emergency Declared g
'g Site Ernergency Probable 1

g Activate 'ISC & EOF f; '
o

=g.. Verv Early Phat.c of the Acci< lent
1

Very Early Recovery Actions

SP/r > 95 F (EPG Entry Condition) Monitor and Control SP/T, SP1,
PC/P. DW/r and CN/T (Note 1) ;
SP Cooling -

~

.

SP/r > 110 F Potential Unacceptable SP Enter EPG RPV Control G!L .
'Iloundary Imad (Note 2)

SP/r > 120 F Same As Above RPV Depressurization
i

DW/T > 135 F (EPG Entry Condition) DW Cooling I

$ 0:15 PC/P > 1.23 psig (EPG Entry Condition) nw Cooling & Containment Spray
(Permissive Signal for SPMU with
30 minute delay)

.

SP/T>IICIL SP Iloundary lead Emergency RPV Depressurization
'

(TSC Operational)

0:30 PC/P > 9 psig SP Iloundary load Containment Spray
Emergency RPV Depressurization

PC/" > 15 psig Containment Pressure lead RPV Depressurization
:

DW/r > 330 F Containment Temperature Imad Containment Spray
RPV Depressarization f

1:00 PC/P > PCPL Cornainment Pressure load Containment Spray
Containment Venting

1:30 Containment Failure Release of Containment (See Release Phase)
Atmosphere |

!

E

:
r
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Table 63 Challenges and Strategie, ror a Slow AlwS Sequence (Continued)
. _ _ -

Time Ifr: Min Plant Status Challente (Comment) Strategy or SAM Actions

Early Phase of the Aaident

Early Recovery Actions
2:00 Core Melt Starts

PotentialIA .:mentalIlydrogen Combustible Gas Control 'flydrogen Production
Combustion

Iligh Pressure VII imminent Potential Challenge at VB Reactor Cavity Hooding.
Containment Spray

IAad Associated with IIPME RPV Depressurization, Reactor
4:00 Vessel Breach

(DCll, M&E Addition,Ilydrogen Cavity Hooding & Gmtainment

Ilurn & SP Imad) Spray

Ex-Vessel Steam Explosion Eliminate Water
.

late Phase of the Accident ,

Late Recovery Actions |

I41)0
Drywell Temperature leads and Reactor Cavity Hooding

CCI
| Noncondensible Gas and Fission

Containment Hooding

[ Product Generation| ~

|
Release Phase of the Accid?nt

| Release of Containment Resource Management

| 1:30 - 25)0 Containment Failure
Atmosphere

|
I 200 4:00 In. Vessel Release and Releast at VB FP in Containment Atmosphere

RPV Depressurization
i

Reactor Cavity Fkxx!ing
45)0. - Ex-Vessel Release (CCI) Water to RPV & DW Cooling

Revolatilization SP Cooling
late hxline Release Containment Cpray and
All Above Containment Flooding

2:00 Containmer Failure or Venting FP Release from Containment to Flooding leak Area .g

Containment Fkxxiint il
Outside ' g

Z QC FP Release from SC to SG1S

@
FP & Pressure in Secondary

Q Containment (SC) Environment Fire Spray g
o
==

Sn
SP/r - Suppression Pool (SP) Temperature, SPfL - SP Ixvel, PC/P - Drywell or Containment Pressure, DW/r - DrywcIl[

:c
'

Note: 1.

$'a Temperature, CNfr - Containment (Wetwell) Temperature.
2. The RPV control guideline should have been started earFer.
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Strategy Application
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Figure 6,1 Venting Area and Venting Pressure for Various Reactor Power levels
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7 Summary and Conclusions

Information on severe accidents, available from research efforts supported by the NRC under its Severe Accident
Research Plan as well as results I om the industry spusored Industry Degraded Core Rulemaking Program, has
been reviewed to identify the challenges a Mark 111 containment could face during the course of a severe
accident, the mechanisms that cause these challenges, and the strategies that can be used to mitigate the effects of
these challenges. %e capabilities of existing plant systems and procedures that are relevant to containment and
release management (CRM) have also been examined to determine their applicability to CRM and to determine
possible areas for improvement. Important findings from this investigation have been described in this report and
are summari/cd twlow.

7.1 Existing Accident Management Capabilities

fixisting accident management capabilities are based on the NRC requirements described in NUREG-0737
regarding Oncrgeng response, and NUREG.0654 regarding radiological emergency plans and preparedness. He
elements of these requirements that are most significant for CRM are the catablishment of the technical support
center (ISC), the availability of the emergency operating procedures (EOPs), and the requirements on plant
instrumentation for accident rnonitoring.

In the accident sequences examined in this report, the ISC will belhe Technical Support Center flSC):
activated and operational when CRM activities, beyond those of the current EOPs, are required. Since a wide
variety of plant status conditions may occur and significant uncertainties on future accident progression exist, the
availability of the 'I C to take control of plant operations and to provide support to reactor operations is an
important attribute for containment and release management in a sescre accident.

Existi.nc Emercency Procedure Guidetmes (FPGO: He existing EOPs for a Mark 111 containment, which are
based on the EPGs prepared by the General Electric Company, are symptom based procedures. He plant
operations personnel em. follow these procedercs wcllinto a severe accident by observing the values of some
selected plant variables and t king actions accordingly. Ilowever, some of the assumptions on which the EPG
are based are obtained from deQn 1% ace:dat conditions and may not be adequate for severe accident
management after significant core decradation has developed Modification of the existing EPGs regarding
initiating and restricting conditions for accident response actions may be desirable to extend their applicability to
accident phases beyond core damage. s

ne existing EPGs also concentrate on the rest &S,e of core coolir.g and maintaining containment integrity
under design basis loads. He mitigation cf con innut loading conditions that may occur after vessel breach or -

the mitigation of fission ptoduct release after containment failure are not emphasized, Additional guidelines for
accident managetuent af ter venel breach or coitainment failure could therefore be beneficial.

7,2 Interface Between Existing EOPs and CRM Strategies

As stated in the introduction of tht:. report, an important goal of the USNRC's Severe Accident Management
Program is to make innovative use of existing plant systems for accident management instead of resorting to
costly hardware changes or additions. It is not surprising therefore, that many of the strategies described in the
previous sections involve actions similar to ones called for in the existing EPGs and often rely on the activation of
systems designed to cope with design basis accidents. De CRM strategies differ from the existing EPGs primarily
in terms of the conditions under which certain actions are undertaken and certain aystems are activated. His
includes operating systems in an anticipatory rather than a response mode, operating them beyond their design
limits, as well as making use cf nonaafety grade systems in some instances. He boundary between current
emergency procedures and those actions referred to as severe accident strategies is not a sharp one, and the
interface between the two types of actions is complex.

Many actions called for in the EPGs remain valid and useful in the severe accident regime as well. RPV
If the

depressurization, for instance, is requested by the llWR EPGs under a number of emergency conditions.

NUREG/CR-5802
7-1
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Suminary

- accident progresses to the severe accident mode before depressurization is implemenra, RpV depressurization
would still be a beneficial severe oxident strategy under almost all circumstances. Another action called for in
the EPGs that would generally tw lwneficial is containment heat removal via supptession pool cooling; llowever,
in this case the question of prioritization, already considered in the EPGs, is aho vital in the severe accident
phase, if the RilR system is needed for vesselinjection or cor.tainment spray operation (which provides another
mode of containment heat removal), its use for SP cooling may have to be postponed.

Containment venting is another action referied to . the EPGs that has importance as a CRht strategy under
severe accidcut conditions. In the severe acciden,t regime, it may be difficult to proceduralize the initiation of
venting. In other wrds, venting would likely undergo considerable assessment by the TSC at the time of the
accident, before it is implemented under some of the severe uccident conditions discussed in this report.

Another category of EPG actions are those that will always be beneficial before core damage occurs, but which
must be approached with caution under severe accident conditions. Examples for a htark lli containment are

~

strategies involving activation of the hydrogen ignition system (Ills) or the containment spray system. Following
the EPG guidance for initiation of these systems may not always be appropriate once a severe accident situation
has developed. As pointed out in other sections of this report, operation of the lilS upon recovery from a station
blackout tequires cautimt, as does spray operation in a steam inerted atmosphere. j

Finally, there are a number of CRh1 strategies which have no direct counterpart in the EPGs, or, if similar actions
_

are called for in the EPGs, they have a very different basis. Containment flooding is such a strategy, for instance.
Floodicg is mentioned as a Contingency action in the EPGs as a last resort for vessel, i.e core, cooling, llowever,
the CRM strategy of flooding the containment in anticipation of vessel breach or after vessel failure, has the
purpose of achieving CCI mitigation and fission product scrubbing. Another example is the use of the fire sprays #

in the auxdiary building to mitigate fission product release, resulting from a containment bypass or a failed
containment. 'this is an action not mentioned in the EPGs, but is a strategy that could be used under severe
accident conditions.

Ilow severe accident strategies in general, and CRht strategies in particular, are integrated into the plant
emergency response will depend on many factors. Options include proceduralizing strategies so that they fit into
existing EOPs, creating separate severe accident procedures, or providing more general guidance instead of
specific procedures. There are advantages and disadvantages attached to all of these methods. While specific
procedures lead to faster response than more general guidance, it is unlikely that all severe accident situations can

- be anticipated in sufficient detail to rule out the possibility that a requested procedure may be inappropriate for
the particular situation. Some strategies may be easier to proceduralize than others. The resources of a
particular utility can also determine the best method of CRht integration at a panicular plant. If considerable
expertise is available in the TSC to direct accident management, general guidance may be the optimum way to
integrate CRht actions. On the other hand, if it is unlikely that a sufficient body of experts will be quickly
available at the time of the accident, more specific advance direction should be developedh an accident
management plani la practice a combination of procedures and guidance is likely to be most effective in filling
the needs of the operators, support staff, and accident management team.

.

The containment and release event trees (CRETs) discussed in this report provide a framework for accident
progters projection and CRht decision making. 'Ihe use within the CRETs of current plant status and offsite

'information together with updated and more accurate estimates of the probability for recovery, etc. can provide a
more reliable predict na of the effects of various CRht strategies on accident progression and offsitei

consequences. Such an approach can be the basis for optimum (in a probabilistic sense) containment and release
management (htore detailed discussion on this issue can be found in the hlark I' report [32].).

L
.
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Summary

7.3 CRM Strategies

'the CitM strategies were identified via a detailed examination of the important accident phases using the CilliTs
as a guide for cramination. 'the ' identified strategies have been discussed in detailin terms of their applications
and potential adverse effects. 'lhe strategies have also been assessed by applying them to some accident
sequences to determine their feasibihty and practicality.

'the results of the strategy identification effort are surunathed in the safety objective tree (SOT) in figure 4.6.
'lhe important strategies identified by this investigation are presented in Table 5.2. Ahhough some of the
strategies (e.g., containment venting) have aheady been included in the existing EPGs, their applications in this
report have been expanded to mitigate the challenges that may occur in a severc accident. 'the strategies in
bble 52 not included in the existing EPGs are primarily those associated with the energeta events that may
oc;ur at Vil (IIPME/DCll and EVSli) and fission product release reduction.

'Ihe most important CitM strategy for a Mark 111 containment is the control of combustible gases. Cumbustible
gases can accumulate in a Mark 111 containment to a dangerous level if the lilS is not operating, as occurs in an

*

Silo event, or if the containment is steam-inert, as can occur in a long term sequence. An improved lilS, with
either a dedicated power supply or additional catalytic ignitors, will climinate the challeece of hydrogen burns in
short term sequences, and will be a very significant improvement Imuse short-term Silo is the most dominant
PDS in Mark 111 containments. Ilowever, an improved lilS cannot prevent hydrogen accumulation during a long-
term steam inerled sequence. A significant hydrogen burn may occur later in the accident after the steam is
condensed, either by the operation of containment cooling systems or by natural cooling through containment
structures. Actions are therefore required for combustible gas control in long-term sequences. 'lhe feasibility of
using 111S, containment venting, or contaimnent venting and purging, has been discussed in this report, but more
detailed analyses are required for a successful implementation of this strategy.

According to NUREG ll50 analyses, the lilS is not effective in preventing containment and/or drywell failure
dur to the burning of hydrogen released from the energetic event following vessel breach (i.e., llPME/DCil or
EVS!!). He fast metal-water reaction occurring during these events may generate a significant amount of
hydrogen in a short time. Subsequent hydrogen burns in the c(mtainment may be severe enough to challenge the
lategrity of the containment and the drywell. Ahhough IIPME can be avoided by depressurizing the vessel before
VII, the strategy to avoid EVSE, namely, eliminating water from the reactor cavity before Vll, invcives more
uncertainty and questions.

_

An important issue for Mark 111 CRM strategies is the conflicting actions required to mitigate the effect of
different challenges. He action that is required to mitigate the effect of one particular challenge may have a
significant adverse effect on other challenges. Most notable is the action to eliminate water from the reactor
cavity. While this action may prevent an EVSE,it also increases the probability i.nd severity of Cr'l and the
subsequent ex-vessel fission product release %cre is great uncertainty on the probability and significance of
FVSE. Ana fscs based on current understanding of the phenomena seems to indicate that having water in the5

reactor cavity would have an overall beneficial effect on the risk profile (Section 5.2.6). Further investigation may
be needed to make an optimum CitM decision.

Containment spray, an important plant safety feature, has many beneficial effects for CRM, but may also cause
significant adverse effects under certain conditions. Containment spray may cause an unacceptable negative
pressure load on the containment, or cause a detrimental hydrogen combustion in the containment. He
management of containment spray is therefore important.

Additional examples of conflicting c!!ects of CitM actions include the fission product release from containment
venting, and the increase in Alpha mode failure from RPV depressurization. Ahhough an Alpha raode failure for
low RPV pressure has been assigned a 17c incan probability in NUREG-ll50 analyses, it is believed that the real
probability of an Alpha mode failure or a Mark 111 plaut is most likely to be smaller.r

NURl!G/CR-580273
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Summary

The decision to carry out a strategy during a sesere accident, particularly those strat:gies with aignificant adversej

effects depends on balarrcing the potential adverse consequences of strategy implementation against the
consequences that could result if the strategy is not implemented. An integrated .ipproach, such as the use of
CRiils discussed aleve, can be utilized to provide data for decision making. 'lhe probability of making the right
decision will be increased if the uncertainties can be reduced. Important areas of uncertainties include our
current unde: standing of containment performance, and the ability to predict accident progression accurately.
For some strategies furthe.t investigation at this time may not be warranted until phenomena are better
understood. Even when these uncertainties are resolved as best as possible, there will be a need to consider an I

optimum choice of strategies. 'lhe optimum choice will depend on the irnpact of a strategy on a particular
challenge, as well as on other challenges that may occur concurrently or at irter times. As severe accident
phenomenr. are understood better, it should become increasingly worthwhile to investigate and re evaluate such
optimum choice of strategies.

7A An Integrated Approach for CRM

CRETs have been used in this report as a guide in the examination of a cident sequences for challenge and
strategy identification. 'lhe same tree structure, with appropriate probability distributions assigned to the
individual elements of the tree, can be used to quantity the effectiveness of individual strategies. Another
application of the CRETs for accident management is in the prediction of accident progression during an actual
accident. When combined with a simple consequence prediction code and with the meteorological conditions and
offsite activities already available, this could provide an integrated approach for accident progression and
consequence prediction.

-

t
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